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Thank Yous

I would like to dedicate this book to 3 special friends, Michelle
Williams, Sharika Washington, and the lovely Miss Candy. If it
weren’t for you three and the summer we had at the ballpark, this
book would have never been possible. I love you three very much
and this book is for you!!!!

My family in Memphis, Mississippi, Chicago, Atlanta, Fort
Wayne, St. Louis, and Las Vegas for their continued love and
support over the years. I love you all!!!!!

Thanks also goes to the entire Redbirds organization for
listening to my crazy ideas throughout the season (this was among
them). Amber and Steve for the lunchtime chats during the
season, Abbey and Miss Melissa for taking care of me in the
Fantasy Radio booth, Michelle Southerland, Sabrina and Katie
for keeping in touch with me and reminding me to never mess
with a female buddy duo, Phillip “Singing Phillip” Reaves, the
Zone Patrol, Reggie Williams, Kelly, all of my students during the
Kids’ Camp, and all of the wonderful fans I met throughout the
season at Autozone Park.

Special thanks also goes to Da Crew: Chris Walker, Angela
Gardner, Monroe Gibbs, Tracy Ballard, and Lester Johnson for
putting up with me throughout the baseball season and not
committing me into the mental hospital.



The Galloway Gang: Amanda Rainey, Jason and Jeff Smith,
Alex Richards, Kelsey Bridges, Meredith Wadlington, Jeanne
Hill, Annie Yancey, Christy Reece, L.H., Adam Hite, Jason Baker,
Hart Simba, Elizabeth Nichols, Jacob Flowers, “Mama Smith”,
and all of the rotating characters that have passed through the
Galloway kitchen over the last three years.

Special thanks goes to the following: Frank Murtaugh, Kasi
Foster, Renetria Drake, Krystal Grady, Robert Phillips, Dr. Steve
Gadbois, Paul Ryburn, Matt Janik, David A. Wischnowsky, Jason
McClain, Nichole Johnson, Jondala Rogers, Amanda Rathert,
Rico Rivers, Jamarcus Brown, Russell and Yvonne Walton,
Naheem Jones, Kim Wilson, Doris Turner, Stacy Ramey, Chris
Condit, Josh Stanokvich, Matthew Mowery, Joe “Bob Swerski”
Meyer, Kandice Dortch, Garland “Lil’ Boo” Price, Erica and
Jamaliah Lee, Shynna Horton, Tanielle Branch, LaKeshia
Chapman, Shmeka Gibson,Erica Small, Ebony Smith, Kimberlie
Wells,James Everett, Dr. LaToya Reed, Devin Hardin, Rory Hill-
Embry, Vernette Alexander, Bridget Thompson, Denise Benton,
William Rogers, Michael Jordan (not that one), Tammara Jones,
Wilson Richardson, Joshua Walls, Ruth Gibson, Dr. Michael
Kirby, Joye Seay, the gang over at Sports Avenue and Bon-Ton
Cafe, Dr. Timothy W. Kutas, Rev. Calvin Booker, Chauntay
Saulsberry, Joshua Burse, and all of the people who have helped
along the way.

Last but always first, my wonderful Father for His blessings
and my wonderful life.

Love always,
Ryne E. Hancock
Memphis, Tennessee
March 1, 2007
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For over a century, the St. Louis Cardinals have been without
question, one of the baseball’s greatest if not colorful

franchises, winning 10 World Series and 17 National League
championships as well as churning out Hall of Famers like Enos
Slaughter, Dizzy Dean, Ozzie Smith, Stan Musial, Bob Gibson,
Lou Brock, Red Schoendist, Frankie Frisch, and Rogers Hornsby.

Great broadcasters such as Harry Caray, Gabby Street, France
Laux, Joe Garagiola, Wayne Hagin, Jay Randolph, Dan
McLaughin, Bob Carpenter, Mike Shannon, John Rooney, and
the greatest Cardinal of them all, Jack Buck, read many a child
during the hot sticky summer months bedtime stories about the
bulging biceps of Joe Medwick, Pepper Martin, Marty Marion,
Wally Moon, Bill White, Orlando Cepeda, Joe Cunningham, Ken
Boyer, and others from faraway places like Cincinnati, San Diego,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York City over the
airwaves.

But the greatest thing for a Cardinal fan like myself aren’t
memorable homers hit by Albert Pujols, Jim Edmonds, Jack
Clark, Ozzie Smith, or Tommy Herr, no-hitters by Jose Jimenez,
Bud Smith, or Bob Forsch, nor the countless World Series
championships, it’s the life lessons you learn, such as following
your dreams, never giving up, and most importantly, the friends
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and memories you make that last a lifetime while you root for the
Cards to victory.

This is the story of two teams, a writer, his friends, and the
great memories of an unforgettable summer in Cardinal Nation.

Play ball!!!!!!!!
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Long before there was an Autozone Park, a Miss Candy, and a
Ballpark Gang, there was Christopher “Doc” Hottum’s

saloon on Beale Street where in 1885, a group of men came
together to form the very first professional sports league in the
South, the original Southern League of Professional Baseball.

The league’s formation returned baseball to Memphis after an
8-year absence when the Memphis Reds of the League Alliance
folded after one year of operation due in part to the yellow fever
epidemic and financial troubles, and the new team would have
stars like Charley Frank, Wally Andrews, who over 100 years after
he played in Memphis, still hold the all-time Memphis baseball
record for a single-season batting average with a .422 clip that he
amassed in 1892 for a Memphis club that won only 18 games, still
the fewest total of victories in the history of Memphis baseball.

With the lineup in place, Memphis would win its first and only
crown in the original Southern League in 1894 with a record of
39-17 in an abbreviated season but like most minor league clubs
during the latter part of the 19th century, Memphis and the
original Southern League struggled to stay afloat financially,
sometimes resulting in transfers or ceased operations due to
financial woes for some teams.

The Memphis Giants and the original Southern League would
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be forced to cease operations five years after the city’s first ever
professional baseball championship and leave Memphis without
baseball until 1901 when the Southern Association was formed,
thereby creating a new franchise in the form of the Egyptians,
named in part because of the city’s namesake in Egypt.

During the final year of the Memphis franchise in the original
Southern League, the team moved into a park located in a section
of town known simply as Red Elm Bottoms and when the new
Southern Association team began play in 1901, that team would
fill the void that was created when the original Southern League
ceased operations in 1899 by playing there.

Later, the franchise would change their name from Egyptians
to Turtles because of the unusual shape of the infield at Red Elm
Park, which had a turtleback shape to its infield.

Those early teams were managed by Southern baseball legend
Charley Frank, who led the Giants of the original Southern
League to their only 19th century championship a decade earlier
and would manage the Turtles during their first few years in the
Southern Association.

Despite the early success of the Turtles, Memphis was
upstaged by their rivals to the north in Nashville in 1901 and 1902
when the Nashville Vols won the first two Southern Association
pennants.

A year later, the Turtles would reward their fans with the 1903
Southern Association championship, the first championship for
the city in the 20th century and the first since 1894 when the
Giants of the old Southern League won with Wally Andrews and
Joe Delahanty of the famed Delehanty brothers in the lineup.

The Turtles would continue their winning ways into the 1904
season with a new manager as Charley Frank moved south to
New Orleans to manage the rival Pelicans until 1913, while the
Chicks won their second Southern Association championship in
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a row, the last for Memphis professional baseball for over a
decade and a half.

In 1906, Glenn Leibhardt would win a still-standing Memphis
professional record 36 victories for the Turtles and help guide the
Turtles to a third-place finish in the standings, one of the few
bright spots of the period between 1906 and 1920 for
professional baseball in Memphis.

Eight years later, a businessman by the name of Russell E.
Gardner would provide another bright spot for the city’s baseball
scene as he bought the franchise and Red Elm Park in 1914.

Taking his first four letters of his name (Russ) and combining
it with the material that the ballpark was built of (wood), the park
would be renamed Russwood Park, replacing the name of Red
Elm Park.

Gardner and legendary general manager Thomas Watkins
would make another change a year later when the Turtles would
undergo a name change to the Chickasaws, a symbol of honor
towards the famed Chickasaw Guards and the Chickasaw tribe
that called the Memphis area home. The name would later be
shortened by the fans and both newspapers to “Chicks”.

Six years later, Russwood Park would undergo an extreme
makeover as a brand new grandstand made of concrete and steel
replaced the creaky and decrepit one of Red Elm Park, which by
that point had been home to professional baseball in Memphis
for nearly 25 years.

The inaugural season of the new and improved Russwood
Park was capped off with the city’s first pennant since 1904 when
the Chicks won the Southern Association pennant under
manager Spencer Abbott and 104 games, still the most in
Memphis professional baseball history.

With stars like Andy High and Tommy McMillan, the Chicks
in 1921 brought sunlight to the baseball fans of the city and three
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years later in 1924 under manager Johnny Dobbs, the Chicks
would once again have a banner season, making it all the way to
the Dixie Series where they faced the Texas League champions
Fort Worth Panthers, losing in five games.

That team would feature players like Doc Prothro, a practicing
dentist from Dyersburg that later would become the winningest
manager in the history of Memphis professional baseball, third
baseman Tommy Taylor, outfielder Roy Carlyle and his .368
batting average, and pitcher Harry Kelley, one of the most
dominant pitchers in the history of the Southern Association.

Another pennant would come towards the end of the 1920’s
as the Chicks won the first-half championship of the Southern
Association in 1928, their first under new manager Doc Prothro,
solidifying the Chicks’ status as one of the powerhouses in the
Southern Association.

At the start of the Depression, stars like Joe “Texas Joe”
Hutcheson, who is the holder of the most homers ever hit in a
career by a player in Memphis professional baseball history with
105 and one of the most popular Chicks ever, Tupelo native
Andrew Jackson Reese, helped keep the Chicks in contention
throughout the 1930’s.

The Chicks would win the pennant in 1930 and reach the
Dixie Series for the third time, losing again to the Texas League
champion Fort Worth Panthers and then another first-half
championship in 1933, giving Prothro four championships in ten
years of association with the Chicks, three as a manager and one
as a player on the famed 1924 Southern Association
championship team.

In 1935 however, Prothro would leave the Chicks to manage
the Little Rock Travelers and then the Philadelphia Phillies for
three years, only to return to Memphis in 1942 for a second stint
with the Chicks. It was also during the second stint that Prothro
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would add the title of co-owner to his duties with the Chicks with
Edward Barry and Frank Longitotti.

During Prothro’s final stint as Chicks manager, the Chicks
would win a split-season championship in 1944 with a one-armed
outfielder that went by the name of Pete Gray, who also led the
team in batting with a .289 clip and earned Southern Association
MVP honors as well for the Chicks. He would then move up to
the major leagues the following year to play for the St. Louis
Browns, where he would have some of his best years and later the
Boston Red Sox where he ended his career.

In Prothro’s final season, another baseball legend would add
their name to the list of greats and memorable characters that
have dotted the Memphis baseball landscape when future
Cincinnati Reds slugger Ted Kluzewski broke in with the Chicks
in 1947 and winning the batting title a year later in 1948, as the
Chicks drew a then-record 361,473 fans through the turnstiles at
Russwood Park to watch the Chicks’ exploits under new manager
Truck Hannah and start the last great run of success by the
original Memphis Chicks, winning one playoff championship and
two league championships between 1948 and 1957.

Long before the Houston Astros made it fashionable, the
1952 Memphis Chicks went from last place on July 8th to an
improbable win in the Dixie Series over the Shreveport Sports,
champions of the Texas League to win the first and only Dixie
Series championship in the history of the franchise.

The following year, Luke Appling’s Chicks would march to a
Southern Association pennant, establishing yet another run of
success for the Chicks. They followed it up with another pennant
in 1955 with Southern Association MVP and future of Hall-of-
Famer Luis Aparcio, the first minority to ever play for a Memphis
professional baseball team.

As the 1950’s drew to a close, the Chicks and the rest of the
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minor leagues were heavily affected by the advent of television
and expansion of the major leagues. Longtime minor-league
outposts like Milwaukee and Kansas City were welcoming in
Braves and Athletics and saying goodbye to the Brewers and
Blues.

The change would eventually reach Memphis as the Chicks
entered the 1960 season with high hopes for a successful season
and building on a third-place finish during the second half of the
1959 season as well as extensive improvements to Russwood
during the 1958-59 offseason which included air conditioning for
the press box, and decreasing the seating capacity from 10,500 to
just over 9,000. They had a new manager in Joe Schultz and a
bunch of youngsters like future big leaguers Tim McCarver, Mike
Shannon, and Phil Gagilano.

But little did anyone know that the change that they were
going to face would alter the course of Memphis professional
baseball for the remainder of the decade was going to be a fiery
one.

On Easter Sunday,1960, the Cleveland Indians and Chicago
White Sox hooked up for an exhibition game at Russwood Park
while the Chicks played on the road at Nashville against the Vols
for a three-game series.

The game was a way of welcoming back to Memphis former
Chicks Ted Kluzewski and Luis Aparcio, who played on the 1959
American League champion Chicago White Sox and introducing
Memphis to rising superstar Rocky Colavito of the Cleveland
Indians, who hit 42 homers the year before to win the American
League home run title and destined to be one of the great sluggers
in baseball history.

No one was aware of the fact that it would be the last game
ever played at Russwood Park at the time, mainly because it was
Easter Sunday and the only things that were on the minds of the
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7,279 who were present at Russwood was hot dogs, Cracker
Jacks, and a Coke added with a souvenir from the bat of Colavito
or Klu.

Rocky Colavito would hit the last homer out of Russwood for
the Tribe and later on in the game would be traded away to
Detroit for Harvey Kuenn and a player to be named later while
the Indians would prevail with a 2-1 victory over the Sox.

At 7:19, Russwood Park, the home of professional baseball in
Memphis since 1899, would be the site of the largest fire in the
city’s history as the park burned completely to the ground in a
five-alarm fire that broke windows at nearby John Gaston and
Baptist hospitals and the field of dreams for many children in
Memphis, some of whom attended that very exhibition game
between the Tribe and Sox.

And a team homeless.
The Southern Association scrambled along with team officials

to find a suitable park for the Chicks to play the 1960 season and
decided on Hodges Field, which was located at the corner of
Pauline and Jefferson Avenue near where Russwood Park stood
to play a portion of their home schedule.

Given the fact that the playing surface at Hodges weren’t
actually baseball-suitable, the Chicks would play some of their
games at Tobey Park and some “home games” in
Columbus,Georgia to finish out the 1960 season.

The final game of the original Chicks took place on September
9, 1960 when the Memphis Chicks faced the Little Rock Travelers
before a small crowd of 48 people, still one of the lowest recorded
totals of attendance in the history of Memphis professional
baseball.

After that, the team was transferred back to the Southern
Association and relocated to Macon, Georgia for the final years of
the league, which would be folded within a year due to lagging
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attendance and lack of integration in the league, which raised a
cause for concern among many African-Americans in the South
about the “good ol’ boy network” that was the Southern
Association.

For the first time in the 20th century, the city of Memphis
would be without professional baseball and it would be eight
years before the city would get another crack at professional
baseball.

And when the city got the team, it would have a new name and
a new stadium to call home.

The Memphis Blues began play at what would later become
Tim McCarver Stadium in 1968 as members of the Texas League
and an affiliate of the New York Mets. It was also during this
season that the color line would be broken in Memphis
professional baseball when Tommie Smith suited up with the
Blues.

A year later, in 1969, the Blues won their first ever Texas
League championship, which was the first championship for
Memphis professional baseball since 1955 when the Chicks won
the Southern Association pennant. Four years later, another
championship would be added to the trophy case as the Blues
won another Texas League championship.

Memphis got its first taste of Triple-A baseball in 1974 when
the Blues became a part of the International League, which lasted
until 1976 when the Blues folded and leaving Memphis once
again without professional baseball.

In 1977, businessman Avron Fogleman was awarded an
expansion team in the brand-new Southern League that was
scheduled to begin play in 1978 at Blues Stadium. The team
would restore the popular “Chicks” name of the old Southern
Association team and return baseball to Memphis.

The “new” Chicks’ first game was on April 15, 1978 when they
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faced the Nashville Sounds at Tim McCarver Stadium. Former
Chick great and 1944 Southern Association MVP Pete Gray
would throw out the first pitch in pregame festivities and the

Chicks would beat the Sounds 4-2 in front of a capacity crowd
of 9,578 at Tim McCarver Stadium.

Those squads had players like hometown heroes Charlie Lea
and Anthony Johnson, future big leaguers Scott Sanderson and
Tim Wallach as well as future Montreal and San Francisco
manager Felipe Alou, who was the first manager of the modern-
day Chicks.

As the 70’s wound down, the Chicks established themselves as
a force in the Southern League by winning three straight split-
season championships from 1979 to 1981 and generating a buzz
around town. In 1980 and 1981, the Chicks drew over 300,000 in
back-to back seasons, a first for any Memphis professional
baseball team and had several crowds topping the 10,000 mark at
Tim McCarver during the early part of the 1980’s.

After 1981, the Chicks went into a lean period as most of the
talents that came up through the Montreal Expos system were
called up. In 1984, the Chicks would end their affiliation with the
Expos and begin a longstanding working agreement with the
Kansas City Royals as their Double-A affiliate due in part to
Avron Fogleman’s involvement with the Royals as a minority
owner of the team and later taking part in the 1985 Royals’ World
Series championship season, which gave the Chicks a much-
needed boost in popularity during the lean years between 1982
and 1987.

The Chicks as a Royals affiliate would win another split-season
pennant in 1988 with Southern League MVP Matt Winters, who
led the team with 27 homers and the only Southern League
championship for the modern-day Chicks two years later with
Jeff Conine in the lineup in 1990 under manager Jeff Cox, the
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city’s 12th overall professional baseball championship and first
since the 1973 Memphis Blues won the Texas League
championship.

At the end of the 1994 season, the Chicks ended their working
agreement with the Royals and began a short working agreement
with the San Diego Padres where it produced split-season
championships in 1995 and 1996 and another league MVP in
future Chicago Cubs first baseman Derrek Lee, who hit 31
homers for the 1996 Chicks.

By 1997, professional baseball had been in the city for over
120 years and had been played at eight different ballparks around
Memphis, twenty-nine of those years at Tim McCarver Stadium
with the Blues and the Chicks.

And to keep the Chicks, who by that time wasn’t in the
mindsets of baseball fans in the city of Memphis, the only solution
to getting the Chicks back into the mindsets of sports fans was by
building a new stadium for the team.

Or else move the team to some untapped market like Baton
Rouge, Columbia, South Carolina or Jackson,Tennessee.

With declining attendance and an uncertain future, the Chicks
announced in 1996 that they would move to Jackson, Tennessee
and into a new stadium after the 1997 season, creating another
void for baseball in the city. The final game for the modern-day
Chicks took place on September 5, 1997 when the Chicks faced
longtime rival Chattanooga in a Labor Day matinée at historic
Engel Stadium, losing 5-2 and closing the chapter on the Chicks’
history.

Later on in 1997, the city would fill the void left by the
Chicks by being awarded an expansion team in the American
Association and entered a working agreement with the St. Louis
Cardinals, which would result in giving the Louisville Triple-A
franchise a new working agreement with the Milwaukee
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Brewers as well as a new stadium plus nickname for the
Louisville franchise.

The new franchise would also have a hand in returning
baseball to the middle schools, a sport that was cut from the city
schools’ budget in 1992, creating a new program called STRIPES,
which had a focus on bringing baseball back to the inner city here
in Memphis.

Not only that, it would be the very first not-for-profit
professional sports team in North America, which would all but
ensure future generations of baseball fans a top-notch minor
league club in the Bluff City.

But due to expansion of the Major Leagues with the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays and the Arizona Diamondbacks, who was to
begin play in 1998,the National Association of Minor League
Baseball decided to dissolve the American Association and leave
only the Pacific Coast League and International League as the
only two Triple-A leagues prior to the start of the 1998 baseball
season.

The new Triple-A franchise for the city of Memphis would be
named the Redbirds, due in part to their affiliation with the St.
Louis Cardinals and instead of being in the American
Association, the team would begin play in the Pacific Coast
League and rekindle old rivalries with Nashville and New
Orleans, who were already set with Triple-A franchises from the
old American Association.

The original plan for the Redbirds was to play one season in
Tim McCarver Stadium and move downtown to a brand-new
ballpark at the corner of South Third Street and Union Avenue in
1999, but due to financial issues, the ballpark wouldn’t be ready
until 2000 and resulting in one extra season at Tim McCarver
Stadium.

In 1998, the Redbirds broke the all-time Memphis
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professional baseball record for season attendance with 391,174
and bettered it in the final season at Tim McCarver Stadium by
7,000 fans with nearly 400,000 fans.

The 2000 season would be a special one for Redbirds fans as
Autozone Park opened its doors to the public with an exhibition
game against the St. Louis Cardinals and Mark McGwire and
shattering the all-time Memphis professional record with over
850,000 fans going through the turnstiles at Autozone Park and
introducing the world to a kid by the name of Jose Alberto Pujols,
who propelled the Redbirds to the 2000 PCL Championship with
an extra-inning homer against Salt Lake at Autozone Park on
September 18, 2000.

Although the Redbirds haven’t been able to recapture the
winning magic of 2000, the Redbirds can be proud of the fact that
the corner of South Third and Union Avenue has churned out
players like Chris Duncan, Anthony Reyes, Tyler Johnson, Skip
Schumacher, Bud Smith, So Taguchi, John Rodriguez, Josh
Kinney, Adam Wainwright, John Gall, and countless others who
have made an enormous impact on the the Cardinals over the last
few years, many of which would contribute to one of the most
improbable World Series championships in baseball history.

Something that would be shared by a writer and his friends.
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Sometimes in life, you run into certain people that are placed
into your life for some reason, good or bad.
Many times that person is a part of your life for a hot minute and

then disappear out of the limelight and into your memory bank, not
realizing what reason they came into your life for until later on.

And in the case of a writer’s summer rooting for his hometown
baseball team as well as the team he grew up watching on
television and listening to on the radio during the hot and sticky
Memphis summers a few hours to the north, no one would have
thought that the magical journey that was the summer of 2006
would begin with a random encounter on a very hot and muggy
day in the city of Memphis, where temperatures were well over
100 degrees.

I had gotten lucky with some tickets that I had bought from a
scalper across the street from the ballpark, tickets that were going
to keep me cool and in the shade while I watched the Redbirds
take on the Round Rock Express on a hot and sticky July
afternoon in the summer of 2005 where everyone was trying
everything in their power to remain cool and hydrated while
watching the Redbirds claw their way towards a possible playoff
berth.
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Since I always enjoyed taking pictures, I brought my beat-up
digital camera to capture some interesting shots of the game from
my seat as well as other quirky things that might catch my eye
around the ballpark.

After getting a few good shots with my camera in the Entry
Plaza, I then made my way down to the Boardwalk area, where I
saw people with fans, water bottles, and other means to keep cool
entering the ballpark through the side gate at Monroe Avenue and
South Third Street.

While I was headed up towards the pavilion area in left-field to
take a few shots of the players warming up, a couple of girls
standing in the shade caught my attention near that same gate.

And being the person that I was, I went up to the two girls and
asked them their names after clumsily saying my name.

“What’s your name?” I asked the first girl, who had on a pair
of shades.

“Shanna”, she replied.
Turning over to the girl on the right, I asked her the same

question.
“Candy,” she replied.
“Well, I was wondering if I could take a picture of you two,”

I said as I rubbed the sweat off my forehead.
“Sure,” they said.

A couple of years earlier, the Redbirds organization decided
to give fans like myself a chance to call a couple of innings of an
actual baseball game like broadcasters David Kelly and Steve
Selby on WHBQ AM 560, thereby initiating a promotion called
Fantasy Radio in the summer of 2003 for fans at each home
game.

After taking the picture, I then ran into Erin, who was the
person in charge of the Fantasy Radio program at the time, while
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I was headed to one of the concession stands to buy some bottled
water to keep hydrated in the sizzler that was Autozone Park.

“Meet me back here,” she said, referring to FansFirst, “so that
you can go up to the radio booth and do the first and second
innings for Fantasy Radio.”

After gulping down half of my bottled water, I met back up
with Erin five minutes prior to the start of the game to head
upstairs to the Fantasy Radio booth for the first two innings of the
Redbirds-Round Rock game.

Given the fact that I had never done a radio broadcast of a
baseball game before, I didn’t know what I was going to say over
the air to the listeners.

“This isn’t real radio,” the engineer said to me, “Just have fun
with it and don’t worry about how you’re going to sound.”

As soon as I cued the engineer to start the tape, I uttered over
the air, “Live from Autozone Park in Memphis, it’s the
Memphis Express against the Round Rock Redbirds,” which
led to a couple of chuckles from me as I tried to get myself back
on track.

The Fantasy Radio booth was filled with the pictures of Hall-
of-Fame announcers such as Ernie Harwell, Harry Caray, and
Jack Buck and I could feel them looking down at me and shaking
their heads at what I said over the air.

As the middle of the first inning came, I was told by my
engineer to keep saying things over the air.

“You’re doing a good job,” he said to me as Skip Schumacher
came to the plate in the bottom of the first.

The night before, I remembered some hullabaloo from Round
Rock’s Mike Coolbaugh’s homer that landed on Stadium Court,
the street that butts up against the ballpark, in the top of the sixth
inning and I quickly brought up a story that I remembered saying
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to someone in high school about my glory days as a sandlot
baseball legend in Memphis during the mid-90’s.

“That Coolbaugh homer reminded me of a friend of mine
who said that they would be scared as heck to play baseball against
me,” I said as Schumacher waited on the second pitch, a pitch that
he put over the centerfield fence for a lead-off homer to put the
Redbirds on the board.

And gave me a chance to get my very first home run call as a
Fantasy Radio announcer in my first game in the Fantasy Radio
booth.

By the time I got home, I told my mother about what had
happened with me down at the ballpark about the radio gig.

“I have the CD of my two innings in the Fantasy Radio booth
for you to listen to,” I said as I put the CD in the CD player.

At the time, my mother was on the phone with someone and
said to them, “Ryne’s on radio calling the baseball game,”
referring to the CD I had in the player of the two innings of work
I did in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“How did you get that?” my mother asked me.
“I just walked in and did it.”
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It was only two years ago that Michelle Williams, her twin sister
Melissa, Sharika Washington, and I were walking across the

Pyramid stage, shaking the hand of newly-elected Governor Phil
Bredsen as we received our high school diplomas, and going our
separate ways and losing touch with one another.

The only time in the span between May 18, 2003 and the 2005
season that I talked to them was when I called Michelle and
Melissa during the Christmas holidays to see how they were doing
in school at the University of Memphis seven months after we
graduated from Whitehaven High School.

Unlike the last game I had gone to down at Autozone Park
weeks earlier when the Redbirds faced the Round Rock Express,
the atmosphere of the ballpark was much different as the
temperature cooled down to 94 degrees as the Redbirds
welcomed the Nashville Sounds to the confines of Autozone
Park on this August afternoon.

As I entered the gate at Union and Third, I saw a long line of
fans waiting in line for a chance to win a bunch of things that the
Redbirds were giving away, things like oven mitts, mouse pads,
frying pans, and other odds and ends that the team never gave
away.
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As I got in line for the giveaway, I spotted the three down at
the other end of the table and wondered if the three would
recognize me after not seeing me in two years.

When it was my turn to get something from the prize table, I
said, “Hi, I’m the guy that did the poem for that girl I had a crush
on,” referring to an infamous poem I did during a talent show at
Whitehaven during our senior year.

Realizing that my face looked familiar, Melissa said to me, “We
already know who you are, Ryne.”

“Really?” I said, “I thought after two years of not seeing each
other, I would somehow change my appearance or do something
mind-altering to make you guys forget about me.”

“No,” Mekila said, “We know who you are.”
Once again I had my beat-up camera to take some interesting

pictures and I asked the three did they want to take a picture,
which they obliged and I walked into the concourse area to get my
scorecard.

During the summer of 2005, the Redbirds had a kid by the
name of Anthony Reyes, a hard-throwing righty that was once a
teammate of Chicago Cubs pitcher Mark Prior in college at the
University of Southern California and regarded as the Cardinals’
pitcher of the future.

A few days before his start against the Sounds, Reyes had a
stellar Major League debut, giving up two hits and one run in a
win over the Milwaukee Brewers at Miller Park, so by the time
August 15, 2005 rolled around, he was riding a tidal wave of
momentum as he went to the mound that muggy Sunday
afternoon against Nashville.

Since I liked the whole Fantasy Radio deal, I asked Erin if I
could go back up and do a few more innings of Fantasy Radio
again, this time the middle innings of the Redbirds-Sounds game.
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“Sure,” she said, “Just meet back here at the end of the fourth
inning and I’ll take you up.”

For four innings, Reyes and his Nashville counterpart, Wes
Obermuller, could do no wrong as each pitcher tried their best to
outpitch the other by sitting down the opposition and leaving the
game scoreless in the fifth inning, which was when I went up to
the Fantasy Radio booth to do the broadcast.

By that time, Reyes had struck out eight Nashville batters,
marching halfway towards the record that was held by former
Redbird Rick Ankiel in a game against the Iowa Cubs back in
1999 when Ankiel struck out 14 at old Tim McCarver Stadium
and had given up no hits off Sounds batters.

“He’s on a tidal wave, folks,” I said over the air as Prince
Fielder, the Sounds’ most feared hitter, came to the plate.

Fielder had actually been called up for a cup of coffee during
one portion of the 2005 season and was groomed to be the
Brewers’ starting first baseman in 2006 as well as the next great
superstar for the Brewers.

But on this particular August afternoon, the Cardinals’ pitcher
of the future was holding the Brewers’ slugger of the future in
check.

Three pitches, all strikes.
Strikeout number nine.
Up next was Richie Weeks, another one of the top prospects

in the Brewers’ organization.
Strikeout number ten as the game went to the bottom of the

fifth inning.
When the Sounds came to bat in the top of the sixth inning,

few people around the ballpark knew that Reyes was trying to
break the franchise record for strikeouts in a game that was once
held by Rick Ankiel, mainly because this was something that was
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expected of Reyes and the amount of confidence he had from his
first start weeks earlier in Milwaukee.

The first batter of that sixth inning was Reyes’ counterpart,
Wes Obermuller, who also had a stellar performance for the
Sounds, giving up only hit through five-and-a-half innings of
work.

And like the other batters Reyes faced that day, Obermuller
suffered the same fate as Ryan Hart, Prince Fielder, and J.J.
Hardy, three pitches and three strikes.

Strikeout number eleven.
Next up for the Sounds was their other source of pop in the

lineup, Nelson Cruz, who was second on the team in home runs
with 22 roundtrippers.

His outcome was a weak grounder to the right side that was
scooped up cleanly by third baseman John Gall.

Number 12 came in the form of Sounds outfielder Brent
Abernathy, who swung at a breaking-ball clocked at 98 mph on
the Budweiser King of Beer radar gun in left-field.

Three more strikeouts to go.
As the seventh inning started, Reyes already lost the no-hitter

and had only a shutout and a one-hitter working in his favor as he
faced the bottom 3 of the lineup in Ozzie Chavez, Vinny Rottino,
and the pitcher’s spot.

Not only that, he had a chance to break the franchise record
for strikeouts in one game.

“The 1-2 to Chavez,” I said, “Make that one number 13,
folks!!!!!”

Rottino came up to the plate and became strikeout victim
number 14, tying the record by Rick Ankiel, giving Reyes one
more to go to actually break the record.

And with a sparsely crowd of over 10,000 fans on a hot and
sticky Sunday afternoon, Reyes fanned Mitch Stauffer to break the
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record, something that I wasn’t even sure of until it was announced
over the public address system after the end of top half of the
seventh that Reyes set the record for strikeouts in a game.

In the eighth inning however, the Redbirds got on the board
with a bloop single up the middle scoring outfielder Reggie
Taylor, proving to be the only run that Reyes would need to
secure the win for the Redbirds as they beat Nashville 1-0.

After the game, Reyes’ performance was highlighted on the
matrix board in left-field, showing the 15 strikeouts that he
amassed against the Sounds on that August afternoon, cementing
his place as one of the best pitchers in the St. Louis Cardinals
organization and the pitcher of the future for the Cardinals.

A few weeks later, I ran into Michelle, Melissa, and Mekila
while I was making my way around the ballpark during the final
game of the 2005 season between the Redbirds and the Isotopes.

By that time, the Redbirds had stayed in the race for the
playoffs all the way up to the final week of August, where they
faced the same Nashville Sounds in a pair of doubleheaders on
August 28th and September 1st, doubleheaders that were played
because of Hurricane Katrina and the field conditions at
Autozone Park, but after splitting one on the 28th and sweeping
the second doubleheader on the 1st of September, the Redbirds
were all but eliminated from playoff contention.

So the series between the Redbirds and the Isotopes had no
area of significance as the Isotopes made their way into the Bluff
City on Labor Day weekend.

The skies over Autozone Park was for the most part on this
Labor Day afternoon, overcast and had very brief appearances by
the sun prior to the game.
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Of course, with this being the final game of the 2005 season,
it was no question that the crowd at Autozone Park was going to
be respectable at least as the Redbirds closed out their season
against the Isotopes, who a few days earlier were eliminated from
the race for the American Southern division crown after losing
two of four against the Round Rock Express on the road, leaving
Round Rock and Oklahoma as the two frontrunners for the
American Southern division crown as action started on Labor
Day.

In the first inning of the game, Skip Schumacher hit a leadoff
home run to put the Redbirds on the board, marking the second
time that he did that while I was in attendance for a game at
Autozone Park.

After both Ivan Cruz and first baseman John Gall hit homers
in the third inning, I walked around the ballpark and ran into
Michelle and Melissa prior to their routine on the field.

“Hey, what’s up?” they said.
“Nothing much,” I replied, noting the fact that I was sweating

like a pig with an apple in his mouth, waiting for his date with
hungry barbecue lovers in the hot Memphis summertime.

As always, I had my beat-up Vivtar digital camera to take
photos of the sights and sounds of the ballpark and I asked the
two, along with their friend Mekila did they want to take a picture.

Forgetting that the digital camera wasn’t one of those
expensive ones that are sold at various photography stores in
Memphis and around the world, the picture didn’t come out right
because I had set the white balance on the camera to daylight and
the ISO to 200, making what would be a great picture a complete
flop.

“It didn’t come out right,” I said as I pushed the review button
on the camera, “It looks like four black spots blocking the action
on the field.”
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“Maybe you can try it again,” Michelle said to me as I
embraced the failed picture with humility and class.

“Maybe so,” I said as I tried again at shooting the picture, “It
might come out the same way.”

And after altering the settings on the camera and getting the
picture, that was exactly what happened.

“It happened again,” I said to Michelle and Mekila.
Realizing that they had to go out on the field and perform, the

four of us agreed on another time to do the picture before the
game was over.

“It’ll probably work the second time around,” Melissa said to
me as they left for the field.

In the sixth inning, I made another trip around the
ballpark shooting the sights and sounds of the game when I
ran into Michelle, Melissa, and Mekila, right after wolfing
down a 20 oz. Coke to salve the thirst I had throughout the
game.

“There you are,” I said as I spotted them in the area near
FansFirst, “I finally got this camera to work so I can get this
picture and be on my way.”

A few times when I had my camera, I would always get a
picture of the person or group of people that I was taking first and
then hop my way into the next one if time allowed it.

So when I finished getting the first picture done, I decided the
next best thing for me was to jump in the second one with the
three as well as another girl that was in the same area that they
were at.

A couple of guys with backward University of Memphis hats
were in the vicinity that the five of us were in and given the fact
that I had gone to the game by myself, I went up to them to ask
them to do me a huge favor.
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“Look,” I asked them, “do you guys want to get in a picture
with four lovely ladies?”

“No,” they replied, “We’ll hold the camera for you so that you
can get in it.”

As I got in the space between Mekila and another girl, I tried
to explain to the guy how to take the picture.

“Just look at the camera, Ryne”, Michelle said to me, “Just
look at the camera.”

As the game progressed on with the Redbirds comfortably in
front 7-2 in the eighth inning, I ran into a father and son playing
hot potato with a beanbag of sorts on the walkway in left-center.

“What in the world….” I said with a completely puzzled look
on my face.

“It’s fun,” the boy said to me, “Wanna try it?”
“Okay,” I said, picking up the two beanbags and holding it in

my right hand.
A few minutes later, the father came over to where I was and

showed me how to use the beanbags.
“It’s very simple,” he said to me as the Isotopes went down in

order in the top of the eighth inning, “You have to have good
reflexes however with these beanbags because it requires
concentration.”

After trying two times with the beanbags and coming up short
on both times, I felt that instead of me handling the beanbags, the
father and son should be the ones that should handle the
beanbags.

“Because you two are more coordinated than I am,” I said to
the two as I walked over to the viewing platform to watch the
action on the field.

“We actually sell these beanbags,” the father said to me, “It’s
through a company I own in Olive Branch.”
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“They help out your coordination, sir,” the son said to me.
“Really?” I asked, “Those things actually do that?”
“Yes,” the father replied, “They’re $5.”
Since I didn’t have that much on me, I said to the two, “Well,

I wish I could get one of these because they might be good for my
own benefit as well as others, but it’ll have to be some other time.”

“That’s understandable,” they said, “We appreciate you taking
the time out to talk to us and giving the beanbags a try.”

In the ninth inning, Brian Falkenborg struck out Josh
Willingham to end the 2005 season for the Redbirds on a winning
note, sending Autozone Park into a somewhat bittersweet yet
wonderful celebration of the 2005 season and what it could have
been for the Redbirds had they won those games during the
Sounds’ 8-game losing streak.

And after shaking hands with a few of the people around the
ballpark, I ran into Erin and thanked her for giving me the
opportunity to be up in the Fantasy Radio booth for parts of the
season.

“No problem,” she said, “It’s been a joy having you here
during the season also.”

“You know something?” I asked her before I joined the hearty
congregation of fans exiting the ballpark.

“What?”
“April’s not far away.”
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In the summer of 2004, I was given the task of covering news
and events for the Hollywood-Springdale community for a

small weekly newspaper known as the North Shelby Times, which
catered to the northern part of Memphis and rural parts of Shelby,
Tipton, and Fayette counties, which introduced me to the world
of newspapers.

The only reason why I ended up being the beat writer for the
newspaper was that I went into the office of the editor at the
time, George Mayo, and told him that I wanted to get some
experience as a writer and figured that a newspaper with 50,000
readers weekly and a moderate voice for North Shelby County
would be the perfect place for me to start a career in
newspapers.

“Can you meet deadline, Mr. Hancock?” was the question that
George Mayo asked me when I went into his office on a warm
March afternoon.

“Yes,” I replied, “I’ll have my story in by Friday afternoon so
we can get it set up for the following week’s newspaper.”

“Very well then.”

One of my assignments was to cover the going-ons of the
summer camp at the Hollywood Community Center, which was
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located in the Hyde Park-Hollywood section of Memphis and not
too far from where I lived.

Through my time covering the summer camp for the paper, I
had to deal with a somewhat crotchy camp director in Cleotha
Dowdy, who didn’t take too kindly to newspaper columnists
writing stories about his gym and the way he ran it, leading to
some very tense moments and problems between Dowdy and me
during the summer of 2004 when I would come into the gym and
interview the workers and teen volunteers who made the camp a
success for the children and work on the next week’s story for the
Times about my observations from the camp.

It was also through my time as a columnist for the North Shelby
Times that I met some members of the Lee family, most notably
Erica Lee and her brothers Rod and Tony, who were working
there at the camp that summer.

And got saddled with a nickname that I didn’t want after
wearing a burnt orange shirt to the gym when I covered the
community’s annual health fair, which was “Pumpkin”.

Even though I wrote 20 columns between March of 2004 and
July of 2004 under my given name, the people over at Hollywood
Community Center could never call me by my given first name,
especially Erica, who made it a habit during the summer of 2004
to call me that every time I was up at the community center to
cover a story for the paper.

Of course, that would still be the case two years later on a
warm April afternoon at Autozone Park.

North on Interstate 55, Albert Pujols was on a pursuit to break
the record for most home runs in the month of April when the
Cardinals welcomed the Cincinnati Reds to town during the first
homestand at Busch Stadium III on Easter Sunday.

In Memphis, the Redbirds were home for their first
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homestand of the 2006 season after opening their season with an
eight-game road trip in Oklahoma City and New Orleans, where
they were swept by both the Redhawks and Zephrys respectively.

Their guests on this Easter weekend would be the Omaha
Royals, which had former Redbirds outfielder Kerry Robinson,
who was now in the Kansas City Royals organization and one of
the top prospects in the Royals’ farm system, Andres Blanco.

On Good Friday, I was in the Redbirds’ offices trying to meet
the new person that was taking over for Erin in Fantasy Radio, a
person that I had only spoken to once over the phone the week
before about doing some innings for Fantasy Radio during the
game on Easter Sunday.

Given the fact that I didn’t schedule a meeting with the new
person, I felt that waiting five minutes for a face-to-face meeting
with the new person that was in charge of Fantasy Radio
unannounced was a really bad idea, so I would have to wait until
Easter Sunday to meet the new person that was over Fantasy
Radio.

And be reunited with an old friend from my days as a
columnist for the North Shelby Times and resurface the nickname
“Pumpkin”.

The cool breeze off the Mississippi River greeted me as I
walked into the gates of Autozone Park on a beautiful Easter
Sunday as the Redbirds were riding on momentum from their
first win of the season the night before over the Royals, breaking
their record-setting nine-game losing streak, the longest losing
streak to start a season in the history of Memphis professional
baseball.

With this being Easter Sunday, the crowd was not going to be
as big as it normally would be on Sundays, due in part to Easter
services and after-service egg hunts where the little tykes could
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get dirt on their Easter clothes like David Eckstein and Scott
Rolen when a grounder goes to the left side of the infield at Busch
Stadium.

But as I walked through the gates at Union and Third, the
thought of seeing an old friend didn’t hit me as I went to find the
new person that was over Fantasy Radio and see what innings I
had to do that day.

As I walked towards the middle of the Entry Plaza, I
overheard a voice that was near the entrance, a voice I was
familiar with hearing from my days at the Hollywood Community
Center during the summer of 2004.

“Hey, Pumpkin!!!!!” the person shouted. It was Erica.
Feeling embarrassed because of the setting and timing, I

pulled down my Cardinals hat in shame and walked over to where
another girl and she were standing.

“Oh good grief,” I said, “You’re a cheerleader for the
Redbirds?”

“That’s right, Pumpkin,” she said.
Looking up to the sky, I felt that God was punishing me for

not attending services on Easter Sunday by reuniting me with
Erica, which was probably the same way that Charlie Brown felt
when Peppermint Patty would call him “Chuck”.

“For the last time,” I said to Erica, “please stop calling me that.
It’s very embarrassing for me and most of all, of all the places in
the city you’re doing this at Autozone Park.”

“To me,” she said, “you’re still Pumpkin.”

After being embarrassingly reunited with Erica, I made my
way to FansFirst to find the new person who was over Fantasy
Radio and replacing Erin, who was over the Fantasy Radio deal
during the 2005 season.

As I walked over to the FansFirst kiosk, I gave the person at
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the kiosk my name and said that I was looking for someone
named Abbey, who was the same person I had talked to a couple
of times the week before over the phone.

A couple of minutes passed and a girl with brownish hair and
could easily pass for a first-time worker barely out of high school
walked over to the FansFirst kiosk and introduced herself.

“Are you Abbey?” I asked as I introduced myself, “I’m the guy
that called the other day about doing Fantasy Radio for today’s
game, Ryne Hancock.”

“What’s up?” she greeted in response.
“What innings did I tell you was going to do for today?” I

asked her.
“The fifth through seventh innings,” she replied and echoing

what Erin had said to me during portions of the 2005 season she
added, “Meet me back here at the end of the fourth inning.”

A week before, I was scheduled to bring up a guy who had
spoken at my job’s parent meeting back in March to the broadcast
booth for Easter Sunday to talk about the new programs the
Memphis Literacy Council had for children and adults, but
realizing that I couldn’t get in touch with him, I instead tried a
different route to get a guest to come up in the booth.

Before the game, I was sitting in the rightfield pavilion seats
talking baseball with a guy and out of the blue, I asked him a
question about coming up in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“You ever done radio play-by-play?” I asked him as we
watched the Omaha Royals do their warmups.

“No,” he replied.
“How would you like to come up in the booth for a couple of

innings to have fun up in the booth?”
“Sure.”
After getting permission from his family, I agreed to retrieve
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him at the end of the fourth inning so that Abbey could bring us
up to the Fantasy Radio booth for the play-by-play, which would
make for some interesting times behind the mic.

By the time the kid and I got to the broadcast booth, the
Redbirds were again on the short end of the stick, this time losing
2-0 to the Royals with Anthony Reyes on the mound for the
Redbirds and Kyle Snyder for the Royals.

Meanwhile in St. Louis, Scott Rolen and Albert Pujols hit
back-to-back homers in the fourth inning against the Cincinnati
Reds, which brought some salve to the wounds that the Redbirds
fans were dealing with on this April afternoon.

As the kid and I grabbed our headsets and cued the engineer
for my first broadcast of the 2006 season, I asked the kid his
name.

“Josh,” he replied.
“You’re rolling,” the engineer said to the two of us as we

adjusted our headsets and got in front of the microphone.
“Hello everyone, I’m Doc Hancock and I’m here with my

partner Josh bringing you the play-by-play from the Fantasy
Radio booth at Autozone Park where in the top of the fifth inning
the Royals are leading the Redbirds 2 to 0,” I said over the
microphone as Aaron Guiel came to the plate.

During our conversation out in the ballpark, I found out that
Josh was a huge Marlins fan and we had a brief discussion about
the 1997 World Series team when we talked out in the seats in the
rightfield pavilion.

So to make it interesting while we were on the air, Josh and I
talked about the Marlins’ improbable run of 1997 during the
break in the action and how big of a deal Florida Marlins baseball
was back in the early days of the franchise.

“When they made the playoffs in 1997, did anyone expect
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them to be there in their fifth year of existence?” I asked him as
the game got to the middle of the sixth with the Royals leading 4-
0 over the Redbirds.

“No,” he replied, “It caught everyone in South Florida by
surprise when they won the Wild Card.”

“What was the atmosphere like in the early days of the
franchise?”

“Every night the Marlins would play to about 50 to 60,000
fans,” he said, “because finally, South Florida had reached the
majors after years and years of being in the wilderness as far as
baseball was concerned.”

The next question I asked Josh on the air was the atmosphere
surrounding the Marlins during the 1997 National League
playoffs and how big of a deal it was in Miami-Fort Lauderdale.

“As I said before, it caught everyone by surprise because no
one expected the Marlins to do this in their fifth year of existence.
When the Marlins faced the Braves in the NLCS, every baseball
pundit predicted that the Braves would win it in a sweep because
they had that dominant pitching staff with Maddux and Glavine
as well as Chipper and Andruw

Jones in their lineup; so when the Marlins won the pennant, it
was an even bigger shock to everyone when they won the pennant
over the Braves.”

“What about the World Series against the Cleveland Indians?
Was it a big shock in South Florida when they won?”

“It was,” he replied, “The sad thing about it was the fact that
the Marlins and all of their conventional wisdom broke up a
very good team that could have contend for another two or
three years and maybe another World Series title. We had power
from Sheffield, three excellent pitchers in Kevin Brown, Al
Leiter, and Livan Hernandez, speed from Edgar Renteria and
Craig Counsell, and an excellent manager in Jim Leyland. I think
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personally the 1997 fire sale turned fans away from the
ballpark.”

The conversation turned from Florida Marlins baseball to my
embarrassing reunion with Erica before the game

“I’m on my way to the concourse area to find someone,” I said
after we spotted a couple of attractive girls from the booth,
“when this old friend of mine calls out in the middle of the Entry
Plaza ‘Pumpkin’”

“Pumpkin?” Josh asked me as the game moved to the bottom
of the sixth inning.

“Some girl had caught my eye and I thought I would make an
attempt to go over where that girl was standing to make some
small talk when I heard someone call out, ‘Pumpkin!!!!’”

“How did you react?”
“I looked to the heavens and asked God, ‘Why thou hast

forsaken me?”
“And what did God say?”
“He was taking a nap watching the Cardinals game.”
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As the first homestand of the 2006 Memphis Redbirds season
progressed, it was clear to pretty much everyone that this

was going to be a very long and dull summer at the corner of
South Third and Union Avenue as the Redbirds stumbled to a 2-
10 start entering April 19th when the Redbirds hosted the
Oklahoma Redhawks for the first Wednesday afternoon game of
the season.

Since we were almost out of school for the spring semester, I
decided to invite my friends Chris Walker and Tracy Ballard to
the Fantasy Radio booth for that day’s game for some fun in the
Fantasy Radio booth.

Knowing that sometimes Tracy had a habit of telling people
off in a somewhat colorful way, I had to lay down the ground rules
for the booth the week before the game.

“I know this isn’t real radio,” I said, “but please don’t
embarrass me in the Fantasy Radio booth. It would send the
wrong message for the Redbirds organization.”

“I won’t,” Tracy said to me on the Tuesday before the game,
“I’m not going to do you like that, Ryne.”

As for Chris, I had to educate him on the correlation between the
Redbirds and the Cardinals, explaining to him that they practically
mean the same thing when I came to school with my Scott Rolen jersey.
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“The Redbirds are the Triple-A affiliate of the St. Louis
Cardinals,” I explained to him, “so if a person wears a Scott Rolen
or an Albert Pujols jersey down at the ballpark, then that’s fine.”

“But listen to this,” Chris explained to me as we were standing
in our favorite hangout, the Student Plaza at Southwest, “during
the playoffs last year someone wore a Dallas Mavericks jersey and
sang the National Anthem at the Grizzlies’ game and the fans
booed them.”

“They wore a Mavericks jersey,” I said, “Listen to yourself,
man.”

When the 19th rolled around, Chris canceled his plan to going
up in the broadcast booth with Tracy and I because of other
plans, so that left only Tracy and I as the only ones going to the
matinée game between the Redhawks and Redbirds and she as
the only one going up in the Fantasy Radio broadcast booth with
me.

Instead of driving down to the ballpark, we ended up walking
down to the ballpark from school, only to stop and grab a couple
of Cokes from the gas station across the street from the school’s
library at the corner of Union Avenue and Myrtle Street.

By the time we got to the ballpark, Tracy brought up the same
question that Chris asked me when we were at school about the
Scott Rolen jersey.

“Why you’re wearing a Cardinals jersey, Ryne?” Tracy asked
me. “We’re in Memphis, not St. Louis.”

Seemingly annoyed, I made a point to get someone else at the
ballpark to explain to her the same thing I tried to explain to Chris
while we were at school about the correlation between the
Redbirds and Cardinals in hopes of finally driving the point home
to her, which didn’t work with Chris.

“Maybe someone at the ballpark with a lot of patience and
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tolerance will explain the correlation of the Redbirds and
Cardinals to you,” I said while we were waiting for the light to
change in front of TGI Friday’s across from the ballpark.
“Someone with a lot of patience and understanding.”

As the gates opened at Autozone Park, Tracy was still trying to
convince me that wearing a Scott Rolen jersey was not a good idea
for a Memphis Redbirds game.

“You’re going to get booed,” she said to me as we headed into
the Entry Plaza, “And probably tarred and feathered also.”

After futile attempts of convincing, I got a hold of a guy that
was selling programs for the day’s game and asked him to come
over to where Tracy and I were standing.

“Sir,” I said, “this is one of my friends from school and I am
trying desperately to convince her that the Redbirds are the
Triple-A affiliate of the St. Louis Cardinals and the Scott Rolen
jersey I am wearing is fine with the Redbird Nation.”

“He’s right,” the guy said to Tracy, “We are the Triple-A
affiliate of the St. Louis Cardinals and what he’s wearing is fine
with the Redbird Nation.”

After the brief explaining on the correlation of the Redbirds
and the Cardinals, we made our way to the middle of the Entry
Plaza where I spotted Michelle.

“This is one of my friends from school, Tracy,” I said to
Michelle as I introduced Tracy to her.

Realizing that I had my camera with me, I then asked Michelle
did she want to get in a picture with me.

“Your friend can get in the picture as well,” I said after
noticing a girl that was standing only a few yards away.

Her friend came over to where we were and I gave Tracy the
camera and got in the space between the two girls for the picture.
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After the three of us got in the picture, I did a double take
when I looked at her friend, who looked very familiar to me.

And with the photographic-like memory I have, I then asked
Michelle’s friend, “Were you around here last year?”

“We see a lot of people that come through here,” she replied,
“so there’s a chance we might have crossed paths at one point
during the season last year.”

“Okay,” I said as the breeze off the Mississippi River picked
up, “The reason why I brought it up was because well, you caught
my eye when I was down here last summer.”

When I said that, she gave me this smile and a little nudge on
my shoulder, “Really?” she said.

“What’s your name?”
“Candy.”

As Tracy and I made our way into the concourse area, I
ran into Abbey and introduced her to Tracy as that day’s
guest and confirmed the innings that I would be doing that
day.

By that time Abbey became more of a big sister figure to me,
although this was only the second home series of the season and
my second time in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“I tried to flirt with one of the Redhots,” I said, referring to the
Redbirds’ cheerleaders, “I got in a picture with an old high school
classmate that’s a Redhot and her friend, who I remembered from
last season.”

“Really?”
“My old classmate’s friend probably has a boyfriend or wanted

by the police.”
“If she was wanted by the police, she wouldn’t try to work for

the Redbirds, Ryne.”
“I take it you never saw that episode of ‘The Simpsons’ when
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Homer’s mom took on a new identity and got a job reading to
small children.”

“No I haven’t.”

When the game started, I continued to educate Tracy on all
things Cardinals and Redbirds as we sat down in the upper dugout
seats on the first-base side to watch the game.

“What does RHE stand for?” she asked me as I took a swig
from my Coke.

“Runs, hits, and errors,” I replied, “Actually, it’s my initials
rearranged.”

The next question that was fielded to me by Tracy was which
team was the Redbirds and which team was the Redhawks.

“The Redbirds are wearing their home whites and the
Redhawks are wearing their road black, Tracy.”

By the time the game moved to the middle part of the fifth
inning, the Redbirds were again on the short end and didn’t seem
to help their own cause by failing to manufacture runs with
runners in scoring position and Tracy was getting agitated by the
minute.

Which wasn’t the fault of my inviting her to the ballpark but
because of an unrelated situation that occurred when we were on
our way from school to the ballpark when we crossed paths with
her mother who had been roaming the streets of Downtown
Memphis for four days on Union Avenue near South Fourth Street.

“I wish I could stay for the chance to go up in the broadcast
booth with you,” she said to me as Junior Spivey came up to the
plate in the bottom of the sixth inning, “but I have to leave.”

“Well, it’s understandable, I appreciate you coming down here
with me,” I said, not realizing the real reason why she decided to
leave early instead of coming up in the broadcast booth.
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By the time the game moved to the bottom half of the seventh
inning, the high-watt energy that always exuded from Autozone
Park during the season morphed into a ballpark that was filled
with drabness and malcontent from the fans that were soaking in
the Memphis sun on this Wednesday afternoon.

As I walked around the ballpark prior to heading up in the
booth, I sensed that feeling coming from the fans as the
Redhawks padded their lead to 5-2 over the Redbirds at the end
of seven innings and leaving me to wonder why in the world
would a ballpark as beautiful as this feel so cold and sullen.

So by the time I got to the Fantasy Radio booth in the top of
the eighth inning, I decided to make those observations that I saw
on my way to see Abbey a part of the two innings that I would do
in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“Where your friends at?” Abbey asked me as I ran into her at
the FansFirst kiosk.

“They had to leave early because of something that came up,”
I replied, “I’m not upset about it though.”

Once I got into the booth for my two innings, I positioned
myself into my chair and adjusted my microphone and began the
play-by-play from the Fantasy Radio booth.

One of things I learned over the years about baseball
broadcasting, was that when the game gets out of hand you have
to make the broadcast interesting, waxing poetically about certain
things that don’t pertain to baseball like fishing trips or in my case,
flirting with a cheerleader prior to the game.

“Well folks, I tried to flirt with a cheerleader before today’s
game,” I said, “Obviously, my flirting techniques didn’t work the
way I wanted it to work out because the girl didn’t know me from
last Tuesday’s Subway special.”

Right after I said that, Michel Hernandez almost nailed
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Redhawks outfielder Laynce Nix as he tried to steal second base,
prompting me to watch in stunned disbelief of the umpire’s call
on the close play at second base.

With a droopy look on my face, I began to size up the
atmosphere around me and try to come up with the words to
describe the mood of the ballpark, which by that time became as
solemn as a Mass service at St. Peter’s Church on North Third and
Adams Street.

And with this gloomy atmosphere in front of my very eyes, I
felt the need to say something in a non-critical way about the
team’s early struggles over the air as the Redhawks upped their
lead over the Redbirds to 5-2 in the ninth inning.

“The struggle cannot continue,” I said, “But as Frederick
Douglass once said without struggle there is no progress.”

Once I said that, Redhawks leftfielder Will Smith hits a double
to right-center scoring two more runs to give the Redhawks a 7-
2 lead with only one out in the top of the ninth inning, giving me
more material for my rant on the gloomy scene that was at
Autozone Park that Wednesday afternoon.

And as the game moved to the middle half of the ninth inning,
I looked at my engineer Melissa, who had tears welling up in her
eyes.

Not knowing what she was tearing up over, I continued on
with my speech on the Redbirds’ struggles.

“I felt that I needed to say this because a ballpark is supposed
to be a fun place, a happy place. Over the years, I’ve always
wondered why Cub fans were always so happy and upbeat despite
the fact that they haven’t been to a World Series in over 60 years,
because to them, Wrigley Field is a diversion from their humdrum
lives and the same could be said about Autozone Park, it’s a
diversion from our lives.”

While I said that, Travis Hanson would lead off the bottom of
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the ninth with a clean single to left-center, which gave the once-
sullen confines of Autozone Park a huge breath of life into the
fans.

But as quickly the Redbirds’ bats started to sizzle, their usual
carelessness at the plate came back and reared its ugly head,
costing the Redbirds any chance of staging a comeback over the
Redhawks, with the Redbirds losing once again by the score of 7
to 2 and dropping their record to an atrocious 2-11.

As soon as I signed off on Fantasy Radio, I turned my head
and asked my engineer Miss Melissa what she thought of my
speech about the Redbirds’ early struggles.

“Well, that’s what we all been saying.”
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Over the years, braggadocio and trash-talk has gone hand-in-
hand with our sports culture, ranging from Joe Namath’s

guarantee victory over the Baltimore Colts to Juwan Howard’s
proclamation of shocking the world when the Michigan
Wolverines beat the Ohio State Buckeyes to make the 1992 Final
Four.

Obviously, a silly jersey swap wouldn’t be considered as one of
those great trash-talk moments.

But for a brief period of time in March of 2006, a silly jersey
swap was for the most part, one of those great moments in trash-
talking that ended in a Shakespearean-like tragic way.

Prior to the start of the 2006 baseball season, I had made good
on a promise to buy a new Cardinals jersey to replace the
pinstriped fashion Albert Pujols jersey I had bought during the
summer of 2005, this time a replica Cardinals jersey.

The guarantee of the jersey came as my department at Porter-
Leath Children’s Center, where I worked as a counselor, held a
parent meeting for the clients that we served in our department
when I talked to a couple of my co-workers about buying some
new jerseys for the summer.

“We have that thing tomorrow, right?” I asked, referring to a
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workshop that our department had to attend in Downtown on
the following day.

“That’s right,” one of my co-workers said to me, “You coming
to it?”

“Yeah,” I replied, “but I plan to shock the world when I
come.”

“How?” my other co-worker asked me as we served snacks to
the few children that we were watching during the parent
meeting.

“I plan to come into the workshop with a Cardinals jersey and
some icy-white Reeboks with some crisp-ironed khakis.”

“You’re nuts, Ryne,” they said, “And we put emphasis on that
word also.”

After work, I headed downtown to Sports Avenue, a sports
apparel store that was located in the Peabody Place
Entertainment Center near Autozone Park and tried to back up
all of the braggadocio that I exuded in my conversation with a
couple of co-workers.

As I entered the store, I asked someone did they have any
replica Cardinal jerseys in stock.

“You see,” I said to the person as they went to get the jersey for
me, “I made a guarantee to a couple of co-workers at my job that
I was going to show up with a replica Cardinal jersey on tomorrow
morning.”

“Why would you do that?” they asked me.
“Because I said it and as Dizzy Dean once said, ‘It ain’t

bragging unless you back it up’”

As I arrived at the workshop after leaving class at Southwest,
which was only three blocks away on Jefferson Avenue between
Danny Thomas Boulevard and North Manassas Street, I checked
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my icy-white Adiddas to see if there were any scuff marks on
them, just so I could back up the wild guarantee I made to my co-
workers the day before.

Once I got into the foyer of the Urban Child Initiative, where
the workshop was being held at, my boss caught wind of my plan
and the Cardinal jersey I had on my back.

“What happened to the other jersey?” he asked me as we
headed into the conference room, referring to the pinstriped
Albert Pujols jersey that I sometime wore on Fridays to work.

“It’s at home,” I replied, “I told Stanley and Andrew that I was going
to show up with a replica Cardinal jersey today at the workshop.”

“You’re a trip, Ryne,” my boss said when I told him this, “A
complete trip.”

Two days after backing up my trash talk at the workshop, I
wore the pinstriped Pujols jersey to work, which would prove to
be a not-so-shining moment in the afterglow of showing up my
boss and a couple of co-workers in wearing a brand-new Scott
Rolen Cardinals jersey to a workshop.

Prior to the start of the workshop, my boss asked me did I
want to swap out the pinstriped Pujols jersey that I usually wore
to work during the baseball season.

“Because you already have one,” he said to me as I took my
seat at the workshop.

“No way,” I said, “I’m keeping it.”
When I sat down at a table to do some paperwork two days

later in our offices, my boss recognized the Pujols pinstriped
jersey I was wearing, the same one he mentioned to me about two
days earlier at the workshop.

Without warning, my boss walked over to where I was and got
the Pujols jersey from me, which by that time was laying on a chair
on the other side of the table I was at.
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“What are you doing?” I asked my boss, looking stunned at
what had just transpired in the office.

“You know I wanted this jersey,” he said to me, “You made
the mistake of wearing it to work when you knew that I wanted
that jersey.”

“But getting the jersey this way?” I asked, “Don’t you think
that’s kind of crazy to do that?”

“It’s on you, Ryne.”
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By the end of April, the Cardinals were in a dogfight with the
Cincinnati Reds for first place in the National League Central

and as the month of May began, there was talk of Albert Pujols
hitting 60 or so homers and possibly breaking Barry Bonds’
record of 73 homers in the 2001 season after he broke Ken
Griffey’s record of homers in the month of April by hitting 14
homers, the record-breaker coming against the Washington
Senators on April 28th at Busch Stadium.

In Memphis, however, the Redbirds had a chance to pull
themselves out of the American Northern Division cellar as the Iowa
Cubs faltered a bit in the closing days of the month of April, giving the
Redbirds a chance to leapfrog the I-Cubs as they returned home for
an eight-game homestand at Autozone Park, welcoming the New
Orleans Zephyrs and the Iowa Cubs to open the month of May.

Two months after my boss swiped my pinstriped Pujols jersey
from under my nose, I was in his office again prior to leaving for
an appointment with a client on Keel Avenue, which was not too
far from our offices.

“You’re going to that game right?,” he asked me, referring to
the game that I was attending between the Zephyrs and the
Redbirds on May 3rd.
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“Of course,” I replied, not knowing his reason for asking me
about the Redbirds game, “I already have the tickets for the
game.”

“Don’t you have a hat that goes with the jersey, Ryne?” he
asked me as the music of Jimmy Smith played in the background.

“Yes, I do,” I replied, forgetting the fact that a week before
this, we had a coin flip on who could keep the hat in the middle
of the hallway in our office that was judged by a co-worker.

“And don’t you know some of the Redhots and players?” he
asked me.

“Yes sir,” I replied, “Heck, I went to school with some of
them.”

When he asked me that question, I had no idea he was going
to ask for an autographed hat, which would be a hat that I had
owned for the better part of two years.

“When you go down to the ballpark on tomorrow,” he said to
me as “Home Cookin’” came over the speakers, “do you think
you can get that hat autographed for me?”

Knowing that two months before, he had swiped the jersey
that I had no intention of selling or swapping out, there was no
way in the world that I was going to trade off my hat and get
autographs from various Redbird players and Redhots.

But in a grudgingly manner, I ended up agreeing to do just that,
even though deep down, parting with a bleeding-red Cardinals
cap was the equivalent of the Confederate Army surrendering to
the Union to end the Civil War with only one person alive and
well enough to wave the white flag in the face of the entire Union
Army.

“I’ll get it,” I said, “Don’t worry about it.”

While I was grudgingly agreeing to get my boss a hat
autographed by a few Redbird players and Redhots, Barry Bonds
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was aimlessly watching a batting practice session at Miller Park in
Milwaukee behind the batting cage when in a bizarre chain of
events, Bonds was conked in the head by a foul ball prior to the
game between the San Francisco Giants and the Milwaukee
Brewers, forcing him to miss two games including the one on May
3rd when the Giants played the second of a three-game set with
the Brewers.

Deep down in the bayous of Louisiana, Chicago Cubs pitcher
Mark Prior was pitching for the Iowa Cubs in a rehab start against
the New Orleans Zephyrs at Zephyr Field in Metarie in hopes of
getting his control back in order after another injury-prone
season in Wrigleyville and the Detroit Tigers were slowly
capturing the imagination of the country by their early start to the
2006 season while the Minor League umpires were going on
strike due to contract disputes, leaving the minors stuck with an
increase in blown calls and managerial disputes with the
replacement umpires.

This would be the world in baseball when the Redbirds
welcomed in the New Orleans Zephyrs on another beautiful
Wednesday afternoon at Autozone Park, with the Redbirds
having a chance to climb their way out of the American Northern
Division cellar against a squad that had lost 10 of their last 11
games overall going into the series with the Redbirds.

One of the things that is intriguing about being at a minor-
league ballpark, would be the wacky promotions that help draw
fans to the ballpark and when you mix free money with a matinée
game on a beautiful Wednesday afternoon, then it’s a win-win
scenario for both the fans and the team.

Which was the case this particular Wednesday as it was the
first “Working Money” Wednesday of the season and sponsored
by the good people at First Tennessee Bank, whose headquarters
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was located at the corner of South Third and Madison, not too far
from Autozone Park.

With the hat that I promised to get signed for my boss in tow,
I entered the friendly confines of Autozone Park set on a mission
to get the hat signed and mark it as another favor that was done
by me for my boss, ranging from running to Maxine’s on North
Manassas Street for snacks to running to Lot-A-Burger on North
Thomas Street and getting burgers and fries for him.

After finding Abbey, I set out to get the hat that my boss was
begging me to get signed, so when I walked along the Boardwalk
area of the ballpark, I saw a couple of the Redhots passing out
envelopes filled with money at the Monroe Avenue gate.

“You’re here all the time, ain’t it?” one of the girls asked me as
I made my way towards their direction.

“Not exactly,” I said to her, “I’m a student down the street at
Southwest and I just finished up my finals early this morning, so
I decided to reward myself with a day at the ol’ ballpark before I
headed to work on the other side of Third Street.”

After I said that, I then pulled out the Cardinals hat that my
boss was wanting me to get signed.

“What’s your name?” I asked her as she signed the hat with the
metallic Sharpie I brought with me to the ballpark.

“Jamiliah,” she replied.
Given the fact that I was the resident goofball in my family, I

then asked her did she provide therapy for resident goofballs.
“You’re not mentally challenged,” she said, “You’re far from

it.”

After getting the hat signed by pitchers Tyler Johnson and
Alan Benes as well as outfielder Skip Schumacher prior to the
start of the game, I then went out in the Entry Plaza and had some
fun with the Zone Patrol, a group of entertainers that handled
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things like t-shirt giveaways and games with the fans as they
entered the ballpark.

In the middle of a highly-charged tennis game with one of the
Zone Patrol members, Erica came over and greeted me.

“How much money did you win, Pumpkin?” she asked me as
I set up for another serve, leaving me yet again embarrassed and
reminding myself of the Peppermint Patty-Charlie Brown
situations I remembered from those “Peanuts” comic strips as a
child.

“A dollar,” I replied, “One measly dollar.”
Unlike the debacle on Easter Sunday when the Redbirds faced

the Omaha Royals when I was embarrassed in the Entry Plaza
when she called me “Pumpkin”, this encounter was a bit different
because of the hat my boss wanted me to get signed for him.

“I have this hat,” I said, showing the hat to her as we walked
back over to the middle of the Entry Plaza, “that I wanted signed
by a few of the Redhots and a few players. My boss wanted me to
get it signed for him.”

Since I had my camera, I then asked Erica did she want to get
in a picture after she signed the hat for me.

“You can take one of me and my friend Sharika,” she said.
“I know who Sharika is,” I said, “Heck, we went to school

together.”

While I was soaking in the early May sunshine during the
fourth inning from my lower dugout seats and watching the
Redbirds struggle once again, Abbey came down to find me and
explain to me that there was a change in the schedule for the
Fantasy Radio booth.

“You’re doing the fifth through the end of the game,” she said
to me as we went up the stairs to the main concourse.

Rehashing what happened when once again, Erica annoyed
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me by calling me “Pumpkin”, I asked Abbey did she ever
remember those “Peanuts” comic strips in which Peppermint
Patty would call Charlie Brown “Chuck”.

“Yeah,” she replied, “What about it?”
“That’s what I’ve dealt with since the season began,” referring

to the two incidents in which Erica managed to call me
“Pumpkin” in the middle of the Entry Plaza, “One of my old
friends from my neighborhood always calls me ‘Pumpkin’ and it’s
embarrassing, highly embarrassing.”

“Why is that?”
“Suppose if I was talking to a girl out in the Entry Plaza and all

of a sudden, my friend out of the blue starts to yell out ‘Pumpkin’,
it would send the wrong message for that girl.”

“Which would be?”
“That I’m a little kid.”

For most of my life, people made it a point to get my age or
name confused, mostly my age because I didn’t look my age.

So when I sat down behind the microphone for the bottom
half of the fifth inning as the Zephyrs looked to break their 10-
game losing streak, leading the Redbirds 2-0, I decided to bring a
guy who was in the Fantasy Radio booth shooting the breeze to
do the analyzing of the action on the field.

As we got ready for the broadcast, the guy asked me was I
somebody’s cousin or younger brother.

“No,” I replied.
“Were you sent by Reggie?” he asked, referring to Reggie

Williams, the vice-president of community relations for the
Redbirds.

“No,” I replied, “I’m 21 years old, man.”
“What are the rules?” he asked Melissa, who was handling the

engineering chores that day.
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“No curse words, no sexist jokes, and anything that would
make a Catholic priest blush,” I replied as we got word that the
tape was rolling.

As the sixth inning progressed, it was evident that the Zephyrs
were getting ready to end their 10-game losing streak as Zephyr first
baseman Larry Broadway smoked a long single to centerfield.

Looking at the rosters, my broadcast partner for the day
commented on the hometown of Zephyr outfielder Mike Vento.

“It says here,” he said to me as Vento came up to the plate to
face starter John Webb, “that Vento is from Tampa which would
mean that he would be used to the weather that we’re going
through here in Memphis on this afternoon.”

“He should,” I said, “I have family in Miami and Key West as
well as the Bahamas and I always wondered how they dealt with
the weather as well as the hurricanes that come down that way
during the summer months.”

“You know how they handle the summer heat,” he said to me
as Vento took the first pitch from Webb for a ball in the dirt,
“They air-condition their cars, their houses, their dogs, their
boats, and pretty much everything to keep cool.”

“Same thing here in Memphis,” I said as Vento fouled the
second offering from Webb to the backstop, “Near the
neighborhood I live in, it’s a concentrated area of million-dollar
houses, houses that each have their own ‘cool room’.”

“What’s that?”
“A room in which you can close the door and run the air

conditioner on full blast and let your hair blow without any
interruptions.”

As the game progressed to the middle of the sixth inning, my
broadcast partner and I continued the conversation on my
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embarrassing moments with girls, most notably the incident on
Easter Sunday when Erica called me “Pumpkin” in the middle of
the Entry Plaza prior to the game between the Redbirds and the
Omaha Royals.

“So I walk into the ballpark,” I said as the cheerleaders went
out to do their routine after the top half of the sixth inning with
New Orleans leading the Redbirds 4-1, “and all of a sudden I hear
this voice in the middle of the Entry Plaza yelling out
‘Pumpkin!!!” where pretty much anyone within earshot of her
could hear.”

As soon as I finished telling him the story, a large gust of wind
coming in from the north-northeast blew everything around the
Fantasy Radio booth, causing both my broadcast partner and I to
gather all of the scorecards and lineups that were strewn around
the booth.

While we were gathering the mess the wind had blown around
the Fantasy Radio booth, I made a passionate plea with God that
I would never mention bad experiences with girls on Fantasy
Radio.

“God, I’m making this pact with you that I will never ever
bring up a bad experience with a girl on the air,” I said as I stuck
my head out of the Fantasy Radio booth with my arms stretched
to the heavens.

In the midst of this, Reggie Williams, who was doing play-by-
play on radio, waved at me as a way to see if I was okay from the
near-fatal windstorm that almost took the lives of myself and my
broadcast partner for that day.

“We’re back on the air, folks,” I said as I grabbed the
microphone and my headset as the Redbirds came to the plate in
the bottom of the sixth inning trailing New Orleans 4-1 as
Prentice Redman came to the plate.

Figuring that no one was looking, I decided to drop some
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potato chips that I was eating on unsuspecting fans in the second
level from the Fantasy Radio booth when my broadcast partner
talked about the Redbirds chipping away at the Zephryrs’ lead.

As my broadcast partner kept explaining to me that the fans
probably didn’t want potato chips dropping from the heavens,
John Nelson would hit a double to left, scoring Prentice Redman
to make the score 4-2 in New Orleans’ favor, causing me to drop
another potato on a poor unsuspecting soul.

“Okay,” Miss Melissa said to me, “if one of them fans come up
here, I’m going to point at you.”

When she said that, my bizarre potato chip dropping came to
a sudden halt as Kevin Estrada came up to the plate for the
Redbirds and my broadcast partner leaving the broadcast booth
to tend to some other business around the ballpark.

With the count at one ball, one strike, Kevin Estrada hits a
single into right-center to score Prentice Redman from third to
make the score 4-3 in favor of New Orleans.

As soon as Hanson made the dash towards third, Tyrell
Godwin tried to hit the cut-off man and instead of getting a
possible out in Travis Hanson, the ball went into the Redbirds
dugout, allowing Hanson to score from third.

“The ball gets away!!!!” I shouted over the microphone, “It’s in
the dugout and the score is now 4-4!!!!!!!!!”

Or so we thought.

As soon as the matrix board on the scoreboard showed the
score tied at 4, the replacement umpires congregated for a
meeting at home plate to see if they made the right call on the
throwing error by Godwin.

While that was taking place, Miss Melissa, another guy, and I
were trying to figure out the call ourselves in the Fantasy Radio
broadcast booth.
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As luck would have it, the guy walked into the Fantasy Radio
booth right around the time I made the call on Kevin Estrada’s
bizarre single.

“You made a great call on that play,” he said to me while we
were trying to figure out what the call should be on the field.

“If Hanson was at second and the ball goes into the dugout,
then he is automatically awarded home plate,” I said, “because
they tried to throw the ball to third and the ball went into the
Redbirds duogut.”

“True,” Miss Melissa said to me as we watched the home-plate
umpire talk to manager Danny Sheaffer.

“And if Estrada hits a single, he would be awarded third base
because of the throwing error,” I added.

After five minutes of meeting with both Sheaffer and the
Zephryr manager, the umpires in their conventional wisdom
decided to take the tying run off the board, which didn’t sit too
well with the fans that were in attendance, making the score 4-3
in favor of New Orleans with Junior Spivey coming to the plate
and runners on second and third.

“Any old sacrifice or force out will tie the game for the
Redbirds,” I said as the count to Spivey went to two balls and one
strike.

And with one swing of the bat, Spivey hit a ball that seemed to
be headed for the Bluff area in leftfield, but instead caromed off
the base of the wall, scoring Travis Hanson and Kevin Estrada
and giving the Redbirds the 5-4 lead in the bottom of the sixth
inning on Spivey’s triple.

After watching two runs come in, I realized quickly that I had
a few potato chips and tried to offer them to the guy and Miss
Melissa as I tried to catch my breath behind the microphone and
promising to not throw the chips out of the window.

“You made another great call on that play, young man,” the
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guy said to me as John Gall came up to the plate with Junior
Spivey on third and a 5-4 lead.

And right after fighting the first two pitches, Gall raps a single
up the middle to score Spivey to make it 6-4 in favor of the
Redbirds.

By the eighth inning, however, the Redbirds added on to their
run total with a home run from Prentice Redman in the bottom
of the seventh inning and a single from John Nelson that scored
Michel Hernandez that made the score 8 to 4.

And since New Orleans’ bullpen was overworked, the
Zephryrs moved to the next best thing, giving the ball to the
position players.

As the game moved to the bottom frame of the eighth inning,
Russ Cleveland moved from the plate to the mound, only lasting
eight batters until Brad Thessien came from second base to the
mound.

“That’s the second baseman,” Miss Melissa said to me as I
looked out at the field from the booth.

“Is he related to the girl who played on ‘Saved by the Bell?’” I
asked her, referring to Brad Thessien.

“I have no idea,” she replied.
Whatever Thessien he was related to, it didn’t help him as the

Redbirds padded their lead to 17-4, which would send the
Redbirds into third place in the American Northern division and
the Zephryrs to their 11th straight loss.

As I was heading towards the exit, Erica and Jamaliah pulled
the old Peppermint Patty-Marcie card on me as I was leaving the
gate.

“Where you’re going?” Erica asked me.
“Home,” I replied, “It’s already been a bizarre day down here

at Autozone Park, a very bizarre one to say the least.”
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“Aren’t you going to say bye to us?” Jamiliah asked me.
Realizing that FedEx had given away memo pads in one of the

club suites and by some chance, I had one of them, I took it out
and signed the first page of the memo pad to give to both of them
with my normal sign-off on Fantasy Radio and headed out the
gates of Autozone Park with the rest of the throaty souls who
made their way to the corner of South Third and Union on this
particular May afternoon to my house in the northern part of
Memphis near Rhodes College.

As well as coming to grips with what I saw from my perch in
the Fantasy Radio booth.
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Throughout baseball history, there’s been a plethora of
dynamic duos, whether it was Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig for

the Yankees and their great teams during the 1920’s, Johnny Sain
and Warren Spahn for the pennant-winning 1948 Boston Braves,
Eddie Mathews and Hank Aaron for the great Milwaukee Braves
teams of the 1950’s, or Kerry Wood and Mark Prior for the 2003
Chicago Cubs, duos that had a tremendous impact on the
performance of their respective clubs.

On the other side of the coin, pop culture has also blessed us
with a plethora of female buddy duos, ranging from Peppermint
Patty and Marcie to Lucy and Ethel, female buddy duos that
became part of Americana.

Something that would come together when the Redbirds
continued their homestand against the Iowa Cubs on an
unseasonably cool May Saturday afternoon at Autozone Park.

One of the things I learned about women in the Cardinal
Nation was the fact that many of them, unlike our brethen in
Chicago, was ingrained in the nuances of the national pastime
that was passed on to them from their dads and grandfathers,
many of which grew up listening to Jack Buck, Harry Caray, or
Gabby Street, who did Cardinal broadcasts during the 1940’s and
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that they would be more knowledgeable about everything going
on in the Cardinals organization.

That was the case when I was on my way to the Fantasy Radio
booth at the close of the fifth inning with the Redbirds trailing the
I-Cubs 5-2.

I ran into Abbey and a couple of girls who had went up to do
the play-by-play prior to me and out of the blue, I asked them a
question.

“How would you like to come up in the booth and do a few
more innings from the Fantasy Radio booth with me?” I asked,
forgetting the fact that I didn’t know these two at all and there was
no way that the powers that be was going to allow them to do
more innings from the comforts of the Fantasy Radio booth.

“Sure,” they replied as we made our way towards the stairs that
led all the way up to the press row.

“You might have met your match,” Abbey said to me as we
reached the door leading up to the press level, “They really know
their stuff.”

“They seem like they do,” I said with a wide grin on my face,
“When you’re in Cardinal Nation, you’re going to meet women
that are students of the game and true fans, not fair-weathered,
bandwagon fans.”

As we got into the Fantasy Radio broadcast booth, Miss
Melissa echoed the same thing that Abbey said to me while we
were on our way to the Fantasy Radio booth as I put on my
headset.

“You’ve met your match,” she said as I made my way to my
microphone, “They’re really good.”

As soon as the three of us put our headsets on, I went into my
normal introduction and then asked the two girls their names.

“Sabrina Duncan,” the first girl said over the microphone.
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“Katie,” the second girl chimed in as outfielder Felix Pie came
to the plate in the top of the sixth inning.

While we were giggling and having fun on the air, Pie would
pop out to left-center, bringing Buck Coats to the plate.

“Buck Coats for goats,” Sabrina said over the air as Coats took
the first pitch for a ball in the dirt.

“That sounds like a furs shop in Downtown Memphis,” I said,
“They used to have something like that down the street on Union
and Main.”

As soon as I said that, Coats hit a double to right-center to get
the first hit of the top of the sixth inning, giving the I-Cubs a
runner in scoring position as third baseman Casey McGhaee
came to the plate.

“Tyler Johnson’s warming up in the bullpen,” Katie added.
“I see that,” I said as I looked towards the Redbirds bullpen

from the Fantasy Radio booth, “When we came up here, you two
told me that you two were huge Tyler Johnson fans.”

“That is correct,” Sabrina said to me as McGhaee drew a walk
to put runners at first and second with second baseman Ryan
Theriot coming to the plate.

“Theriot is a proud graduate of LSU,” Katie said with the
rapid-fire delivery of a Suzy Kolber or Chris McKendree, “and in
a few months I’ll be heading down there for school.”

“Let’s see what he’s going to do here,” I said as he fouled the
first pitch out of the ballpark towards Union Avenue.

The second pitch came down the middle and Theriot rapped
it into center for a single, scoring Coats and McGhaee to make the
score 7-2 in favor of Iowa.

As the game moved on, I asked Sabrina and Katie some
questions about their experiences as baseball fans, most
importantly their experiences in the Fantasy Radio booth.
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“We come up here all the time,” Sabrina said to me as the
Redbirds came to bat in the bottom of the sixth inning, “Most of
the time we make fun of the opposing players by saying silly
things about them.”

When Skip Schumacher came to the plate, Sabrina made this
quick note about Schumacher’s given first name.

“His real name is Jared,” Sabrina said, “and he will not respond
if you call him that.”

“By his real name?”
“Yes.”
It was evident as the seventh inning approached that the game

in some way, was out of reach for the Redbirds as Iowa continued
to lead the ’Birds 7-2 as Sabrina, Katie, and I continued to have
fun in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“Who on the Redbirds have you met beside Tyler Johnson?”
I asked them as William Fontenot came to the plate for the I-
Cubs.

“We’ve met them all,” Katie replied as Fontenot took a strike
on the outside corner.

“Wow,” I said, “It’s one thing that’s true about the Cardinal
Nation, the women in the Cardinal Nation know more about
baseball than the Cubs Nation.”

“Well that’s true because the Cubs always stink,” Katie said as
Fontenot drew a walk and made his way down to first base.

Unlike the countless times I had to spend talking to various
female friends about the game of baseball and trying
unsuccessfully to educate them on all things Cardinals, my guest
broadcast partners on this gloomy Saturday afternoon was on
point on every subject that was related to the Redbirds
organization.

“Here comes Tyler Johnson,” Sabrina said as Johnson
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sprinted from the bullpen to replace Brian Falkenborg, “He was
just on the disabled list a few weeks ago with shoulder tenditis.”

While Tyler Johnson was getting into his warmups, I looked at
the Redbirds’ stats going into May 6th.

“He has an ERA over 12 so far this season,” I said to Katie and
Sabrina, “Do you think he’ll bring that down a little in today’s
game?”

“Well it’s not going to be like that the entire season,” Sabrina
replied, “He was just up in St. Louis as a part of their Opening
Day roster.”

Johnson’s first pitch to first baseman Michael Deardoff was
up in the strike zone and while we were waiting for the second
offering from Johnson, I then decided to ask Sabrina and Katie a
question that was unrelated to baseball, a question that in a sense
made me feel as uncomfortable as a Little Leaguer facing a Chris
Carpenter fastball.

“Since you’ve met all of the Redbirds,” I began to ask the two
of them, “which one in your opinion was the hottest?”

“Well,” Sabrina replied to me, “it would be between Tyler
Johnson or Skip Schumacher as far as the hottest on the team.”

Katie chimed in, “They’re all nice guys, so it would be hard to
pick which one was the hottest Redbird.”

As Iowa held to a 7-2 lead over the Redbirds going into the
middle of the eighth inning, Katie decided to play over the air the
game-winning call of former Redbird Brad Cresse’s single to beat
Miami in the 2000 College World Series, giving the LSU Tigers
their first national championship since Warren Morris won it for
the Geaux Tigers in 1997.

“Sorry Redbird fans,” Katie said as Junior Spivey came to the
plate for the Redbirds, “I had to do it.”

While Spivey was waiting on the one ball-one strike offering,
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I then tried to get Sabrina and Katie to ask me the same question,
this time concerning the Redhot cheerleaders.

“Y’all can ask me a question,” I said as Shaun Boyd came to the
plate, stumbling over my words as my face turned red.

“Which Redhot in your opinion is the hottest?” they both
asked.

When they asked that question, a very nervous smirk came
across my face as I watched Boyd draw a walk to give the
Redbirds their first baserunner of their half of the eighth inning.

“Well,” I replied, “I know Sharika, Michelle,and Melissa
because they went to high school with me. I know Erica because
she always manages to call me ‘Pumpkin’” and I also remembered
meeting a couple of them last year on the hottest day of the
summer that were very cute. So if I had to pick which ones were
the hottest, it would be those two that I met last summer.”

As the Redbirds failed to capitalize on the two walks that
Shaun Boyd and Brian Espositio drew to put runners at first and
second, the conversation in the Fantasy Radio booth moved from
the hottest of the hot in the Redbirds organization to the digital
cameras the three of us owned.

During the middle of the ninth inning, the three of us retorted
to comparing our cameras on Fantasy Radio, which were all
under the Kodak family of digital cameras.

“Folks, the three of us are here to tell you about these lovely
digital cameras that are great for a day at the ballpark,” I said, “We
have a Kodak EasyShare C300 camera with 3.2 megapixels and
then another one from the Kodak family of digital cameras, a
C100 with 5.0 megapixels, cameras that you can get at any of the
Memphis-area Walgreens or your favorite photo supply store.”

As soon as I did the commercial for the Kodak cameras that
Sabrina and I had, Katie chimed in about her Sony digital camera,
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which was almost similar to a Cubs fan living in St. Louis during
the 2003 season.

“I have a Sony digital camera,” she said as Desi Relaford came
to the plate, “8 megapixels and enough quality to put you guys’
cameras to shame.”

“Whatever,” Sabrina said as Relaford struck out on three
pitches, giving the Redbirds two more outs to go in the game.

Fearing that there was going to be a catfight because of the
cameras, I quickly alerted Sabrina and Katie to take their
extracurricular activities outside the Fantasy Radio booth.

“We don’t need that on the air,” I said as Kevin Estrada
popped out to the third baseman Casey McGhaee.

“But it might be good for ratings,” Katie said as Prentice
Redman struck out to end the game, with Iowa winning 7-2 over
the Redbirds, their second win over the Redbirds in the series.

“No it wouldn’t.”
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Legendary columnist and Chicago Cubs fan Mike Royko once
came up with a wild theory during the 1990 World Series

between the Cincinnati Reds and Oakland Athletics that seemed
to doom the A’s, who had players like Jose Canseco, Mark
McGwire, Dave Stewart, and former Cub pitcher Dennis
Eckersley among their stars.

The theory, the “Ex-Cubs Factor”, was a correlation of the
famous Billy Goat curse that supposedly has hindered the Cubs
from making the World Series over the course of the last 62 years,
meaning that any team with three or more former Cubs that
participate in the World Series, were more than likely to lose the
World Series than win it.

Of the 13 World Series losers between 1946 and 1993, teams
that had three or more ex-Cubs on their rosters, twelve of those
teams lost, the only exception being the 1960 Pittsburgh Pirates
that beat the New York Yankees in seven games to win their first
World Series in 35 years.

Forty-one years later, the Diamondbacks would debunk that
theory by winning the 2001 World Series over the New York
Yankees with former Cubs Mark Grace and Luis Gonzalez in the
lineup, thereby putting the whole “Ex-Cubs Factor” under the
microscope.
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And five years after Gonzalez’s bloop single started the end of
the Yankee dynasty, a young lady by the name of Dr. Joye Seay
would try to explain to a twentyish writer her theory on being
sprung.

The theory of sprungness was first brought up two weeks
prior to the Cardinals opening camp in Jupiter, as Joye and I
exchanged instant messages.

At the time, I was pursuing a girl that I met towards the
end of the 2005 Memphis Redbirds season as the Redbirds
were fighting for a chance to overtake Nashville to represent
the American Northern division in the PCL Playoffs at the
campus bookstore on the campus of Southwest Tennessee
Community College, where I was attending school at the
time.

And after five months of talking to each other, I enlisted Joye’s
help during one of our conversations, a few days after extolling
the virtues of the girl at a Bible study out east.

“I spent 45 minutes testifying about how big of an impact
she made on my life over the course of the last six or seven
months,” I said, “It’s like she has a hold on me or
something.”

“I bet she’s head over heels for you,” Joye said to me.
“Maybe.”

A few days later as I drafted my Fantasy Baseball team, I found
myself once again in Dr. Joye’s chair questioning my own sanity
the same way Tony LaRussa agonizes over a tough loss or some
hit-and-run strategy that backfired.

During the session I had with Dr. Joye, she was beginning to
inject her theory into the deep corners of my brain.

“You’re sprung,” she said, “and it’s cute.”
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“No way,” I countered, using the same retaliation strategy that
most baseball managers use when one of their players get
plunked.

When that was said, Dr. Joye then went into headfirst into her
theory of sprungness, much like Vince Coleman used to do on the
basepaths at Busch Stadium II in the 1980’s.

“You talk about her a lot,” she said, “Most guys would leave
their options open instead of just focusing on one girl and
wouldn’t ramble on and on about a girl that they’re just talking
to.”

“It doesn’t make me sprung,” I said, “Sprungness is when you
start feeling those sappy love songs and blush hard at flowers, not
excessively talk about a girl.”

“Admit it,” she said, “You’re sprung.”
“No.”
“Sprung times a million,” she said, “with extra sprung

sprinkles on top.”

Two weeks later, with the Cardinals’ pitchers and catchers
reporting to Spring Training and Dr. Joye continuously
hammering down her theory of being sprung, I took my lady
friend out to lunch at Mama Katie’s Diner on Madison
Avenue.

For some reason, my lady friend ended up wearing red, which
probably was stemming from the fact that when we crossed paths
at the beginning of the fall semester at Southwest Tennessee, I
wore a pinstriped Albert Pujols jersey and the fact that I once told
her about my love for the Cardinals.

Out of the blue, I brought up Autozone Park while we both
finished our lunch.

“Have you ever been inside Autozone Park?” I asked.
“No,” she replied, “Never been.”
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“How about we go down there and I’ll give you a tour of the
ballpark?”

“OK,” she said.

After spending a few minutes goofing around on our trolley
ride to the ballpark, we both got off near the corner of Third
Street and Madison Avenue, right in the back of “The Bluff” area
in leftfield.

And in the same way that Bear Bryant’s voice used to
introduce fans to Alabama football years ago, I proudly
introduced my lady friend to Autozone Park.

“This is Autozone Park,” I said as we entered the ballpark at
Monroe Avenue and Third Street.

As we walked along the Boardwalk towards the Backstop
Baseball Emporium, the gift shop located at the ballpark, the
wind began to pick up a little.

“What you think of the ballpark so far?” I asked her as we went
into the gift shop, which was filled with boxes of stuff waiting to
be stocked for the upcoming season.

“It’s nice,” she replied.
After chatting about the season with the cashier and

purchasing an adjustable Cardinals hat, my lady friend and I went
back out towards the Entry Plaza.

“It’s open,” she said, referring to the gate that allow fans to go
into the ballpark proper.

“We can go in,” I said, “They’re not going to say anything
about it because many people come into the ballpark when
they’re not playing a game and take pictures of the playing field.”

As we walked into the ballpark, the only part of the ballpark
that was open to the general public was the section behind home
plate.

“I wish I could show you where I do the broadcast from,” I
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said to her as we looked out the playing field, “It’s right on the
third base side.”

“A few years ago, there was this guy who was here in this
ballpark who hit this home run,” she said to me, “I can’t think of
his name.”

“Albert Pujols,” I replied, “I was there for that game. It’s
amazing what he’s done over the course of his first five years in
the league.”

In the middle of my explanation on what I did in the Fantasy
Radio booth, my lady friend had something to say.

“I have a secret,” she said, which was similar to what I
remembered Wayne Hagin saying when Jim Edmonds came to
the plate against Dan Miceli in Game 6 of the 2004 NLCS.

A flair for the dramatics.
After a few seconds of waiting, I turned to my right and tried

to understand what the secret was about.
“I’m about to tell you,” she said.
Instead of a secret being whispered in my ear, it was a peck on

the cheek, a peck that conveyed all of what was expected.
A few minutes after we shared the kiss,the sun managed to

peek out of what was a gray and drab Memphis sky over
Autozone Park, which capped what was a pretty good afternoon.

Later that night, as Dr. Joye and I talked over instant
messaging, I brought up what happened down at the ballpark to
her.

“It was weird,” I said, “Not the kissing part but the sun
peeking out of the clouds when it happened.”

“Like something out of a movie,” she said.
“What do you think?”
“Sprung. That’s all I have to say about that.”
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For the better part of the last five years, the Cardinals’ 3,4, and
5 batters in the lineup has been Albert Pujols, Scott Rolen,

and Jim Edmonds, better known to Cardinal fans as MV3, MVP-
cailbers players who generally put up MVP-type numbers for the
Cardinals and immensely popular with the fans in the Cardinal
Nation.

Prior to that, the closest thing to the trio of Pujols, Rolen, and
Edmonds was the trio of first baseman Jack Clark, second
baseman Tommy Herr, and outfielder Vince Coleman in the
1980’s, except for the fact that Clark was the primary source of
power for the Cardinals and Herr, although he drove in over 100
runs in the 1985 season, was more of a complimentary player that
drove in runs by getting two or three base hits a game plus a rare
homer.

On the other hand, Vince Coleman was the speed demon of
the three, who stole 110 bases for the 1985 pennant-winning
Cardinals and infamously injured prior to a game in the
controversial 1985 World Series against the Kansas City Royals
when he was ran over by an automatic tarp at Busch Stadium II
and led the National League in steals from 1985 to 1990.

But neither of those trios were anything like the trio I would
cross paths with on the next homestand down at Autozone Park
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after the Redbirds finished their longest road trip of the season
where they played against the Tucson Sidewinders, Fresno
Grizzlies, and the Las Vegas 51s on May 21st.

The day before, sports stations and bloggers everywhere were
continuously playing the tape of Chicago Cubs catcher Michael
Barrett colliding with White Sox catcher A.J. Pieryzski at home
plate in the annual Crosstown Classic at U.S. Cellular Field, a
collision that set off a bench-clearing brawl and heavy
suspensions handed down from the offices of Major League
Baseball.

In Kansas City, the Cardinals were in the middle of their own
intrastate series with the Royals, which was highlighted by back-
to-back homers from Albert Pujols in the series’ first two games,
both of which that were won by the Cardinals.

A few days prior to that, the Cardinals Radio Network
returned to Memphis, moving from AM 790 to ESPN 730,
meaning that the heart of Cardinal Nation would once again hear
Mike Shannon extolling the virtues of Busch beer and be
introduced to former Chicago White Sox broadcaster John
Rooney who along with KTRS AM 550 was making their debut
on the Cardinals Radio Network.

And in Memphis, Timo Perez would hit a walkoff homer to
beat the Portland Beavers in the bottom of the ninth inning,
which was a welcome relief from the first game of the series
against the Beavers in which the Redbirds were defeated by the
score of 11-0, the worst shutout loss in the history of Memphis
Triple-A baseball.

At the same time that Albert Pujols muscled his third home
run of the series in Kansas City, I was stuffing my face with
popcorn and walking around the bowels of Autozone Park where
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the Redbirds were leading by the score of 4-3 over Portland in the
bottom of the fifth inning when I ran into Sharika and Melissa,
who were waiting to go out on the field to do their routine.

As I finished another handful of popcorn and wiped off the
crumbs around my mouth and disposed of the bucket of
popcorn, I ran into a girl that was in the same area as Sharika and
Melissa.

“Hi,” I said, “I’m Doc Hancock, the voice of Fantasy Radio.”
“Pleased to meet you,” the young lady said.
“I think I might have seen you around parts,” I said as Michel

Hernandez hit a sharp liner to third base for the first out of the
Redbirds’ half of the fifth inning.

“You might have,” she said.
As Junior Spivey came up to the plate, I then tried the whole

introduction gimmick on Melissa, which was similar to what had
happened last August when the Redbirds faced the Nashville
Sounds.

“We know who you are,” she said, which would also be the
same thing that Sharika said when I tried the same gimmick on her
a few seconds later.

Off in the distance, however, was a girl that was looking out at
the action and had a Mariah Carey-styled hairdo that looked back
at me while I was trying to pull one of my patented gimmicks on
Sharika and Melissa.

When Spivey struck out for the second out of the inning, I
knew in a few minutes that I had to make my way up to the
Fantasy Radio booth so I asked the four of them did they want to
get in a picture together.

As luck would have it, I found someone in the area to take the
picture right after I asked the four about the picture.

Midway through my explanation to the guy about my camera,
I heard a voice that was within earshot of where I was.
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“We’re waiting on him to get in the picture,” one of the girls
said.

After I finished explaining the camera, I walked back over to
where Melissa, Sharika, and the other two girls were and got in the
picture.

Prior to the picture however, the girl on the right of me gave
me this wide smile that could probably rival any Albert Pujols
homer hit into the St. Louis sky.

Wait a minute, I thought, it’s that girl I ran into when
Oklahoma played the Redbirds back in April and probably the
same girl that I remembered from the hottest day of 2005.

After the picture was taken, I quickly remembered that I had
some St. Louis Cardinals beads in my back pocket, beads that
were intended for someone else that I knew down at the corner of
South Third and Union and given the fact that I was in a hurry to
find Abbey so I could get up to the booth and do my innings.

“I have these beads,” I said, holding up the Cardinal beads and
looking at the same girl that gave me the wide smile before the
picture along with Melissa and Sharika, “that I wanted to give
away to a pretty young lady.”

And with me being in a hurry, I handed the beads off to one of
them with the same agility that David Eckstein had when he
started a double play.

Once I caught up with Abbey after the Redbirds recorded
their third out of the bottom of the fifth inning, I began to think
about the look of the girl that was on the right of me in the picture
the same way that Tony LaRussa thinks about after a tough loss
to the Astros.

“I ran into my friends and that same girl again,” I said to Abbey
as we walked towards the elevator in the Plaza Club.

“Oh yeah?” she asked.
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“She gave me this wide smile and look,” I said, “For what
reason, I don’t know.”

By the time I got to the booth, the Redbirds were trying to get
some insurance for their 4-3 lead in the bottom of the sixth inning
when Travis Hanson rapped a single into center, bringing up
Kevin Estrada to the plate against Tim Stauffer.

As Estrada started taking his cuts at the plate, I started to
wonder about Melissa and Sharika’s friend, the one that smiled at
me prior to us getting in the picture and the reason for it.

Maybe she was just trying to be nice, I thought as Estrada took
a ball in the dirt.

The next pitch that was offered to Estrada was jettisoned into
right-center for a base hit, scoring Travis Hanson from first and
Estrada with an RBI double.

As Josh Kinney came to the plate however, it was evident that
the way that the girl looked at me was still going to be in the deep
egresses of my brain once the game was over.

Given the fact that I didn’t have a home run call like David
Kelly’s “Goodnight, Irene”, I then decided to do one better by
proudly proclaiming my home run call on Fantasy Radio.

“I would like to let everyone know that I have a new home run
call for you to enjoy,” I proudly said as the first pitch was offered
to Kinney with the Redbirds leading the Beavers 5-3 in the sixth
inning.

Remembering the old routine that legendary comedian
George Burns used to do with his wife Gracie Allen from the
countless reruns of their 1950’s show that I watched with my
grandmother, I decided to use the old “Goodnight, Gracie”
routine and incorporate into my home run call.

“The new home run call this summer from me will be
‘Goodnight, Miss Candy’”, I said on the microphone as Kinney
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fouled the second pitch towards the first base side, which was
going to be in honor of the same person who up to that point, I
had ran into only twice during the season.

When I said it, I quickly tried to retract my thoughts, mainly
because I thought honoring someone that I didn’t know from last
Tuesday’s Subway special with a home run call was nonetheless a
dumb idea, a dumb idea that would be in the same category as
Brock-for-Broglio or automatic tarps at old Busch Stadium.

And while I was doing that, a gust of wind blew through the
Fantasy Radio booth, knocking all of the rosters and notes I had
for that day’s game off the perch and strewn around the booth.

Kinney on the other hand, would get a single to left-center
with two outs in the bottom of the sixth inning, bringing up Skip
Schumacher to the plate while I tried to make sense of what I just
said concerning the home run call.

What was once a smooth journey towards the Redbirds’
second win in a row, was slowly turning into another loss at the
corner of South Third and Union Avenue as the game moved into
the top of the ninth inning.

Although the Redbirds were without question, comfortably in
the lead by the score of 5-3, the Beavers was sending to the plate
the heart of the order in leftfielder Jack Cust, second baseman
Jesse Barfield, and centerfielder Termel Sledge, players who
could alter the course of the game with one swing.

Pitching for the Redbirds in the top of the ninth was closer
Brian Falkenborg, who at that point in the season had only four
saves, the last coming against the Las Vegas 51s on their last road
trip.

Well, I thought, we have this win in the bag and it could
possibly be the start of something good for these guys.

But it would not be the case as Falkenborg surrended a double
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to Cust, which put a runner in scoring position with Jesse Barfield
coming to the plate representing the tying run.

As Barfield came to the plate, I wondered why didn’t Danny
Sheaffer go out to the mound to calm Falkenborg down and help
him regain his confidence.

Barfield in turn would get a single to left, moving Cust over to
third and bringing up Termel Sledge, who represented the go-
ahead run with no outs in the top of the ninth inning.

Unlike the first two hitters in the inning that got the best of
Falkenborg, Sledge would pop out to shortstop John Nelson to
give the Beavers two more outs to work with in the game,
bringing Luis Cruz to the plate with runners at first and third.

Cruz worked the count to three balls and one strike when he
hit a 2-run double into the gap in rightfield, scoring Sledge and
Barfield to tie the score at 5-5 with one out in the ninth inning.

Sitting in the Fantasy Radio booth, I was trying to make sense
of what was going on out on the field and why in the world was
Falkenborg still in the game when it was evident to me as well as
the fans in the ballpark that he clearly didn’t have his best stuff out
there on the mound.

Still, I held faint hope that the Redbirds could try to get the
final two outs of the top half of the ninth and maybe win it in the
bottom of the ninth on a walk-off homer or move the game into
extra innings.

But that would be dashed as first baseman Paul McAnulty hit
a single into centerfield to score Cruz from second base to give
the Beavers a 6-5 lead and later the win, sending the Redbirds
even further into the doldrums of the cellar in the American
Northern division.

As I went home, my thoughts went from the Redbirds’
collapse against Portland to the facial expression on Melissa and
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Sharika’s friend’s face prior to the picture that the four of us took
prior to me leaving for the Fantasy Radio booth.

It’s gotta be something behind what she did prior to the
picture, I thought, There’s no other way to put what she did into
words.

Except for the beads and home run call.
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One of the intriguing things about living in Memphis is the
musical heritage that is known worldwide, especially the

soul music of Sam & Dave, Carla Thomas, Booker T & The
MG’s, and the Barkays, all of which made their home at Stax
Records on East McLemore Avenue during the 1960’s and
1970’s, churning out hits like “Soul Finger”, “Green Onions”,
“Soul Man”, “Hold On, I’m Comin’”, and Otis Redding’s
signature hit, “Sittin’ on the Dock of the Bay.”

Also, this city was the birthplace of singers like Aretha
Franklin, Justin Timberlake, and blue-eyed soul singer Bobby
Caldwell, who had a hit in 1978 with his song, “What You Won’t
Do For Love”, a song that was sung by me at my job’s talent show
in the spring of 2005.

A song that sadly, would be butchered when the Redbirds
welcomed the Tacoma Rainers to town on May 24th.

Three days had passed since the Redbirds squandered a 5-
3 lead in the ninth inning against the Portland Beavers,
dropping them further as they fell 9 games off the pace that
was set by the first-place Nashville Sounds, the same squad
that they clawed with for the division title during the 2005
season.
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And it was also three days since Melissa, Sharika, their friend,
and I got into a picture prior to me leaving for the Fantasy Radio
booth in which their friend gave me this wide smile before the
picture was even taken, something that had been imprinted in the
back of my mind since it happened.

Once the gates were open at Autozone Park, the strains of
Bobby Caldwell’s “What You Won’t Do For Love” greeted the
fans as they walked into the ballpark, adding a little soul to what
had already been a horrendous season at the corner of South
Third and Union Avenue for the Redbirds.

As I made my way through the crowd however, one of the
Zone Patrol members thought it was a good idea to sing one of
the first blue-eyed soul hits to one of the Redhots.

“You’re singing it in the wrong key,” I said to him as I
approached where he and the Redhot were, “It’s a certain way
that you sing it.”

Realizing that I knew what I was talking about, the Zone
Patrol member turned the microphone over to me as I belted
out the final strains of “What You Won’t Do For Love” to the
Redhot, which seemed to do more good than harm on my
part.

“That’s good, man,” the Zone Patrol guy said to me as I
hugged the Redhot goodbye, “You saved my tail.”

In all of the years that I have known Michelle and Melissa, for
some strange reason I could never tell the two apart, except for
our senior year of high school when Michelle and I were in the
same Honors English class and members of the yearbook staff at
Whitehaven High School and her sister was in my sixth-period
Psychology class, which made it easier for me to distinguish
which one was which.
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As I made my way down the Boardwalk after my impromptu
serenade, I ran into one of them as the Redbirds were doing
warmups.

“You’re Michelle, right?” I asked.
“That’s right,” Michelle said to me, “What’s up?”
Knowing that during our senior year of high school, I had

failed at pursuing a girl who took the same two classes during our
senior year of high school, which was something that some
people in Whitehaven still remember four years later, I had to
once again drag Michelle into one of my crazy pursuits.

“If I tell you this,” I said to her as I popped a peppermint into
my mouth, “promise me it won’t get out to anyone in the
Redbirds organization.”

“Go ahead,” she said.
“I think I might have a crush on your friend, the one we got

into a picture with back in April.”
“Candy?”
“I think that’s her name,” I said, forgetting the fact that three

days earlier I was in the Fantasy Radio booth honoring her with
a home run call, “I think she’s very cute and I don’t want this to
go out to the masses at all.”

“Okay then, it won’t get out.”

After leaving the Boardwalk, I caught up with Redbirds play-
by-play announcer David Kelly as he was taking a break from the
pregame show to ask for his blessing on the home run call.

“Sir,” I said, “I do Fantasy Radio for the Redbirds and a few
days ago, I decided to use half of your home run call but instead
of ‘Goodnight, Irene’ it’s ‘Goodnight, Miss Candy’.”

“You only took half of it,” he said, “It’s just a new twist to the
call.”

“I know, sir,” I said, “It’s just that I don’t believe in taking
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someone’s stuff without their permission, especially home run
calls.”

When I ran into Abbey, I told her about the home run call and
the realization of liking one of the Redhots.

“One of my old high school classmates’ friends,” I said, “I’ve
only seen her twice and I think she’s cute. I just didn’t say
anything.”

“Why is that?” Abbey asked me.
“Because she works here and I’m just some kid that comes in

and do Fantasy Radio,” I replied, “Plus, she’s a cheerleader and I
have very bad experiences with cheerleaders stemming from a
feud with a couple of the Melrose High cheerleaders over a
column that I wrote on them in 10th grade.”

“You never know what can happen if you make an effort of
saying something.”

Looking out at the Entry Plaza, I said, “I guess you’re right.”

On the Rainers’ roster, there were two significant players that
stood out as I began my Fantasy Radio session in the top of the
sixth inning with the Rainers leading the Redbirds by the score of
6-3.

The first one was former Memphis Chick Kevin Appier, who
was trying to join the growing number of 40-something pitchers
in the major leagues by working his way through the Seattle
Mariners organization.

And the second one was the younger brother of Nomar
Garciaparra, Michael, who was making a name for himself by
being one of the up and coming prospects in the Mariners
organization.

In the sixth inning, however, the Rainers would go down
quietly thanks in part to the superb pitching of John Webb,
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keeping the score at 6-3 as the game went into the bottom half of
the inning.

Later on in the bottom of the ninth inning, the Redbirds were
beginning to show signs of life as Shaun Boyd led off the inning with
a walk, something that brought the fans to their feet after watching
both the Rainers’ and Redbirds’ bats go cold for the last three innings.

After John Gall struck out, Timo Perez would come up to the
plate to continue the momentum that was started by Shaun
Boyd’s walk at the start of the bottom of the ninth inning.

Just days before, Perez hit a walkoff homer into the rightfield
seats to win it for the Redbirds in the bottom of the ninth inning
to beat Portland, giving the team some much needed confidence
as they tried to close out the month of May at Autozone Park on
a winning note.

So as I sat in the Fantasy Radio booth calling the action, I knew
for a fact that one swing from Perez’s bat could alter the game.

As Perez worked the count to 2-1, the fans, who up to that
point hadn’t had anything to cheer about in the season so far, was
getting louder and louder by the minute as the fans and I waited
on the next pitch from reliever Mark Lowe.

“Swing and this one is going to be a double to center,” I said
over the microphone, “One run’s going to score and the score is
now 6-4 in the bottom of the ninth inning with one out.”

After Perez got on base, Kevin Estrada would walk, bringing up
Brian Esposito, who would get a single in his at-bat, a single that
could have scored a run and cut the Rainers’ deficit to 6-5 with one
out and Michel Hernandez coming to the plate and the bases loaded.

For Hernandez, the same thing that bit John Gall earlier in the
ninth inning when he struck out, lack of plate discpline and not
working the count.
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With every pitch that was served to Hernandez on this
Wednesday afternoon and one of the Cardinals’ top prospects in
the on-deck circle in Travis Hanson, who was not the player the
Redbirds expected to be in late May after what he did down in
Double A at Springfield, something was telling me that the
Redbirds’ rally in the ninth inning was going to fall by the wayside
and send them to another loss.

After Hernandez swung at a pitch down in the dirt, it was up
to Travis Hanson, the Cardinals’ shortstop of the future, to either
tie or win the game for the Redbirds.

In 2005, Hanson was regarded as the top prospect in the
Cardinals organization by various baseball publications after he
hit 28 homers for the Springfield Cardinals of the Texas League
and was expected to do the same thing when he was called up to
the Redbirds prior to the start of the 2006 season and make his
way up Interstate 55 to St. Louis.

But so far for Hanson, his stats in Memphis were a mere
shadow of his stats down in Springfield as he was hitting
barely above .200 for the season and only one homer on the
season.

Something that would be proven meaningless as the Redbirds
had runners at second and third with two outs in the bottom of
the ninth inning.

The first pitch to Hanson was a cutter that went down the
middle, a cutter that missed it mark in the catcher’s mitt to make
it ball one.

Second pitch went down in the dirt, smothered like gravy on
mashed potatoes to make the count two balls and no strikes,
giving the fans in the ballpark more reasons to stand up and cheer
as Hanson played the role of apparent savior for the Redbirds on
this sparkling Wednesday afternoon.
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For the third pitch however, Hanson would foul it off to the
first base side to make the count two balls and one strike.

There’s no way in the world, I thought, that he’s going to swing
on a 2-1 pitch.

But as I thought about what I would do if I was the hitting
coach or in this case, the manager, Hanson would take a ball on
the outside corner to make the count three balls and one strike.

“Folks, he’s going to swing on this pitch. It’s now or never for
the Redbirds,” I said.

As the fans rose out of their seats like geysers coming out of
Yellowstone, Hanson would do exactly that, hitting a single to
right-center that had Autozone Park in a frenzy.

“Here’s one run,” I uttered over the microphone, with a sense
of excitement in my voice.

In the background, I could hear my engineer screaming for
Esposito to keep running to tie the game.

“Go, go, go,” he said, echoing the cries from White Sox fans
of the 1950’s when they had players like Nellie Fox and Early
Wynn.

As soon as Esposito turned the corner to head home,
centerfielder Adam Jones threw a frozen rope from center,
putting Esposito on a collison course with Jones’ arm and the
verdict of the home plate umpire.

“Here comes another run and it’s a tie….”
Jones’ throw plopped into the catcher’s mitt, a plop that

brought the crowd into a collective groan, a groan that could be
felt in the Fantasy Radio booth as I shook my head in disbelief.

“That sucks,” my engineer said to me as I began to recap the
game and do my normal sign-off from the Fantasy Radio booth.

“It really does.”
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In the summer of 1996, almost three years after I found out I
had brothers and sisters on my dad’s side of the family after one

of my grandmother’s friends died two weeks prior to Christmas,
I was in for a bigger shock as I practiced along with my uncle’s
baseball team at a baseball field near Airways Middle School, the
same school that I would start at during the 1996-97 school year.

Towards the end of our practice, I was told by my uncle that
I had an older sister four years my senior named Shon, who was
a junior at Hamilton High School in South Memphis, something
that probably would make my father, a Melrose graduate, cringe
over because for many years, Hamilton High School was
Melrose’s biggest rival.

And the thought of my father having a step-daughter over at
Hamilton High School, located in South Memphis and not too far
from the apartment my dad’s family stayed in, would be the same
feeling if a young boy raised in a family filled with Cubs fans
converted to the Cardinals, replacing Derrek Lee posters with
posters of Scott Rolen, Albert Pujols, and David Eckstein,
thereby shaming the legion of Cub fans in his family.

For an 11 year-old that spent much of his childhood raised as
an only child, the thought of having an older sibling to look up to
was a blessing given the fact that my brothers and sisters were
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raised completely different from me and also lived in a rough-
and-tumble of Memphis near the airport.

But it was not meant to be.

Two years after finding out I had an older sister, my
grandmother would lose her battle with colon cancer a month
after the Redbirds finished their first season in Memphis at 74-70,
remaining in the playoff hunt until the final weekend of the
regular season and Mark McGwire rewrote the record book by
breaking Roger Maris’ single-season HR record against the
Chicago Cubs at Busch Stadium.

For some reason, my mother decided to allow me to visit my
dad’s family right after my grandmother’s death, something that
did not happen during my grandmother’s lifetime for some
reason that to this day, I never knew or even bothered to ask
about.

The visits that I made to my dad’s apartment would also
require me to connect with my younger brothers and sister as well
as my older sister, who had just finished high school a few months
earlier at Hamilton High School and in the process, make up for
some lost time.

As the spring of 1999 rolled around, it became evident to me
that my older sister and I were never going to see eye to eye, which
was something I could never understand because at the time, I
was still grieving over my grandmother’s death and I really didn’t
know how to deal with seeing someone you loved very much
gone in a blink of an eye.

By the time I graduated from junior high a year later, I began
to see an attitude of favortism by my older sister towards my
younger brothers and sister, which seemed to make me feel
uncomfortable whenever I was around my older sister and also
a little upset at my father for allowing it to happen because I
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wanted so desperately to feel belonged after years of
abandonment.

But a day after the Redbirds would lose a close one against the
Rainers at Autozone Park, I would finally get something that
wasn’t present at all in my childhood, a big sister who accepted me
for who I was instead of bypassing me like some bad leftovers.

For months, I had my own blog on Blogger.com, which
provided a window to my life and sports that had been
enormously popular at Southwest Tennessee Community
College.

And much like many of your commonly known blogs, I was a
recipent of many comments from my readers, including an email
from a girl in Memphis that had read my blog.

“You seem to be a deep and passionate brother,” the girl said
to me concerning my blog in her email.

Of course at the time, I didn’t really think that much of the
email. I thought it was nice of someone to write something like
that about me and my blog.

A few minutes later, after finding out who she was and how
old she was, I then thought back to what had happened the
previous Sunday down at Autozone Park with Michelle and
Sharika’s friend.

“There’s this girl down at Autozone Park that is a friend of a
friend,” I said in my email to her a few minutes later, “She’s very
cute and I sort of have my eye on her. Problem is, she’s a
cheerleader and I have bad experiences with cheerleaders.”

“Well, do you like her?” she asked in her response, “How do
you show your feelings towards her?”

“I’ve only seen her twice around the ballpark and once last
year on the hottest day of the summer,” I replied, “She probably
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get compliments from guys all the time down there, so with me
admitting that I like her would just be another one added to the
list.”

After explaining the situation, I then brought up what had
happened prior to my stint in the Fantasy Radio booth when the
Redbirds played Portland.

“My friends and I got in a picture together along with the girl,”
I said, “Before the picture, she gave me a wide smile and had this
lovingly look on her face.”

“She’s into you,” she said to me, “If she gave you the eyes
before the picture, she likes something about you.”

“I wouldn’t be surprised.”

The following day, with the Cardinals opening up their series
against the San Diego Padres at Petco Park and the Redbirds on the
road to face the Royals in Omaha, Kacey again gave me some more
advice about the situation with Michelle and Sharika’s friend.

“This the picture that I was telling you about,” I said after
emailing her the picture, “She’s the girl second from the left.”

“Is she the one with the dimples?” Kacey asked me, “She’s
pretty.”

“Yeah, that’s the one,” I replied.
After examining the picture, Kacey said to me, “You two are

mighty close in that picture. It’s a different vibe between you two
and the rest of them.”

“Yeah I know.”
Given the fact that I was into Zodiac signs, the following

afternoon Kacey asked me about Michelle’s and Sharika’s friend’s
Zodiac.

“I already told you,” I said, “I’ve only seen her a couple of
times around the ballpark and once last year on the hottest day of
the summer. I guess she’s a Pisces.”
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“LeToya Luckett is a Pisces, little brother,” she said to me,
“You’re acting like you’re not interested in the girl but deep down
you are.”

“I’ve had bad experiences with cheerleaders, sis,” I said, “For
a couple of years I was embroiled in controversy with a
cheerleading squad at Melrose High School and it made me a bit
leery about dealing with them.”

“You shouldn’t be worried, little brother,” she said, “It’s
nothing to even be wrapped up in arms about.”

By the time the following Sunday rolled around, with the
Redbirds closing out their series in Omaha, the way that Kacey
was acting towards me was more like the big sister-little brother
relationship that was absent during my childhood with my older
half-sister.

While waiting for the Redbirds-Royals game to come on the
radio, Kacey decided to send me some songs that could probably
sum up what was transpiring down at the corner of South Third
and Union Avenue.

“You should play this for Miss Coco at the next game you
broadcast,” she said, referring to an Isley Brothers song that she
sent me, “Maybe it will explain how you feel about her.”

Later that day, Kacey responded to my column on what could
transpire down at the corner of South Third and Union Avenue
that was written early on in the day in my blog.

In the column I wrote, I made a reference to another summer
love story that occurred during the 2004 season between
Redbirds outfielder Bo Hart and a lovely lady that caught his
attention prior to a baseball game late in the season.

As I recall from that story, when Hart got called up to St. Louis
later on in the season prior to the start of the playoffs, he didn’t
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forget the lady and she came with him to the 2004 World Series
when the Cardinals faced the Boston Red Sox.

A year later after the fireworks show on July 4th when the
Redbirds faced Nashville, Hart decided to propose to the lady
and would get married towards the end of 2005 at the Plaza Club,
a banquet and event center located at Autozone Park.

“If it can happen for a Redbird player,” Kacey said to me, “it
can happen for you.”

“True,” I said, “but my goal in this is to be a friend, not her
boyfriend. It’s a difference.”
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As the calendar changed from May to June, two things were of
major concern to me as the Redbirds returned from their

road trip in which they took three of four from the Round Rock
Express, a team a few days earlier had squandered an 8-0 lead
against the Isotopes in Round Rock and split with the Royals on
Memorial Day weekend to face the New Orleans Zephrys for the
first time since they met in early May at Autozone Park, including
one game in which the Redbirds clobbered them 17-4 in what was
one of the most bizarre games I had ever been a witness to.

The first thing that was on my mind was the Cardinals’ lead in
the National League Central and their ability to maintain it when
the Chicago Cubs came to town for a weekend series.

And the second thing was what was going to happen if
Michelle’s and Sharika’s friend was down at the corner of South
Third and Union Avenue when the Redbirds faced the Zephrys in
the second game of the series on June 4th.

For a guy that was normally shy around girls he liked,
admitting that I liked Michelle and Sharika’s friend was almost
like admitting to a Chicago Cubs fan that their team will one
day have their place in the sun only to realize that once you
make that bold statement, something strange happens to the
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North Siders and another year is added their to championship
drought.

The night before, I had talked to one of my friends about the
situation and quickly remembered one thing that stood out
among the things that was said in our conversation.

“She farts just like everybody else,” my friend said to me.

As the gates opened up on this early June afternoon, the skies
over Autozone Park were for the most part a bit overcast with
occasional peeks from the sun, clouds that sent a sublimal
message of possible rain in the downtown area either before or
during the game.

Regardless of that, the fans didn’t seem to care as they filed in
to the ballpark, laden with coupons from Six Flags for Collierville
Day, which was one of the various communty days the Redbirds
held for residents of a certain suburb or neighborhood around the
city.

As I walked around the Boardwalk area, my boss from my
job caught up with me as I headed towards the Entry Plaza
area.

“What are you up to?” he asked me.
“Nothing,” I replied, “I just found out I’ll be doing the play-

by-play from the seventh to the ninth inning in the Fantasy Radio
booth.”

“That’s when I come up, right?” he asked, referring to my
inviting him in the booth on the previous Friday at work.

“Yes sir,” I said.
Realizing that unlike the rest of the fans that went through the

gates of Autozone Park for that day’s game that I didn’t have a Six
Flags coupon, my boss asked me about my Six Flags coupon and
where it was.

“I didn’t get one,” I replied, “I really don’t have any intention
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of going to Six Flags anytime soon, so I felt that I didn’t need
one.”

“Just give the coupon to me,” my boss said as we made our
way back to the Entry Plaza, “I’ll use it.”

On our way back to the Entry Plaza, where people were still
filing in through the gates, I spotted an attractive girl who was
down at the entrance passing out Six Flags coupons with one of
the ushers from the middle of the Plaza.

As my boss and I went down to the gate, I figured that the girl
down at the gate was Sharika, Melissa, or Michelle or someone
else helping the ushers with the Six Flags coupons, not their
friend who a couple of weeks earlier got in a picture with Melissa,
Sharika, and I.

“Excuse me,” my boss said to the usher, “This young man
didn’t get a coupon when he came into the ballpark.”

I already said that I didn’t want one, I thought to myself, It’s
bad enough you wearing the jersey that you got in the Scott Rolen
replica-for-Albert Pujols pinstripe trade.

After getting the coupon and giving it to him, I went into the
Backstop Emporium and talked to my friend Amber.

“You remember that story I told you a couple of months ago
about the girl that made me get two teams confused up in the
Fantasy Radio booth?” I asked her.

“Yeah,” she said, “What about it?”
“Well,” I said, “it turns out I ran into the girl a couple of weeks

ago when I was on my way to the Fantasy Radio booth. A few of
my friends from high school along with her got in a picture with
me.”

“What happened?”
“Well, prior to the picture she gave me this wide smile and this

look. A few days later I wrote some silly poem in my car and gave
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it to a friend a few days later when the Redbirds played the
Tacoma Rainers. I’m worried that she might already know and
also what she might say when she finds out it’s me that has a crush
on her.”

“She might think it’s sweet,” Amber said to me, “I don’t think
she’s going to get upset at what you said.”

Every Sunday at Autozone Park, the fans get a chance to
receive autographs from a few of the Redbird players in the Entry
Plaza, something that I took advantage of as a way to kill time
before the first pitch.

A week before, I had went down to Sports Avenue in
Peabody Place and bought a Cardinals hat to replace the one
that I had to get signed by a few of the players when I went back
to Autozone Park, one that I would keep for myself as a
memento.

After getting the hat signed by Brian Esposito, Shaun Boyd,
and Kevin Estrada, I went over to the stage area where the Zone
Patrol was pulling people out of the crowd to go on stage to do
karaoke and again looked down at the main gate where the girl
was standing.

“We got some shirts,” one of the Zone Patrol members
energetically said to the crowd as they loaded them into the
slingshots.

Given the fact that there was no room for me to stand in the
crowd, I decided to stand on the base of one of the sillouettes and
wait for the first shirt to come my way.

While the first one went only a few feet short of where I was
standing, the second one had the trajectory of a Mark McGwire
home run going into the upper deck of Busch Stadium or the
Mississippi River, a shirt that I thought for a second was going to
hit one of the beer vendors that was beckoning the fans with the
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fire and brimstone of a country preacher in Marshall County
about Bud Light, Busch, and Budweiser.

When the shirt made its trip through the overcast sky, I quickly
realized that the shirt was headed in my direction, forgetting that
there was very little room for me to make the catch.

So after stepping back a couple of inches and doing the same
thing that Jim Edmonds did when he made one of his patented
catches in the outfield, I caught the shirt cleanly to the delight of
the people around me.

At the same time, there was a little girl that was next to me and
since I had no need for a t-shirt, I decided to do the next best thing
by giving her the shirt and head off towards the main gate.

One of the final hits that Luther Vandross recorded prior to
his death was the 2001 hit “Take You Out”, a song that was very
popular on Memphis radio as well as other urban radio outlets
around the country.

In the song, it had a line that would later be borrowed by Jay-
Z that went along the lines of “Excuse me, miss, what’s your
name.”

And after spotting the girl by the gate for a brief second prior
to running into my boss, I decided to use that line as a way to
break the ice.

With the hat I had signed by Brian Esposito and others in tow,
I went down to the main gate and asked one of the Redhots to
sign the hat, while wondering if the girl I saw from the middle of
the Entry Plaza was Michelle’s and Sharika’s friend.

After getting the hat signed, I then walked over to where the
girl was standing along with one of the ushers.

“Excuse me miss,” I said, “can I have your autograph?”
Wait a minute, I thought, it’s the same girl from a couple of

weeks ago.
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“Don’t you already have one of these hats signed?” she asked
me as she signed the hat.

“Uh….”, I stammered as I tried to figure how would she know
about a hat that I had gotten signed for my boss when the
Redbirds faced the Zephryrs on May 3rd, “That hat was for my
boss. I’m Michelle’s and Sharika’s friend, Ryne.”

“I remember you,” she said to me, “They told me that you
went to school with them.”

“Yeah,” I said, “I did.”
Realizing that a couple of weeks earlier, we had all gotten in a

picture together around the same time that Albert Pujols muscled
his 22nd homer of the season in Kansas City, a picture that
prompted me to come up with a home run call in honor of her, I
then brought it up after two seconds of silence.

“Well,” I said, “I do Fan Radio for the Redbirds and I wanted
to use your name in my home run call because I think you’re
cute.”

“Thank you,” she said.
“Well,” I asked as the sun tried to fight its way through the

clouds, “can I use it?”
“What’s my name?” she asked.
“Candy.”

For the most part, i expected the Zephryrs-Redbirds game to
be a carbon copy of the game from a month ago at Autozone Park
when the Redbirds won 17-4.

But after four innings, the Redbirds and Zephryrs were
deadlocked in a scoreless game in a classic pitcher’s duel, a far cry
from what happened a month ago when New Orleans jumped
out to a 4-0 lead going into the bottom of the fifth inning when
the Redbirds slapped the Zephryrs around for five runs.

While I was eating some peanuts and washing it down with a
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Coke, Abbey found me as the Redbirds sat the Zephryrs down in
order 1-2-3 in the top of the third inning.

“There’s been a change of plans,” she said to me, “You’re
doing the fifth through the end of the game.”

“I have a guest coming up in the broadcast booth,” I said, “My
boss from work is coming up to the broadcast booth to talk about
his 1,700 albums during the broadcast.”

“When do you want me to bring him up to the broadcast
booth?” Abbey asked me as Brendan Harris popped up to Shaun
Boyd in center.

“In the seventh inning,” I replied, “We might have to put a
delay button on him because I don’t know what he’s going to say
when he gets up there.”

As the fifth inning arrived, Abbey and I headed upstairs to the
press level to the Fantasy Radio booth, passing through legions of
groups and families who were there on that Sunday afternoon
enjoying what was already a pretty good pitcher’s duel between
New Orleans and the Redbirds.

“I ran into that girl again,” I said to Abbey as we made our way
down the hallway, “She actually remembered who I was.”

“Oh yeah?” she asked.
“I told her about the home run call and asked her could I use

her name in the home run call that I came up with a couple of
weeks ago.”

“What she say?”
“She asked me this question, ‘What’s my name?’”
“Did you get it right?”
“Yeah, I did.”
While I was getting ready to open the door that led to my perch

in the Fantasy Radio booth, I noticed that further down the hall,
Miss Candy was helping with the Collierville High School dance
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team that was performing between innings in place of the
Redhots because of the Collierville Day festivities.

As we went inside the booth, I noticed that Miss Melissa was
not too happy about the headphones that were left scattered
around the broadcast booth by the group that came in the booth
before me.

“Look at this,” I said, “The headphones are tangled up and
everything. How did this all happen?”

“We had some kids up here before you came up,” Miss Melissa
said to me, “I explained to them that if they didn’t act right, they
were going to be removed from the Fantasy Radio booth.”

“Well that explains everything,” I said, “It looks like a tornado
ripped through the booth.”

As I sat down in my chair, New Orleans catcher Wiki
Gonzalez would park a pitch from Chris Naverson into the
“Bluff” area in leftfield to give New Orleans the lead to make the
score 1-0 in favor of New Orleans.

Maybe I should have came up here before this happened, I
thought to myself as Gonzalez circled the bases.

In the bottom of the fifth inning, Skip Schumacher hit a ball
that seemed to be an easy pop fly out in left that dropped down
for a double to start the Redbirds’ fifth, a hit that reenergized the
soon-to-be restless crowd into delirum.

As I sat from my perch, I tried to find my boss out in the crowd
of nearly 10,000 fans, hoping that he wouldn’t forget his
appearance in the Fantasy Radio booth.

After getting a leadoff double to start the bottom of the fifth
inning, the Redbirds quietly went down in order and hoped to
keep New Orleans’ bats in check as the game moved to the top of
the sixth inning.
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After the game moved to the end of the sixth inning, I noticed
that my boss was walking up from his seat down on the first-base
side, heading towards the FansFirst area in order to come up in
the Fantasy Radio booth for the interview.

“You want to use the same tape or a different one with your
guest?” Abbey and Miss Melissa asked me as I stood up to take a
brief stretch.

“Keep the disc that is already running in the burner,” I said,
“Whatever time that is remaining on the disc, that’s what we’ll use
and once that one is full, change it for a second disc.”

As Miss Melissa and I waited on my boss to come up in the
Fantasy Radio booth, I was starting to worry about the delay
button that we seldom used for the people who come up in the
Fantasy Radio booth because I had no idea what my boss was
going to say during the time we were scheduled to be on the air.

Once the door to the booth opened, I alerted over the
microphone that we had a special guest that was here.

“As you know folks,” I said as the Redbirds came to bat, “the
month of June is Black Music Month, a time for us to celebrate
the contributions that African-Americans made to the music
world, ranging from Otis Redding to the Barkays to Three 6 Mafia
and here to talk about a very unique music collection is fellow
Whitehaven Tiger and one of the greatest comedians to ever
come of there, Devin Hardin.”

Given the fact that many times in my visits to my boss’ cubicle
at Porter-Leath Children’s Center the music of either Jimmy
Smith or Grover Washington blared over his speakers, I always
wondered how did someone manage to collect that many
records.

“I started collecting records in 1985,” my boss said to me,
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“Many of those records I have were handed down to me by my
stepfather when he moved to Denver and I continued to collect
them throughout the remainder of my high school years and into
college as well as after finishing college.”

“What are some of the artists you have in your collection?” I
asked as Brian Daubach came to the plate.

“Ella Fitzgerald, Sonny Rollins, Jimmy Smith,” my boss
replied as Daubach took a ball down in the dirt, having the count
at one ball and no strikes, “I’ve also been bidding on the classical
side as well.”

For the next fifteen minutes or so in the Fantasy Radio booth,
I listened to my boss talk about the rich music heritage of
Memphis as the Redbirds failed to capitalize on scoring
opportunities after getting leadoff hits from Brian Esposito and
Michel Hernandez.

During my education of Memphis music history, I sat in my
chair in and listened to my boss talk about the evolution of radio
station KJMS FM 101.1 from Magic 101 to V101.1, the
bankruptcy of Stax Records and what happened to their catalog
of hits, as well as other things that I never knew about Memphis
music.

On the field however, the score between the Redbirds and
New Orleans remained 1-0 in favor of the Zephryrs as the game
moved to the top of the seventh inning and replacing starter Chris
Naverson on the mound in the seventh inning would be
lefthander Carmen Cali, who was trying to contain the Zephryrs’
bats the same way that Naverson controlled them after the home
run by Wiki Gonzalez in the fifth inning.

For some parts of the seventh inning, I was having trouble
keeping the empty cup of water that I had on the ledge in the
booth due to the slight pickup of the wind.
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“You need to put that cup away,” my boss said to me as I tried
to get the cup from under my chair.

“Gotcha,” I said, “I’m trying to call the game and dispatch the
cup at the same time. It’s called multi-tasking, you know.”

In the Zephryrs’ eighth, centerfielder Tyrell Godwin would
park one into the rightfield bleachers to pad New Orleans’ lead to
2-0, giving my boss a reason to fire up the troops from the Fantasy
Radio booth.

“C’mon guys, get into the game,” he said as I scribbled on my
scorecard, “Charge.”

“They’re not going to come back in this game, sir,” I said to
him as Larry Broadway came to the plate, “The way they’re
swinging at everything makes it impossible for them to get
anything going to get back in it.”

In the bottom half of the inning, my words rang true after John
Gall reached base on a leadoff walk when Timo Perez swung at what
could have been a ball to strike out for the second time in the game.

“This is normally the point in the broadcast when I talk about
other things to get my mind off the game, sir,” I said to my boss
as the clouds became overcast over Autozone Park.

“Just do the game, son,” my boss said, “Just do the game.”

After returning home from the Redbirds’ 2-0 loss to New
Orleans, I sent Kacey an email about what happened at the ballpark.

“Did you see her, little brother?” she asked, referring to Miss
Candy.

“I did,” I responded in my email, “I couldn’t think of anything
to say when I ran into her except ask her for an autograph
request.”

“What about her number?”
“I haven’t scratched that surface yet.”
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Until his death in 2002, Hall of Famer Ted Williams provided
many sweet-swinging hitters such as San Diego Padres

outfielder Tony Gwynn advice on the science of hitting, which
was something that came as no surprise because of his
accomplishment in 1941, when he hit .406, making him the last
player to ever eclipse the .400 mark in the majors and won six
batting titles during his career.

Sixty-five years later in an empty office in the Uptown area of
Memphis, instead of a crash course on the science of hitting, I
would get a crash course on the science of being smooth around
girls I liked.

One of the cool things about my job at Porter-Leath was that
at times, many of my female co-workers were like second
mothers and older sisters, something that was not unusual
because of my position as the youngest counselor in the Early
Intervention department and the goofy antics that I pulled
around the Porter-Leath campus, whether it was calling a
plumber for an overflowed toilet or selling bootleg CDs as a way
to make a little money on the side for the burgers at Lot-A-Burger
on North Thomas Street.

More than often, if I had some problem with a girl that I was
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pursuing or trying to understand women better, I would go to one
of my co-workers and pick their brains on what to do and not to
do with whichever girl it was at the time.

And with the Redbirds out of town and me still in a pickle on
what I should and ought to say to Miss Candy when I returned to
the broadcast booth on June 14th, I felt that I had to get one of my
co-workers’ help about the stuff that was going on down at the
corner of South Third and Union.

Renetria Drake was a Kenya Moore look-alike that was always
willing to help me at times when it came to women and was
ironically a former Redhot with Michelle for a year and a half.

“It was amazing,” she said to me while we were in the office
one afternoon, referring to her time as a Redhot, “The kids made
you feel like a celebrity and when they would run the bases after
the Sunday games, they would run like a huge cattle herd and it
was something that I would never forget.”

“Did you learn anything about baseball while you were down
there?” I asked.

“All I learned was who Scott Rolen was,” she said.
“You know he plays third base for the Cardinals,” I said.
“I know.”

A week before I was scheduled to return to the Fantasy Radio
booth, I would enlist the help of Renetria as I began to worry
about the situation down at the corner of South Third and Union.

“There’s this girl I know through Michelle and Sharika,” I said
as I took sips from my coffee, “Her name’s Miss Candy and I
originally met her in 2005 on the hottest day of the summer while
I was killing time before a Redbirds game.”

“I think I might know who you’re talking about,” Renetria said
to me, “She was a Redhot with me also.”
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“Well,” I said, “she’s very cute and I sort of like her.”
“Have you ever talked to her?” she asked.
“The only time I said more than three words was when I asked

her for an autograph. I couldn’t think of anything else to say
because I didn’t think that she would remember me at all.”

“Did she?”
“Yeah and we talked for a brief minute. I didn’t want to keep

her from doing her job and I had a job to do myself in the
broadcast booth and I wanted to be prepared.”

“Well,” she said, “just be smooth with the approach and make
it short and sweet. I don’t think she’s going to be alarmed because
you like her.”

“What do you think?”
“I don’t know,” Renetria said, “All I know is you have to be

confident and smooth. The rest is up to you.”

Once June 13th rolled around, the Redbirds were back in town
gearing up for their longest homestand of the 2006 season as they
welcomed in the Oklahoma Redhawks to the confines of
Autozone Park and also holding on to the faint hope that things
could turn around for them during the homestand.

One of them signs came in the form of Josh Kinney, a guy who
wasn’t even drafted in the MLB entry draft and had to work his
way into the Cardinals’ organization after spending time in the
independent Frontier League with the Gateway Grizzlies, a team
that played in the shadows of Busch Stadium in Sauget, Illinois
and was a long way from the bells and whistles of the bigs.

Two days before the start of the homestand, Kinney would
pitch a gem against the Isotopes in the ninth inning, striking out
the heart of the order in former Redbird Scott Seabol, Mike
Kinkade, and Mike Colangelo to get his first save at the Triple-A
level and Anthony Reyes the win for the Redbirds.
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The second sign that things were in a way looking up was the
arrival of lefthander Chris Naverson, who was callled up to
Memphis from Palm Beach and would have a solid debut for the
Redbirds when Oklahoma came to town on June 13th as he
pitched the ’Birds to a 4-0 victory while allowing only three hits in
the process.

And the third sign that things were starting to turn around was
what would happen the following day as the Redbirds played the
second of their four-game set with the Redhawks.

North by northeast of Autozone Park and a few hours prior to
game time on the 13th, I was slaving in the office at my job, doing
paperwork for certain clients and thinking of various ways to
disappear into the Memphis sunshine, possibly heading downtown
to have a burger at the Bigfoot Lodge and hang out at the Backstop
Baseball Emporium for a few minutes before heading home.

What was turning into a dreadful, drawn-out day at the Porter-
Leath offices would soon be quickly turned into a day in which I
would meet my equal when it came to baseball knowledge as one
of my co-workers’ friends came to the office to visit while he was
on vacation from Cleveland.

“This guy is a walking baseball encyclopedia,” my co-worker
said to me a week earlier while we were in Whitehaven tending to
our clients, “He actually works for the Cleveland Indians.”

“What does he do for them?” I asked as we got on 240 towards
Downtown Memphis.

“He’s an usher.”

Mike Simpson was a short, round guy who could pass for
some poor misguided nerd who probably would be any bully’s
target for locker stuffing with the rolled-up socks and large
glasses.
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But if you went past the outside appearances and his vision
problems, you would see a guy that had an extensive and
comprehensive knowledge on the game of baseball, something
that I found out when my co-worker brought him to Porter-
Leath on June 13th after his plane arrived in Memphis from
Cleveland.

“This is Mike Simpson,” my co-worker said to me. He then
turned to me as I stood up from the chair I was sitting in, “And
this is Ryne Hancock. He’s the voice of Fantasy Radio for the
Memphis Redbirds.”

“How do you do sir?” I said, “I’m Doc Hancock, the Fantasy
Radio announcer for the Redbirds and I welcome you to the city
of Memphis.”

“Thank you,” Mr. Simpson said to me, “It’s a pleasure to be
here in the city for my birthday. I’m looking for to coming up in
the booth on tomorrow afternoon and Graceland on Thursday.”

“Well it’s my pleasure,” I said.

After finishing what little paperwork I had and sorting folders
in alphabetical order, Mr. Simpson and I went outside to talk
Cleveland Indians baseball and other baseball matters on the
patio outside my office.

“I’ve been an Indians fan since 1972, ever since Herb Score
and Joe Tait did the games on radio and television,” he said to me
as we watched the traffic go by on Chelsea Avenue.

“How long have you been employed by the Indians?” I asked.
“I have been employed by the Indians for eight years as an

usher but because of my disability, my duties have been limited as
far as ushering is concerned.”

“What is your speciality as far as baseball history is
concerned?” I asked.

“Mainly baseball from the 1880’s to 1972,” he replied, “It’s
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funny that the game we know today isn’t the game that was played
in the 19th century.”

“Yeah,” I said, “because they didn’t have steroids.”

While I was getting prepared for my broadcast on June 14th, I
was still having the same concerns on how to admit to Miss Candy
that I liked her.

“Why don’t you sing to her?” Kacey said to me in her email
later that night, “She might like it.”

“You think it might go well?” I replied in my response.
“You said that you used to sing at those talent shows at your

job,” she said, referring to a couple of performances I did at the
annual talent show, “And you also said that you sang to someone
already down at the ballpark.”

“But that was different,” I said, “The guy was butchering a
soul classic and I felt that it was my duty as a fan of classic soul
music to save himself from embarassing himself in front of a
pretty girl.”

“It’s a good impression, little brother. She might really like you.”

As I sat in the Peabody Place Entertainment Center the
morning of the 14th, I had two major concerns about my day at
South Third and Union Avenue running through my head.

The first thing was would my guest that day be comfortable on
the air talking baseball and the state of the Cleveland Indians as
we approached the All-Star break.

And the second thing was what I was going to say this time if I
saw Miss Candy before the game and how she would respond to it.

I arrived at the ballpark at 5 minutes to 12 with a sense of
anticipation about what was about to happen with Mr. Simpson’s
appearance in the booth.
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It’s going to be a beautiful day here, I thought, I have a guest
coming up with me in the Fantasy Radio booth and I might see
Miss Candy.

But because of a mishap, the perfect day down at the corner of
South Third and Union would begin on a sour note.

Fifteen minutes after the gates opened at Autozone Park, I
stood in the concourse area with Abbey and Michelle
Southerland and watched the fans continuously pass through the
gates at the corner of South Third and Union Avenue.

“Where’s your guest?” Abbey asked me as Michael Jackson’s
“Butterflies” came on over the speakers in the concourse.

“I don’t know,” I replied, “I had called the guy who was
bringing him down here before I left home this morning and told
him to drop him off at 12:30 so everything could be ready up in
the Fantasy Radio booth before I went up there in the sixth
inning.”

A few minutes later as a steady stream of people continued to
come through the gates, I then asked Abbey could I use her cell
phone to call my co-worker and ask him about the whereabouts
of Mr. Simpson.

“I can’t believe this is happening,” I said to Michelle, “This is
no way to treat a visitor to our city.”

After getting my co-worker’s answering machine and
becoming seemingly frustrated with the lack of courtesy that
Mr. Simpson was getting, I then decided to let my feelings be
known.

“Gil,” I said on the answering machine, “where the hell is Mike
Simpson? I’m already down at the ballpark and I need you to
bring him down here as soon as possible.”

Right after I returned the cell phone to Abbey and went back
into the Entry Plaza to calm myself down, my co-worker returned
my phone call.
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“Meet me at the Fogleman YMCA,” he said, referring to the
YMCA branch that was located behind Autozone Park.

Racing down the Boardwalk towards the gate at Monroe and
Third Street, I thought, why couldn’t Mr. Simpson be brought
down to the corner of South Third and Union where I could
easily retrieve him and avoid all of these problems with him
getting to the ballpark safely and in one piece?

Once I reached Third and Madison by the Winchester
Building, I was pretty much shocked at how a supposed beautiful
yet humid day at the ballpark quickly turned into a wild goose
chase for a visitor to our city.

And when I got to the Fogleman YMCA, I was in for a huge
surprise as Mr. Simpson sat in a humid truck and my co-worker
standing outside the Fogleman YMCA with his phone.

“Where’s Mr. Simpson?” I asked him.
“He’s in the truck,” he replied, “But I first want you to listen

to something.”
“What is it?”
“Shut up and listen,” he said as he replayed the message I left

on his answering machine when I called him from the concourse
area.

After listening to the message and rolling my eyes at what was
the purpose of this lecture on how to treat guests in our city, he
then said this to me.

“You’re going to treat him like he’s VIP,” he said to me in a
tone that was similar to the tone Cubs president Andy McPhail
and Jim Hendry had when they met with Chicago Cubs beat
writer Paul Sullivan a few weeks earlier about the coverage that
they were getting in the Chicago Tribune.

“Don’t worry about it,” I said, “He’s going to be fine.”
To make up for what went down in the Fogleman YMCA
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parking lot when I collected Mr. Simpson, I then decided to let
him meet everyone that I knew in the ballpark.

“These people are nice, sir,” I said, “Some of the people here
I know personally and some of them have quickly turned into
good friends.”

Once we re-entered the ballpark at the Monroe Avenue gate
where Jamiliah was busy handing out cash prizes for the second
“Working Money Wednesday” of the season, I then apologized
for what happened with him.

“Sir,” I said, “I promise you, I didn’t think this experience was
going to turn into a disaster. I was worried about your safety and
well, you should have been treated better.”

“That’s fine,” Mr. Simpson said to me as we went into the busy
Backstop Baseball Emporium where Steve and Amber were busy
manning the cash registers.

Instead of introducing him to Steve and Amber, Mr. Simpson
gleefully shook Steve’s hand as I talked to Amber.

“He’s from Ohio,” I said to Steve as I picked up some batteries
for the camera.

“I’m an usher for the Cleveland Indians,” Mr. Simpson said to
Steve as I stood there silently.

“He’s going to be in the booth with me today,” I said.
Oddly enough, instead of seeking the autographs of several

players, Mr. Simpson would ask Steve for his autograph.
“The only reason why I’m doing this is because you’re from

Ohio like I am.”

After leaving the Emporium, I took Mr. Simpson to the
FansFirst kiosk where Abbey and Michelle were standing.

“I found him,” I said to Abbey, “This is Mike Simpson. He’s
going to be my guest in the broadcast booth today.”

“Pleased to meet you,” Michelle said as I looked out at the
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Entry Plaza at the steady influx of fans that were steady coming
into the ballpark, “Aren’t you excited about coming up into the
broadcast booth?”

“Yes ma’am,” Mr. Simpson replied as I continued to look out
at the Entry Plaza.

“Sorry to cut you guys off,” I said to the three of them, “but
there’s one more person that I want Mr. Simpson to meet. And
they’re out there in the Entry Plaza.”

During my Little League days, I had a habit of blowing into my
hands as a way to calm myself down when I went to the plate,
forgetting that some of my games, if not all, were played in the
somewhat unbearable Memphis heat.

As Mr. Simpson and I made our way towards the middle of the
Entry Plaza, I felt that it was time for me to return to that habit of
blowing into my hands whenever I got nervous.

“She’s very nice,” I said, referring to Miss Candy.
After reaching the main entrance of the ballpark, I then got

Miss Candy’s attention as the flow of traffic through the gates
slowed down.

“Hey sweetie,” Miss Candy said to me as I felt my heart race
faster than a Chris Carpenter fastball.

“What you been up to?” I asked as we gave each other a hug.
“Nothin,” she replied.
After that surface was scratched, I then motioned for Mr.

Simpson to come over to where Miss Candy and I were
standing.

“This is Mike Simpson,” I said to her, “He’s from Cleveland
and he’s going to be coming up in the booth with me today.”

“Pleased to meet you,” she said.
After I introduced Mr. Simpson to Miss Candy, I quickly had

to think back to what happened in Game 6 of the 2004 NLCS
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when Jim Edmonds came to the plate against Dan Miceli in the
12th inning.

With the game on the line, Edmonds takes Miceli’s 2-1 pitch
into the St. Louis night and forced a Game 7 that would
eventually be won by the Cardinals, sending them to their first
World Series since 1987.

Except this wasn’t a ballpark with 50,000 screaming fans with
a pennant on the line, this was a very cute girl and a guy with an
Albert Pujols jersey that was sweating bullets in the Memphis sun.

“Who am I kidding?” I said to Miss Candy after a few seconds
of silence, “I have a crush on you and I think you’re very cute.”

“Thank you,” she said, “I think you’re very sweet.”
After wiping my forehead with my hat, I then went into the

story of the hottest day of 2005 and how I got the teams confused
on Fantasy Radio.

“I had remembered seeing you last year,” I said to her, “You
were standing out on the Boardwalk with another girl and I asked
you two if you wanted to get in a picture.”

“Really?”
“Apparently, when I got to the booth, I got the Redbirds

confused with the Round Rock Express because of that
experience down on the Boardwalk.”

A smile came over Miss Candy’s face as she gave me a nudge
on the shoulder.

“That really happened?”
“Yeah, it did.”
Before I left, I asked her to do me one favor, something that

was about as unreachable as any Pujols homer that’s ever been hit.
“Listen,” I said, “I might be doing some radio work in the

Fantasy Radio booth on the Fourth ofJuly and I want you to come
up in the booth and sit next to me.”

“I haven’t even got my work schedule for July,” she said to me.
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“Well,” I said, “it’ll be something you’ll never forget.”
On our way back to the concourse area, I stopped in the

Emporium and got a hold of Amber.
“I finally did it,” I said, “I told her I liked her.”
“What did she say?” Amber asked me.
“Well she thinks I’m sweet and that’s about it.”

As Oklahoma held on to a 4-0 lead over the Redbirds in the
bottom of the fourth inning, Mr. Simpson and I stood near the
section behind home plate as I waited on Abbey to bring us up to
the booth.

“They’re swinging at everything,” I said as Brian Daubach
came to the plate, “If it was a slab of wood they’ll swing at it.”

“That is true,” Mr. Simpson said to me as Brian Daubach
fouled the second pitch offered to him towards the first base side.

As I watched Daubach take his cuts at the plate, I heard a
familiar voice in the back of me.

“Hey, Pumpkin!!!!!” Erica yelled out as she was watching the
game with her friend.

“Lord, not you again,” I said, “When will you realize that my
name isn’t that?”

“Probably never.”
Turning to her friend, I asked him was she with him.
“Yeah,” he replied.
“Well,” I said, “She’s all yours.”

“I finally did it,” I said to Abbey as we were headed up to the
Fantasy Radio booth, “I told the girl that I liked her before the game.”

“Oh yeah?” she asked me as we walked down the hall in the
press level, “What did she say?”

“Well,” I said, repeating the same thing that I said to Amber in
the Baseball Emporium, “she thinks I’m sweet.”
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“That might be a sign,” she said.
“I also said something else as I went to the concourse area to

get the scorecards.”
“Which was?”
“I told her that I wanted her to come in the booth on the

Fourth and sit next to me,” I said, “There’s no way in the world
that’s going to be pulled off because it’s the busiest day of the
season and she’s going to be preoccupied with something else.”

“How do you know that?”
“Because she’s a cheerleader and I’ve seen this happen too

many times with girls that I pursue, it always ends in disaster.”

As the game moved to the bottom of the sixth inning with the
Redbirds trailing 4-0, Mr. Simpson and I continued our
conversation that had began at the office on Tuesday afternoon in
the Fantasy Radio booth, this time focusing on the current state
of the Cleveland Indians as well as other baseball-related topics.

“The main reason why we didn’t overtake the White Sox in the
final months of the 2005 season was because we didn’t have any
middle relief. The offense was pretty much unstoppable with
Sizemore and Hafner in the lineup,” he said to me between
innings, “That’s one of our big problems this season, middle
relief.”

“How’s the farm system looking?” I asked as the Redhots
finished their routine on the field.

“I really don’t pay that much attention to the farm system,” he
said to me, “Most of the time I pay attention to the Buffalo Bisons
in the International League and maybe the Akron Aeros in the
Eastern League.”

“As you know folks,” I said on the mic, “Autozone Park is
famous for its barbecue nachos and you can get them at any of the
concession areas around Autozone Park. It’s nothing better than
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a Coke and a plate of Wild Hog barbecue nachos on a beautiful
day at the ballpark.”

“We have sushi at Jacobs Field,” Mr. Simpson said to me as
John Gall came to the plate.

“They eat sushi in Cleveland? That’s a West Coast staple
food.”

“Yeah, Cleveland’s no longer the ‘Mistake on the Lake’.”

In the seventh inning, Redhawks outfielder Cristian Guzman
would hit a solo home run to left to pad Oklahoma’s lead to 5-0.

“That ball’s still rolling on the walkway,” I said to Mr. Simpson
as Jason Botts came to the plate.

“It was a blast,” Mr. Simpson said as Botts took a ball on the
outside corner from Andy Cavazos.

“It might have rolled onto Danny Thomas Blvd by the way he
hit it.”

Once the game moved into the ninth inning, Abbey came
into the Fantasy Radio booth to close down the broadcast for
the day as the Redbirds came to the plate trailing by the score of
5 to 0.

“They’ve been swinging at everything,” I said as Michel
Hernandez came to the plate to face Wes Littleton to lead off the
Redbirds’ 9th, “We’ve been talking about that a lot today, good
plate discpline and waiting on the right pitch to hit.’

“You would think that the stuff we’ve been saying up here in
the Fantasy Radio would reach down to the players,” Mr.
Simpson said to me as Hernandez struck out to bring newly
promoted Mike Rose to the plate with one out and nobody on
base.

“Maybe he’ll work the count,” I said as Rose took the first
pitch for a ball, “He seems to be destined for a call-up to St. Louis
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in the near future based on what I read about him in scouting
reports.”

Littleton’s second pitch would be a strike on the inside corner
to make the count even at one ball and one strike and bring panic
to Mr. Simpson and me as we awaited on the third offering from
Littleton, a ball on the outside corner making the count two balls
and one strike.

“He’s practicing the plate discipline that both of us have talked
about throughout the game,” Mr. Simpson said as Rose took the
fourth offering for a ball in the dirt, making the count three balls
and one strike.

“He is,” I said, “I wish the rest of his teammates could use that
same discipline.”

After we talked about how Rose was selecting his pitches at
the plate, Littleton served up a cutter that Rose would foul off to
the third base side and landing in the hands of a young child.

“That’ll make a child’s day right there,” Mr. Simpson said to
me as we awaited the next pitch from Littleton, “Regardless of the
score, that is something that child will never forget, a day at the
ballpark.”

“That’s right,” I said.
Once Littleton’s pitch reached Rose’s bat, the way that Miss

Candy had looked at me the previous Sunday when I told her
about the home run call popped in my head.

And when Rose connected, the long and drawn-out day I was
having in the broadcast booth would change for the better.

“Swing and a pop fly,” I said over the microphone as I
watched the ball sail into the rightfield bleachers, “going
back….and you can say goodnight, Miss Candy, it’s a homer!!!!”

“And the Redbirds are on the board,” Mr. Simpson said.
Caught up in the moment of what had just happened, I found
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myself repeating the home run call, this time instead of saying
“homer”, I would say “goner” and emerging from it with a big
smile on my face.

Despite the homer, the Redbirds would find themselves on
the short end of a 5-1 loss as the next two batters in succession,
Junior Spivey and Timo Perez would go down in order.

Back home, I wrote Kacey and told her about what had
happened down at the ballpark.

“It was weird but cute,” I said in my letter, “I told Miss Candy
that I liked her and later on in the game, I used the home run call
for the very first time.”

“It’s a sign, little brother,” Kacey said in her response, “Your
admitting of liking her and then using that home run call is a sign
that some romantic powers are bubbling somewhere.”

“I wouldn’t say that,” I said, “It’s too early to tell.”
“You never know,” she said.
“I invited her to come sit next to me in the Fantasy Radio

booth,” I said in my response, “The busiest day of the year and I
invite her into the Fantasy Radio booth.”

“She’s going to come up there, trust me.”
“It’s the busiest day of the year.”
“Mark my word, little brother, she’s going to be up there with

you on the Fourth and you two are going to have a great time.”
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While the Redbirds were in the midst of their longest
homestand of the season, up north on Interstate 55 in St.

Louis the Cardinals were in the middle of their eight-game losing
streak, the longest in almost 20 years for the Cardinals.

The losing would reach its breaking point when the Cardinals
would visit the White Sox in an interleague matchup at US
Cellular Field on June 21st when the Cardinals were shellacked 20-
6 in the first game of the series, a game in which Jim Edmonds
would leave early due to a concussion that he suffered while
making one of his patented catches in the outfield, introducing
the Cardinal Nation to an outfielder by the name of Chris
Duncan, whose only claims to fame was that he was the son of
pitching coach Dave Duncan and he also hit the last regular-
season home run in Busch Memorial Stadium against the
Cincinnati Reds on October 1, 2005.

In the second game of the series, Anthony Reyes would pitch
a masterful game and hold the White Sox batters in check for
seven and a half innings, but still with his performance, the
Cardinals would still find themselves on the short end of a 1-0
loss and later swept away on the South Side of Chicago by the
Sox.
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Back home in Memphis, instead of wondering how in the
world the Cardinals were going to win without Albert Pujols in
the lineup, I was trying to wonder why on the same day I admitted
to Miss Candy that I liked her, I would use the same home run call
that was in her honor.

“It’s summer love, which would explain why you have those
pair of eyeglasses,” Kacey said in her email to me, referring to a
pair of eyeglasses I bought Father’s Day weekend, “That’s the
reason why you’re wearing glasses so you can get a better view of
Miss Candy.”

“I mean, how would one person admit to a girl they’re
interested in them and then later on use a home run call in their
honor?” I asked, “That’s never happened before.”

“It’s romantic powers, little brother,” Kacey said to me, “And
when you bring Miss Candy in the broadcast booth on the
Fourth,the booth is going to unleash some more powers.”

After we finished exchanging emails for the night, Kacey had
one more thing to say to me about Miss Candy.

“Miss Candy is going to make you famous faster than you
thought.”

By June 25th, the Redbirds were on the brink of putting the
wraps on the longest homestand of the season as the
Albuquerque Isotopes came to town to face the Redbirds and
welcoming in new guys like Rico Washington and outfielder
Derrick Wathan, who would hit a walk-off homer to beat the
Isotopes in the 10th inning on June 21st 3-2.

Not only that, the Redbirds welcomed Cardinal legends Lou
Brock and Bob Forsch as part of their Cardinals Weekend
promotion, giving Redbird fans a glimpse of the rich tradition
that the Cardinal franchise had and continued to uphold.
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Meanwhile, away from the field on the Boardwalk, Michelle,
Sharika, and I were killing time prior to the first pitch of the day’s
game.

Midway through our conversation after the three of us got in
a picture together, I brought up Miss Candy and the plan I had in
place for the Fourth for her.

“This is going to sound crazy,” I said as we got in the shade on
the Boardwalk, “but I told Miss Candy that I liked her a couple of
weeks ago when I was here for the game against Oklahoma.”

“What did she say?” Michelle asked me.
“Well,” I said, repeating the same words I said to Amber on

the day that it happened, “she thinks I’m sweet. Heck, I’m not
even sure if she ever got the poem I wrote for her.”

“She’s normally the first one that gets here to the ballpark,”
Michelle said to me, “I left it where she could see it.”

“And I’m sure once she read it, she laughed at it and thought
it was a piece of crap and threw it away.”

“I don’t think she would have done that,” Michelle said to me
as I finished the last of my Coke, “She might have thought it was
a cute move you made on her.”

After talking to Michelle and Sharika on the Boardwalk, I then
made my way down to the concourse area to get a hold of Abbey.

“Does anyone know about the plan for the Fourth?” I asked
her.

“With the Redhot?” she retorted.
“Yes,” I said, “that plan.”
“It’s top secret, Ryne,” she said to me as people continued to

come into the ballpark, “No one knows.”
“Are you sure?”
“Top secret.”
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As I watched the game from my seat in the lower dugout
section behind the Redbirds’ dugout, a milion thoughts popped
into my head about what could happen on the Fourth.

The first thought that popped into my head was not seeing
Miss Candy around the confines of Autozone Park, something I
feared as Brian Daubach hit a home run in the bottom of the first
inning to put the Redbirds on the board, giving the Redbirds an
early lead.

When Rico Washington grounded out into a double play to
end the fourth inning, another thought of what could happen on
the Fourth was the fact that it was going to be so busy, she
wouldn’t have time to come up and spend a few minutes in the
broadcast booth.

As it was getting closer to my shift in the Fantasy Radio booth,
with the Redbirds leading the Isotopes 7-4 in the middle part of
the eighth inning, those concerns plus the other ones I had about
the Fourth was brought up in a brief conversation with Michelle
and Sharika as we watched the last part of the top of the eighth
inning from their perch on the third base side.

“This is not going to happen,” I said to Michelle and Sharika
as I watched Robert Kinkade go to bat for the Isotopes.

“What’s not going to happen?” Michelle asked me.
“That plan to bring her in the booth on the Fourth,” I replied

as Kinkade took a ball in the dirt, referring to Miss Candy.
“She’s been talking about that,” Michelle said to me.
“You’re kidding, right?” I retorted, “This is going to end up

like it always does for me, in disaster. Just like when I did that
talent show at Whitehaven and I mumbled through an entire
poem for some girl I liked.”

“You’ll be fine,” Sharika added.
“We all know how this ends,” I said to the two of them as I

clutched my hat, “Believe me, it’s going to end in disaster.”
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As I was leaving for the booth, Michelle had one more piece of
advice to give me as I went to find Abbey.

“How can you let what happened to you in high school dictate
what happens now? It might be a night you’ll never forget.”

On my way to the booth, however, in a crowded concourse
area on the third base side, I would spot Miss Candy as she waved
to me.

“Listen,” I said after we exchanged hugs, “I was wondering if
you’re still coming up in the booth on the Fourth.”

“I haven’t even got my work schedule for July,” she said to me,
nudging my shoulder, “We’ll see.”

Throughout my time in the Fantasy Radio booth, I had seen
my share of oddball happenings, ranging from marriage
proposals on the scoreboard to potato chips dropping from the
heavens onto the club level, which happened when the Redbirds
faced the Zephyrs a month ago.

But one of the things I always feared that would happen during
a game, something that I always managed to joke about on the air,
a foul ball heading for an announcer’s booth, would prove to be
an omen of what was to come.

With the Redbirds tacking on another run to their lead on the
strength of a John Gall double to make the score 8-4 and one out,
Derrick Wathan, who was the hero of the game four days ago
when he hit a walkoff home run in the 10th inning to beat this
same Isotopes team, would come to the plate with one out.

After Wathan took the first pitch for a strike on the outside
corner, I leaned outside the booth, noticing that a few of the
Redhots were milling about in the club level.

Figuring that the point of me leaning outside of the booth was
as meaningless as those 2003 World Series tickets that Cub fans
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bought when it was evident that they would finally go to a World
Series, I retreated back to my chair in the booth and continued to
do the action as Wathan fouled off a pitch to the right side.

As the count moved to three balls and two strikes, a slight gust
came in from the north-northwest as I awaited the 3-2 to Wathan.

Given the fact that I never was in any immediate danger in my
trips up to the Fantasy Radio booth, I never had to worry about
foul balls coming up to the booth.

But this time with the count at 3-2, and an already raucous
crowd on its feet, Wathan would foul off a pitch that I thought
would be headed into my comfortable abode in the Fantasy Radio
booth.

While the ball was on its flight towards the announcers’ area,
I figured that I could risk losing my life and becoming the first
broadcaster to die while broadcasting a baseball game by reaching
for the ball while it continued its metoric flight.

Once I noticed that the ball was going to be out of my reach,
I sat back down, only to realize that once I sat down behind the
microphone, the ball would continue on its rising arch and land in
the hands of the Isotopes’ broadcaster who was next door.

“Look at this!!!!” I shouted over the microphone, “The play of
the year at Autozone Park!!!!”

After finishing my broadcast of the Redbirds’ 8-4 victory over
the Isotopes, I went out into the hallway and made my way down
to the elevator that led to the concourse area.

On my way to the elevator, I noticed that Miss Candy for some
reason was hiding out in the corner near the entrance to press
row, which was something that surprised me because it was
Sunday and it meant that kids after the game got a chance to run
the bases.

“What in the world,” I said as I saw Miss Candy.
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“Shhh….” she said to me as a guy walked past us.
As she came out of the corner, I figured that I could walk with

her to wherever she was headed as I tried to figure out why in the
world would she be up there, and try to say more than ten words
to her while we walked.

Midway through our walk together towards the elevators, she
took off running downstairs to join the rest of the Redhots and
left me scratching my head as I went to the elevators.

The next day, while I was eating lunch in Downtown Memphis
at Denny’s, I sought out the advice of an older lady that I started
a conversation with at the trolley stop on Madison and South
Third, behind the ballpark.

“Ma’am,” I said as I looked to the east towards Danny
Thomas Blvd., “there’s this girl I kinda like at the ballpark
that I know through a friend of mine. On the same day that
I told her I liked her, I asked her to come into the broadcast
booth.”

“Do you like her?” she asked me as the wind picked up.
“I think she’s very cute and unique,” I said, “It just the fact that

I had this stupid plan for the Fourth of her coming into the
broadcast booth and at the rate it’s going, there’s no way in the
world I’m going to pull this off.”

“Why?”
“Because if I have some box of chocolates that are destined to

be melted by the time I go into the broadcast booth, people are
going to start talking plus the Fourth is the busiest day of the year
at the ballpark.”

“Let them talk,” she said to me, “Tune everything around you
out and don’t worry about it. It’s going to be alright just as long as
you make an effort.”
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The same thing the lady at the trolley stop told me was echoed
to me by Chris as I sat at home watching the Cardinals-Indians
game and anticipating the end of the long 8-game losing streak.

“This is not going to happen,” I said to Chris on the phone as
David Eckstein came to the plate in the bottom of the ninth
inning.

“Stop worrying about it,” Chris said to me, “How do you
know if it’s going to be a disaster?”

“Because I know.”
As soon as I said that, Eckstein would hit a routine grounder

to third baseman Casey Blake, which would have been the third
out of the ninth inning.

But in an almost Bill Buckner-like moment, the ball would go
wide right from the glove of first baseman Ben Broussard, scoring
John Rodriguez and giving the Cardinals the win in the bottom of
the ninth inning thanks to Blake’s throwing error.

In the midst of the team’s celebration and my conversation
with Chris, the fans in the stands at Busch was armed with seat
cushions that were given away when they entered the ballpark and
instead of taking them home as souviners from the ballpark, the
fans decided to celebrate the end of the losing streak by throwing
the seat cushions onto the field.

“Man,” I said, “these fans in St. Louis are throwing seat
cushions onto the field. The entire outfield is covered with seat
cushions.”

“Maybe that’s a sign for you in a good way.”
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Since Autozone Park opened its doors in 2000, millions and
millions of fans have passed through its gates and shared

many magical moments, whether it was proposing marriage,
taking a small child to their first game, or having fun with friends
and family on the Fourth of July, a day that is normally the busiest
day of the season in baseball.

With the fireworks displays and patriotic overtones, the
Fourth always meant something to baseball purists and especially
to fans of teams who were well out of the pennant race at the start
of July, it was a chance to celebrate our country’s independence as
well as bring an unseen buzz around the ballpark that had been
missing since the start of the season.

Something that the Redbirds and its fans would have a chance
to experience when the Fourth rolled around.

As the Redbirds were finishing up their series against the
Isotopes in New Mexico on July 1st, I was sitting in a Denny’s
across from Autozone Park eating a cheeseburger and dozing off
in between bites of my cheeseburger.

Midway through one of my dozes, my waitress came up to me
and asked me what was wrong.

“Not enough sleep,” I replied as I received another glass of
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Coke, “Actually, I was looking across the street and was
daydreaming about something.”

“Daydreaming about what?” she asked me.
“Well,” I said as I took another bite out of my cheeseburger,

“I invited this friend of mine who I sort of like to come up in the
Fantasy Radio booth with me on the Fourth. She’s very cute.”

“I hope it works out for you,” she said.
“Thank you.”

Two days later at work, my co-workers found out about my
plan of bringing Miss Candy into the Fantasy Radio booth on the
Fourth after I sought out some advice from them about her
appearance in the press area when the Redbirds faced the
Isotopes on June 25th.

“It was in a sense, something mysterious,” I said, “She was just
up there.”

“She was checking on you,” one of my co-workers said to me,
“That’s why she was up there.”

“You think so?”
“Trust me there’s no other way to explain why she was up

there,” my co-worker said to me as I took a sip from my coffee,
“Have you seen her up there before this?”

“Once,” I said, “It was a month ago. She was up there with
some cheerleaders from Collierville. They were doing some
routines on the field that day in place of the Redhots.”

“Do you like her?”
“A little,” I replied.
“You’re living in the River Nile,” she said to me, “The river of

denial because you have strong feelings for this girl. If you were
only a little interested in her, you wouldn’t even try to invite her
in the broadcast booth.”

“What does the Nile River have to do with me?”
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“Nothing,” she said, “It’s just that you really like this girl and
there’s a chance that she might really like you as well. You’re just
living in denial about it.”

On the same weekend that I sat in the Downtown Denny’s
daydreaming about what could happen on the Fourth, I wrote
Kacey about my plans for the booth.

“I just bought a box of chocolates for the booth,” I said, “It
was like $3.99 at Walgreens on Main Street and Madison, “You
think it’s a good idea?”

“It’s a reasonable price for a box of chocolates,” Kacey wrote
in her response to me, “I know for one thing, that booth’s going
to blazing hot when you two are up there.”

“Yeah I know,” I said, “Something like that needs to happen
on a night like the Fourth, fireworks, family, and a very cute lady
friend coming up with you in the booth.”

“You still want me to come?”
“Yes,” I replied, “I really want you to meet her as well as the

rest of the gang in the ballpark. It’ll be a night to remember.”

The day before the Fourth, I was finishing up my lunch over
at a Chinese resturaunt on Jefferson Avenue a few blocks away
from the ballpark and decided that since I was still pretty anxious
about the Fourth and seeing Miss Candy as well as the plan of her
coming into the broadcast booth, I needed to get Amber and
Steve’s final word on what I needed to do on tomorrow night.

“Just relax,” Steve said to me as we watched ESPNEWS on
the televisions above the cash register, “What’s the worst that
could happen?”

“What if she doesn’t be here?” I asked, “Or she completely
forgets?”

Amber chimed in, “All you can do is try and make an effort.
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Life is about taking risks, even though there’s a chance you might
end up on the short end.”

“I know one thing,” I said as I put on my shades and headed
towards the Entry Plaza, “If I pull this off, I’ll be a legend in
Memphis baseball history.”

“And if you don’t, you’ll be the biggest goat this side of Bill
Buckner.”

In my mind, the morning of the Fourth was shaping into what
any summer day in Memphis would look like: muggy, flies
swarming around the neighborhood with no apparent destination,
and a sky that was beaming with hope for a beautiful day to come.

Since I wanted Kacey to meet Miss Candy and take in part of
what was to be a moment that would possibly be a part of the long
history of professional baseball in Memphis, I called her after I
finished my column on the significance of today and what could
possibly happen when I went up in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“Are you still coming down here to pick me up?” I asked her
as I hit the “Publish” button on Blogger.

“Yeah,” she replied, “I really want to take part in this.”
“You’re not going to bring the sports bottle with Alize, are

you?”
“No,” she said, “You don’t want the real paramedics coming

in the booth when you and Miss Candy cross paths.”
“What about Jack Daniel’s?”
“You need to be calm about this, little brother,” Kacey said to

me, “This might be a night to remember for you and her. No
alcohol for you, okay?”

As the hours slowly inched towards game time, all of the
anixeties I had about that night slowly began to disappear as I
went through emails from friends prior to getting in the shower.
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Before I got into the shower, however, I had another talk with
Chris about what could happen later that night and given the fact
that Chris always managed to use basketball analogies for love, he
compared what could possibly happen to Game 7 of the Eastern
Conference Finals.

“You’re Richard Hamiliton, dribbling down the court with
five seconds on the clock,” Chris said to me, “The Pistons are
behind by one point and the arena is going crazy. As soon as you
push the ball across the timeline, you have Dwayne Wade’s face
in front of you, defending you and knowing that one bad move
could cost the Pistons a shot at the NBA Finals and end their
season. You see Billups open, but the clock is down to 2.5
seconds and you can’t call a timeout. What do you do?”

“Draw a foul?”
“No,” Chris said to me, “You take the shot because what’s at

stake is a chance to go to the NBA Finals and prolong your
season. It doesn’t matter if it goes in or not, all it matters is that
you took a chance.’

“Exactly what does this have to do with me?”
“You have one shot at inviting Miss Candy in the broadcast

booth,” he said to me, “Just like my analogy, all it matters is that
you took a chance at this, inviting her in the broadcast booth.”

“What if it goes wrong?”
“Don’t worry about it.”

Around 4:30, the thing that Chris told me about not being
worried and anticipating the worst took a backseat as I called
Kacey.

Instead of getting Kacey’s voice, I got the voice of a much
older lady on the other end.

“Ma’am,” I said, “I’m looking for Kacey. She told me to call
this number.”
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“She doesn’t live here,” the lady said to me, “Who is this?”
“Ma’am,” I said, “I’m a friend of hers. She’s been helping me

out with a little situation down at Autozone Park this summer.”
“Well,” she said to me, “she’s married.”
“She’s what?”
“She’s married, young man,” the lady said to me.
“It’s not like that, ma’am,” I protested, feeling my heart

sinking faster than the Titanic, “She’s been helping me with
something all summer long.”

“I understand, but she’s married. I’m sorry I have to break the
news to you.”

After ending my phone call, I sat at my computer and looked
at the day’s column on my blog about what could happen in a few
hours and started to think about the extra ticket I had reserved for
Kacey and what I should do with it.

Realizing that none of my friends were avaliable for the night,
I then decided that my mother, who last attended a baseball game
with me in 1999 when the Redbirds ended their stay at Tim
McCarver Stadium playing the Nashville Sounds, should be the
one to get the ticket.

“Mom,” I asked as I knocked on the door that led to her room,
“Are you busy tonight?”

“No,” she replied, “What’s going on?”
“My friend canceled out on me because of a prior engagement

and won’t be attending the game tonight and none of my other
friends seem to be available for tonight, so I was wondering if you
would like to go to the game with me.”

“Okay,” she replied, “Let me get ready, then.”

What was normally a short drive to Autozone Park from my
home in the Springdale section of Memphis near Jackson Avenue
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and North Hollywood Street was turning on this muggy July
afternoon into a long one as I along with my mother went down
North Parkway through the Vollintine-Evergreen neighborhood
towards Downtown.

“There’s someone I want you to meet,” I said as we arrived the
intersection of North Parkway and North Manassas Street.

“Who?”
“A friend of mine,” I replied as we continued west towards

Danny Thomas Boulevard and the lights of Downtown
Memphis.

“Be specific, Ryne,” my mother said to me as I turned on
Danny Thomas in the direction of the bright lights of Autozone
Park and continued north.

“It’s a young lady.”
“I figured.”

One of the things I learned about Downtown Memphis on the
Fourth, whether it was from watching fireworks in Tom Lee Park
or taking in some blues in Handy Park on Beale Street, located
south of the ballpark, was that it was a challenge to find a good
parking spot that was secure from the bums and street characters
that populated the area.

Once my mother and I reached the intersection of Third and
Monroe, located directly across the street from the ballpark’s
third base side, I decided to use some quick thinking as people
continued to come through the gates at Third and Monroe.

“This is where the car’s going,” I said to my mother, referring
to a non-descript parking garage that seemed to be out of the
1950’s that was located across the street from the ballpark, “We
can’t waste time because the lines are already forming down at the
front gate.”

After locking the car and making sure that we didn’t forget
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where the car was parked, I grabbed the chocolates along with a
tattered copy of the 2006 Memphis Redbirds yearbook, using the
yearbook as a way to shield the chocolates I had for Miss Candy
from the ushers that were in top form.

As we crossed South Third Street and got in the huge crowd
that was in front of Autozone Park going into the Entry Plaza, I
looked around to see if I saw Sharika, Michelle, Abbey, or Miss
Candy milling around the plaza.

After a few minutes of looking around the plaza for the three
in the plaza, I checked to see if my chocolates for Miss Candy
were still under the tattered Redbirds yearbook as I walked into
the concourse to make sure that I didn’t drop them when I
entered the ballpark.

Realizing they were still under the book, I felt my heart race a
million miles per hour as my mother and I went into the packed
concourse area.

And to my amazement, there was Abbey and Miss Candy
standing at a table together as I tried to bring my mother over to
introduce the two to her.

“This is….” I said as my mother walked off into the sea of
people that were walking around the concourse trying to look for
their seats as well as something from the concession stands
around the ballpark.

Realizing that my mother was already long gone to her seat and
I was trying to hide the chocolates I had for Miss Candy away
from public view, I turned back to Abbey and Miss Candy.

“You’re doing the eighth and the ninth inning,” Abbey said to me.
Right after she said that, I then talked to Miss Candy for a

quick minute.
“I see you got a haircut,” Miss Candy said to me, referring to

a haircut that I had gotten at a friend’s neighborhood barber shop
on Chelsea Avenue near my job as I took off my Cardinals hat.
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“Yeah,” I said as Abbey walked off from the table, “It was
Friday when I got it cut.”

After a short pause, I then again brought up the booth and still
was wondering if she was going to have time to come up or not.

“Well, if they don’t have anything else for us to do, I’ll still be
up there,” she said to me, “But if they don’t have anything for us
to do, I’ll come up and say hi.”

“Okay,” I said as I looked directly at her as she began to smile,
“If you do come up,”I said after giving her a peck on the cheek,
“I’ll be waiting.”

While I was trying to pay attention to the game from my seat
in the third-base outfield terrace section in the first inning as the
Redbirds came to bat, I quickly began to realize that what could
happen once I went up in the broadcast booth could actually
beyond a shadow of doubt, become reality.

Through the first three innings however, the excitement that
was apparently waiting for me in the Fantasy Radio booth took a
backseat to the outstanding pitching that was taking place on the
field with the Sounds and Redbirds as the game was scoreless
through the first three innings.

As a way to kill time, I decided to walk around the ballpark and
try my hand at the batting cages on the Boardwalk at the end of
the Redbirds’ third inning and block out my fears and concerns
about what could happen in the eighth inning.

The thing about the batting cage at Autozone Park was that
you only got 8 pitches to swing at, meaning that you could either
be selective like Albert Pujols when he was facing Roy Oswalt or
Dontrelle Wills or swing at everything but the machine like Adam
Dunn with the pitches.

As I put down the chocolates that were still covered by the
tattered yearbook and put on my helmet, I threw out all of the
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philopsies about hitting away and started swinging at
everything.

After the fourth pitch breezed by me, the guy who was
operating the machine started to question my motives in the cage.

“You’re swinging at everything,” he said to me, “My own
grandmother wouldn’t swing at these pitches.”

“Well if you were moments away from inviting a very cute girl
into the broadcast booth on the Fourth of July, a girl that you like,
would you focus on the batting cages or how you’re going to
impress her?”

“How I’m going to impress her.”
“Very well then,” I said, “So now you see where I’m coming

from.”

The scoreless game that was would be broken up as starter
Chris Narverson would hit a homer in the bottom of the fifth that
would barely clear the leftfield bannister on the walkway between
the “Bluff” and the field and drum up a little controversy as the
Sounds protested that the ball did not carry well enough to give
Narverson his first homer of the year.

But from where I along with hundreds were sitting, the ball
looked to be over the threshold of the leftfield wall and well hit to be
a home run, so after that surface was scratched, the Redbirds would
take the early lead entering the sixth inning by the score of 1-0.

In the sixth inning, however, the Sounds began to put together
a rally as Ozzie Chavez hit a single to right to lead off the Sounds’
sixth inning bringing up Nelson Cruz, who would hit a two-run
homer that gave the Sounds the lead.

While the Sounds were making noise on the field in the sixth
inning, I was trying everything in my power to make sure that the
chocolates I had for Miss Candy were intact and not melting away
like the Redbirds’ chances against the Sounds.
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As I walked around the concourse area again as a way to kill
time, I then figured that the only way that the chocolates could be
protected from the sun that was beaming over the Mississippi
River and Autozone Park was by leaving them at FansFirst and
picking them up in the bottom of the seventh inning.

“Ma’am,” I said to the attendant at the FansFirst kiosk, “These
chocolates I have in my hand are for someone special that’s
coming up in the Fantasy Radio booth and I need to leave them
here until I go up in the top of the eighth inning.”

With a quizzical look on her face, the attendant placed the box
of chocolates under the counter as I went to the Backstop
Emporium to get Amber’s and Steve’s last word on what could
happen in the Fantasy Radio booth.

“It’s go time,” I said as I came up to the counter, “I have an
inning to go before I go upstairs.”

“Are you nervous?” Amber asked me as we watched the
Sounds tack on two more runs as Tony Gwynn, Jr. hit a double to
right, making the score 4-1.

“A little,” I said, “This whole thing reminds me of ‘Can’t
Hardly Wait’ when Ethan Embry’s character runs into Jennifer
Love Hewitt’s character in the final scene when he finds out that
she received her letter. Except for the train station and bad 80’s
songs.”

As the skies over Autozone Park turned midnight blue and the
game went into the eighth inning with Nashville in front 4-1, I
went back to the FansFirst kiosk to retrieve the chocolates and
find Abbey.

“There you are,” Abbey said to me as she came from upstairs,
“You’re ready?”

“All set,” I said as we walked upstairs, “Are you going to be up
there to make sure I don’t make a fool of myself?”
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“I have a dinner date around that time,” she said to me,
“Everything’s going to go well for you, trust me.”

Instead of tangled-up headsets in the booth, Miss Melissa and
another guy were going over the recorded numbers for that
night’s attendance as I sat in front of the microphone and
adjusted my headset.

“18,302,” the guy said to Miss Melissa as she pushed the
“Record” button on the CD burner in the engineer’s chair and as
soon as I brought up the old record that was set in 2000 when the
Redbirds faced the Sounds in the first Fourth of July, I was given
the signal that I was on the air.

As Brent Abernathy came to the plate facing Alan Benes, I
fumbled in my pocket for a poem that I had gotten from a friend
who was a poet the day before in Downtown Memphis.

Once I got the poem, I opened the box, which was next to
my microphone and stuck the poem inside the box so it could be
the first thing Miss Candy saw when she got the box of
chocolates.

For Abernathy, his at-bat in the top of the eighth would result
in a walk, bringing back Nelson Cruz for another go-round at the
plate with one out and the clock on my plan winding down
minute by minute as I watched Cruz take his cuts at the plate and
attempting to take advantage of the walk that Abernathy drew
with only one out.

Unlike the last few times that he came to the plate, Cruz would
be on the short end of an inning-ending double play for the
Sounds, keeping the score 4-1 as the Redbirds came to bat in the
eighth inning.

As the Redhots were performing on the field in the middle of
the eighth inning, I was sitting up in the broadcast booth trying to
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figure out what to do about the box of chocolates in case if Miss
Candy did show up.

After dropping the box during the break, the guy that a few
minutes before was going over the record-breaking attendance
that was announced by me as I went on the air asked me about the
box and what I wanted to do with it.

“You wanna hide it?” he asked me as I stood up and held the
chocolates.

“Yeah,” I replied, “It’s for somebody around these parts.”
“Who, Melissa?”
“No, it’s a girl named Candy,” I said, pointing down to the

field as the Redhots were leaving the field, “One of the Redhots.”
Once the box was hidden out of view, i then gave the guy

instructions on what to do with it if Miss Candy came in the
Fantasy Radio booth.

“I’m going to tug my ear when the time comes for me to give
her the chocolates,” I said to him as I sat back down in the chair
as the game resumed.

In the Redbirds’ eighth, Timo Perez would hit a grounder
to second, Brian Daubach would pop out to shortstop Ozzie
Chavez, and slugging shortstop John Nelson would hit a pop-
fly out to centerfield, putting the Redbirds down in order in
the eighth inning and keeping the score at 4-1 in favor of
Nashville.

As the game went into the top of the ninth inning, it became
clear to me that the plan of having Miss Candy in the Fantasy
Radio booth was nothing more than a pipe dream as I went out of
the booth and into the hallway.

But as I opened the door that led to the walkway around the
press level, I would be in for a big surprise as Miss Candy and
Sharika stood patrol near the door that led to press row.
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“Where were you?” Miss Candy asked me, “I was looking for
you.”

“I’ve been up here since the start of the eighth inning,” I
replied, “I was on my way to look for you.”

“Do you have any food?” Sharika asked me as I beckoned the
two to come with me inside press row.

“All I have is candy, Sharika.”
Once we went inside press row, I then had to go inside the

booth and give final instructions to the engineer as I tried to
straighten all of the notes and scorecards and make sure that the
chocolates were indeed hidden from view.

“They’re hidden,” he said.
“Good,” I said, “It’s go time.”

“Everything’s set,” I said to Miss Candy and Sharika, “I had to
take care of some things in the booth.”

As I opened the door leading the two down to the perch in the
booth, I thought, maybe there’s some higher powers working
behind all of this.

“Hey, this is nice,” Miss Candy said, referring to the view from
the booth as the three of us took our seats.

Right when we getting ready to sit down, my engineer
figured that the chocolates that I had hidden in the booth
was supposed to be given to Miss Candy right when she sat
down.

With a flustered look, I quickly explained to him that at that
present moment the chocolates still needed to be hidden.

“Once I tug my ear,” I said, “then I’ll give them to her.”
Turning back to the microphone as Alan Benes continued to

do his warmup pitches, I then felt my heart race as I announced
the guests.

“Folks,” I said over the microphone with Miss Candy sitting
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next to me and Sharika on the other microphone, “we have a
couple of guests. Very special guests.”

As Mike Rivera came into the batter’s box to start the ninth
inning, I tried to remain professional by telling Sharika and Miss
Candy to put on the headsets as I tried to collect my thoughts.

“A headphone?” Sharika asked me.
“Uh,” I stammered, “A headphone.”
Once I announced Mike Rivera, Sharika had one more

comment as I tried to remain professional with my broadcasting.
“Why he’s so loud?” she asked.
By the time Rivera took ball one from Benes, I figured that I

had enough courage to properly introduce Sharika and Miss
Candy to the listening audience.

“Well folks,” I said, “I’m here with my friends Sharika and the
uh, lovely Miss Candy.”

As soon I said that, both Sharika and Miss Candy were tied up
in giggles over what I said over the air, Rivera would take a pitch
for a strike on the outside and not too long after, I tried to think
of something else to say.

Once I did, I decided to adjust the microphone that Sharika
and Miss Candy was in front of, hoping that one of them would
say something while Mike Rivera remained in the batter’s box.

In the midst of this, however, Rivera would hit a grounder to
Nelson for the first out of the inning, which was oblivious to me
as I tried to handle the situation up in the booth.

“Am I supposed to talk on this or that one?” Miss Candy asked
me, referring to the microphones.

“That one,” I replied, pointing over to the microphone that
Sharika was sitting in front of.

As Vinny Rottino came into the batter’s box, a sudden wave of
laughter came over me as I finished my Coke and looked at Miss
Candy.
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By the time the count drew to two and one, I began to break
out of the professional shell as my empty Coke bottle dropped on
the floor in the booth.

“Oh God,” I said as I picked up the bottle.
A split-second later, I gave the engineer the signal to bring out

the chocolates from its hidden perch in the engineer’s chair.
“Well folks,” I said, “we have a sweet tooth up here in the

booth. A very sweet tooth.”
After I mentioned the chocolates, both Miss Candy and

Sharika began to laugh as I tried to get rid of the empty Coke
bottle that was still in the booth, going as far as attempting to
throw it out of the booth and onto the club level.

“Tell me something, Miss Candy,” I asked, “what’s your
favorite candy?”

“Um,” she replied, “Well, I enjoy chocolate and my favorite
candy is a Mr. Goodbar. I also like gummy bears, I guess.”

As Rottino took another ball to make the count 3-1, I kept
trying to think of ways of presenting her the chocolates by
thinking of a riddle.

“She’s red, hot, and cute,” I said as Rottino hit a pop fly to
right.

As Zach Sorensen came up, I was still trying to come up with
a way to present her the chocolates in a normal way and after
Sorensen hit a pop fly to leftfielder John Gall to get out of the top
of the ninth inning, it was time for the routine station
idenification.

“I want you to go on and say ‘Good evening to you listening
in Germantown’,” I said to Miss Candy.

“Right now?”
“Yeah, go on and say it now.”
“Good evening to you listening in Germantown,” Miss Candy

said with a giggle.
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“This is the Fan Radio network at Autozone Park,” I said as
Donna Summer’s “Bad Girls” played in the background along
with Sharika and I laughing in the background about what
happened.

Once the laughter died down in the booth, I then made
another attempt to presenting her the chocolates.

“It’s a poem inside the box,” I said as I slid the box over to her.
“Awww…” Sharika said as Miss Candy opened the box.
With my face again turning red, I told Sharika and Miss Candy

to entertain the audience on the radio while I stepped outside.

When I stepped outside the booth to get a sip of water and try
to relieve myself from the nervousness that I had in the booth, I
ran into Reggie Williams, the vice president of community
relations for the Redbirds.

Knowing that the end of the month, the Redbirds were going
to hold their annual Kids’ Camp at Autozone Park, I then
brought up the idea of coming down and helping out with the
camp.

“I have a couple of days scheduled off from work because of
my family’s reunion,” I said to Mr. Williams, “and I wanted to
help out with the camp as something for me to do during the
daytime while I’m off.”

“Okay,” he said, “I’ll see what I can do.”
After finishing up my meeting with Mr. Williams, I went back

into the broadcast booth as the Redbirds came to bat in the
bottom of the ninth, still trailing 4-1 against the Sounds.

On my way down the stairs to my microphone, I managed to
trip up on the last step to the amazement of both Miss Candy and
Sharika.

“He’s back,” they both said as I put on my headsets and
adjusted my microphone.
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“Am I supposed to read the poem?” Miss Candy asked as I sat
down.

Embarassed because she asked me this, I thought to myself,
do you read the poem or let her read it while you daydream?

“Uh, nobody’s listening to this broadcast,” I said, “Except for
maybe my dogs and hogs. You can read it, though.”

“Okay, I’m going to read it,” she said.
As she began to read the poem, I then figured that instead of

reading over the microphone that Sharika was sitting in front of,
I figured the next best thing was to let her share the microphone
with me, something that Kacey had advised me to do when I
originally came up with this plan a few weeks ago.

“You can share mine,” I said as I took off my headset and
turned the microphone over to her.

“Alright, the title of this poem is ‘Feelin’ U’,” Miss Candy said
as I sat in my chair and daydreamed.

While I sat in the booth and listened to Miss Candy read the
poem, I was trying to figure out where in the world did Sharika,
who was playing the role of second banana and chaperone to Miss
Candy and myself, go after she began to read the poem.

As Miss Candy read the poem, Rico Washington was in the
batter’s box facing Mitch Stauffer, who was in his second inning of
work for the Sounds and during his at-bat, I tried to broadcast the
game acappella as a way to keep focused on the action on the field.

By the end of Washington’s unsuccessful at-bat, in which he
struck out swinging, Miss Candy would finish up the poem as
John Gall stepped in to face Stauffer.

“Aww, thank you,” she said, “That was very sweet. Did you
write it yourself or did you find it?”

With a blustered look on my face, I tried everything in my
power to normally answer her question and after 30 seconds of
fumbling my words, I answered.
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“This guy wrote it,” I said with my face still blushing as I
repeated the phrase one more time as I recapped what went on
while Miss Candy read the poem, “We got one away.”

In the middle of this, Miss Candy opened the box of
chocolates, which by that time was melted in the sweltering
Memphis heat and fearing that she would reject them, I quickly
alerted to her that the chocolates were indeed melted beyond
recognition.

“Those are melted,” I said as Gall took the first pitch from
Stauffer for a ball, “I’m sorry, I didn’t think that they would be
melted like this.”

“It’s fine,” she said as she opened the box, “Are these for me?”
After she repeated that question about the chocolates, I said,

“Uh yeah, they’re for you.”
“Thank you.”
As soon as she said this, Sharika popped up from the

engineer’s chair as soon as Miss Candy received the chocolates.
“Awww….” she said, clapping her hands.
After feeling a little embarassed about Sharika popping up and

cheering on what was going on in the booth, I then allowed Miss
Candy to go on the microphone once again and reflect on her
experience up in the booth.

“Well, for everyone listening,” she said, “this has been very
nice coming up here and it’s an experience I’ll never forget. I’m
glad you all listening were able to experience this with me.”

The magic of the Fourth would still be around the following
day as I picked up the latest edition of the Memphis Flyer at the
corner of Monroe and Front Street after finishing up a short day
at work.

As I flipped through the pages of the Flyer, one of the
headlines stuck out when I walked down Monroe Avenue
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towards the ballpark to see Steve and Amber down at the
Backstop Baseball Emporium.

“Candy Date”, was the title of the headline that was in the “Fly
On the Wall” section of the paper which unfortunately, was
about something irrevelant to what happened the night before in
the broadcast booth.

I rolled up the edition as I walked into the ballpark and then
into the store as Steve and Amber manned their cashiers.

“I did it,” I said to Steve and Amber, “It went well without a hitch.”
“You did?” they both asked me as we watched ESPNEWS.
“She came up in the top of the ninth inning and I gave her a

box of chocolates plus a poem,” I replied, “I was trying to be
professional about the whole thing for a few minutes but when I
finished drinking a Coke and dropped the bottle on the floor in
the booth, that’s when I started to loosen up.”

“See,” Amber said to me, “I told you it was going to happen.
All it takes is a little faith.”

“I guess you’re right.”

The next day at home, I would receive a response to an email
that I sent earlier in the day from Kacey about the Fourth.

After apologizing about what happened when I called prior to
the start of the game, she then gave her thoughts on Miss Candy’s
appearance in the booth.

“You did it again, little brother,” she said in her response, “I
heard the MP3 version of the thing and it seemed like all these
romantic powers were waiting to unleash. I think Miss Candy’s a
very intelligent young lady and she deserves someone like you.
She sounded so happy and when she brought up Mr. Goodbar, I
knew she was talking about you.”

“It’s history, sis,” I said, “Who would have ever thought that
something like that would happen on the Fourth?”
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Later on that evening, as I checked my email for more
messages, Renetria would send me a response to an email that I
sent earlier in the week.

In her response to my email, which was sent days after she left
Porter-Leath, one line stood out as a rallying cry for me on love
and finding the one, a rallying cry that was similar to the “Wait ’til
next year” phrase of the borough of Brooklyn during the 1950’s
with the Dodgers.

“The one for you will come when you least expect it,” she
wrote, “Just be ready when she comes.”
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In the depths of the Great Depression, the Cardinals were the
heroes of many baseball fans in the South with colorful

characters like Pepper Martin, Leo Durocher, Dizzy and Paul
Dean, collectively known as the “Gas House Gang”.

Despite their unkempt appearance and antics, the Cardinals
were the class of the National League, winning pennants in 1930
and 1931 as well as a world championship in 1934 over the
Detroit Tigers, capturing the hearts of the country and becoming
folk heroes in the process.

Seven decades later, on a hot July evening, my gang of friends,
known collectively as the Ballpark Gang, would come together
for one of the most bizarre and goofy moments of the season.

It had been sixteen days since Miss Candy and Sharika made
their appearance in the Fan Radio booth during the game against
the Nashville Sounds on July 4th and twelve days since I was in the
Fan Radio booth doing the first three innings of the game
between the Isotopes and the Redbirds during the annual Negro
League Weekend.

After I finished up in the booth on July 8th, I had ran into
Sharika in the Entry Plaza as she promoted the annual Redbirds
Raffle.
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During our conversation, I brought up Miss Candy and asked
about her reaction to coming up in the broadcast booth on the
Fourth.

“What did she say to you after you two left the booth?” I
asked.

“Well,” Sharika replied, “she kept saying how sweet you
were.”

Throughout the day on the 20th, the temperature had risen at
various points of the day reached well over 100 and the heat index
close to 110, making people all over Memphis miserable and
giving the Redbirds the edge on this night.

And as the Redbirds faced the Round Rock Express, the focus
of the first homestand after the All-Star break was not the play on
the field but the sweltering conditions of the city, conditions that
were still lingering around the city as I entered the ballpark thirty
minutes after the gates opened.

Since it was another Community Day at the ballpark, this time
the Midtown area of Memphis, the Entry Plaza was filled with
vendors that represented the various businesses and community
associations around the Midtown area as well as the energetic
performances of the Zone Patrol as I walked into the concourse
area.

“What’s up?” Steve said as I ran into him at the Redbirds
Raffle kiosk.

“Nothing much,” I replied, “How’s the fantasy baseball
team?”

“I was in first place a couple of weeks ago,” Steve said, “We’ve
slipped down to fifth place now.”

“There’s a lot of baseball to be played still,” I said.
“I know.”
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After Mike Rose parked a 2-1 pitch into the rightfield stands in
the third inning to make the score 4-0, I ran into Michelle and
Jamiliah as they prepared to go on the field for their performance.

“Hey y’all,” I said to the both of them as Junior Spivey came
to the plate.

“What’s up?” Michelle said to me as I bent my beat-up Illinois
Fighting Illini hat out of shape.

“Nothing,” I said, “Did you hear what happened on the
Fourth?”

“What about it?” she asked me.
As soon as I broke into the story about the Fourth, I felt a tap

on my right shoulder, only to realize that it was Sharika with a
somewhat goofy smile on her face.

“Hey buddy,” she said.
A couple of seconds later, with Michelle, Jamiliah, and Sharika

in front of me, I turned around to see who was in the back of me
as I tried to finish the story surronding Sharika and Miss Candy’s
appearance in the broadcast booth on the Fourth. To my
amazement, it was Miss Candy.

Realizing this, I then tried to back up what I said earlier about
the Fourth and try everything in my power to not do anything
stupid and after a few seconds of silence, Michelle then tried to
get my attention.

“What happened, Ryne?” she asked.
Sharika would then hop in and repeat the same question as I

quickly succumbed mentally to the sweltering Memphis heat.
And with the four of them in front of me, three who probally

wanted to figure out what was wrong with me, the only thing I
could say in this situation was, “I got to go and get some water.”

As I tried to make sense of what was happening around me,
the Redbirds were continuously piling runs on the Express, with
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home runs by Junior Spivey and Brian Daubach in the fourth
inning, bringing the score to 8-2 in favor of the Redbirds.

Midway through the bottom of the Fourth, I went to find
solace in a Coke that I purchased from a vending machine across
the street from the ballpark, hoping that I wouldn’t repeat the
same goofball antics that occurred in the third inning when I went
back inside.

But returning back to the scene of the crime after five minutes
of gathering my thoughts and calming down would be a bit more
difficult than I thought.

“Young man,” an usher said to me as I wiped off my forehead
with my hat as I returned to the Entry Plaza, “you’re going to have
to drink that Coke out here.”

Realizing that I was trying to right a wrong, I then pleaded with
the usher that I had to go back and make amends with someone.

“For once,” I asked, “can I take this Coke and take it into the
concourse area?”

“No.”

With the Coke bottle controversy behind me, I then walked
back into the concourse area as the game moved to the top of the
fifth inning with the Redbirds firmly in the lead 8-2.

As I walked back into the concourse area, there was Miss
Candy, Sharika, Michelle, Abbey, Steve, and Jamaliah, something
that came as a big surprise to me.

Once I went up to Miss Candy and trying everything in my
power to not panic, Steve, Abbey, Sharika, and Michelle had big
smirks on their faces.

“Why did you run off?” Miss Candy asked me.
“Well,” I replied as I continued to wipe sweat off my forehead,

“I didn’t expect to see you again and well, you and Sharika scared
the hell out of me.”
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“I was down here the whole time,” she said as I looked over at
Abbey and the rest of them as they continued to have smirks on
their faces.

Instead of asking her what she personally thought about
coming up in the booth on the Fourth, I then went into a
phase of nervousness that was equal to any rookie facing
Albert Pujols for the first time on the mound at Busch
Stadium.

After three minutes of this, she clutched my left hand and
went off into the sea of people as I turned to Abbey and the rest
of the gang, clutching my Illinois Fighting Illini hat.

“Okay,” I asked with a hint of bass in my voice, “how did you
guys find out?”

“I’m just smart,” Steve replied.
Next in line to answer the same question I posed to Steve was

Michelle and Sharika.
“Awww,” they both said, still smiling at what just transpired in

the concourse area.
“You two are going to start singing ‘Doc and Candy, sitting in

the booth, K-I-S-S—I-N-G’”, I said as I clutched my Illini hat.
“No,” they both said.
The last person that I would pose the question to was Abbey,

who was off in the background watching what just happened in
the concourse area with Miss Candy and me.

“It just happened,” she said, “But you survived.”

The subject of Miss Candy and Sharika’s spook would take a
backseat to what would happen on the field three days later in Des
Moines when the Redbirds faced the Iowa Cubs.

In the fourth inning of the game on July 23rd, second baseman
Junior Spivey and manager Danny Sheaffer would butt heads
after Spivey failed to run out a play, causing friction that was
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expected out of Spivey due to his displeasure with not being in the
Cardinals’ Opening Day lineup a few months prior to this.

In the end, Spivey’s spat would result in a three-game club
suspension and lead to some players, most notably catcher Brian
Esposito, calling the Redbirds the “Deadbirds” because of the
play on the field and some of the incidents in the clubhouse.

A week after Miss Candy and Sharika spooked me prior to their
routine in the third inning of the Redbirds-Round Rock game, the
talk of Junior Spivey’s suspension would be an afterthought as the
Redbirds hosted their annual Kids’ Camp at the ballpark.

The skies over Downtown Memphis on this particular
Thursday morning were for the most part, overcast and dull,
meaning that there was a chance that some rain would wash out
the activities for the first day of camp.

I arrived at the ballpark at 9:30 after eating some breakfast
around the corner at the Bon-Ton Cafe on Monroe Avenue
between Third and Second streets and much like the camps I
remembered going to as a child, the kids who were there for the
camp were without question, excited because they were going to
have a chance to learn baseball fundamentals from the pros.

The first person I ran into as I went into the concourse area
was Mr. Williams as I pulled down my umbrella.

“Turn your hat around, Mr. Hancock,” Mr. Williams said to
me, referring to my backwards Cardinals hat.

“Yes sir,” I said as I shook his hand.
As we walked down the stairs and then onto the field, Mr.

Williams asked me a few questions about myself, most notably a
question on whether or not did I play baseball.

With a slight chuckle, I replied, “Little League and some junior
high ball. I’m an expert at hitting.”
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As I stood on the field, I kept an eye on the clouds as they
got grayer and grayer over Autozone Park, raising my
awareness level as we inched closer and closer to the start of
the day.

In an attempt to kill time, I walked over to where a few kids
were sitting and talked to them about baseball and the Redbirds.

“Who’s your favorite player?” I asked them.
“I like Chris Duncan,” one of the kids said to me, referring to

a guy that had hit 21 homers for the Redbirds in 2005 and was one
of the candidates for National League Rookie of the Year as the
month of July came to a close for the Cardinals.

Another kid who I posed the question about who their
favorite player was gave me a different answer.

“Skip Schumacher,” they said as I chewed a piece of
bubblegum, “We wear the same number.”

By the time I finished talking to the kids, I went back into the
dugout and continued to look at the clouds passing over
Autozone Park and heading east from Downtown.

“You think we’re going to get some rain?” Mr. Williams asked
me.

“We might,” I replied, “It’s not going to be that much. We’ll
still get a full day in for the camp.”

After returning to the dugout, I would run into Steve as he
came from the clubhouse and into the dugout.

“How’s the team doing?” I asked.
“Fifth place,” he replied, “We’re slipping these days.”
“It’s around the trading period,” I said, “Even my team is

slipping as we speak, but we’re in third place still.”

Jared “Skip” Schumacher was one of the most popular players
on the Redbirds and at the time, one of the best hitters on a team
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that was last in the PCL in batting at .262 with a .302 clip heading
into July 27th.

Not only that, during his September call-up to the Cardinals in
2005, he managed to make an amazing catch near the foul
territory against the Chicago Cubs at Busch Stadium, which gave
him his first-ever “Web Gem” on ESPN’s “Baseball Tonight”
and endeared him to the Cardinal Nation.

In 2006, Schumacher would find himself on the Cardinals’
Opening Day roster and in St. Louis until the end of May when he
was sent down to Memphis to his normal place out in centerfield
at Autozone Park, providing the fans in Memphis with the same
hustle and passion for the game that he showed during his cup of
coffee in St. Louis.

On the first day of camp however, Mr. Williams assigned me
to help out with Skip in the batting cages and assist the campers
in the science of hitting.

“Because you don’t have a glove to practice fielding with,” he
said to me.

Since I was the first person to arrive at the cages, I then went
into a brief speech about myself to the wide-eyed kids who were
there for the camp.

Midway through the speech, Skip came into the cages and
introduced himself, saving me from having egg on my face.

“I’m just the assistant,” I said to the kids, “Skip sat at the feet
of the great ones, Pujols, Rolen, and Edmonds, the modern-day
Holy Trinity of the Cardinal Nation.”

“If you want to add anything,” Skip said to me as i took a sip
from my bottle of water, “go right ahead.”

As were gathering up balls that were hit in the cages by the first
group of kids who were already on their way to gain some
pointers from Dennis Tankersly and John Webb, I then felt the
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need to gain some wisdom from a guy who sat at the feet of Albert
Pujols, Scott Rolen, and Jim Edmonds during the first part of the
season about not making a fool of myself again in front of Miss
Candy.

“Sir,” I said as I put the bats away, “I need your opinion on
something unrelated to baseball.”

“Go ahead,” he said.
“The night of the Round Rock game I was spooked by this girl

I like when I went to talk to a few friends,” I said as I took another
sip of my bottled water.

“You got spooked by a girl?” he asked.
“Yeah,” I replied, “Her name’s Candy and she’s a friend of a

friend of mine. In fact, she’s a cheerleader for the Redbirds.”
“Well,” Skip said to me in a way that mimicked Dr. Phil during

one of his sessions, “What are you waiting for? Talk to her.”
“I know,” I said, “That’s something I’ve already done. I just

don’t want to make a fool of myself again.”
“Exactly,” he said to me, “The season’s almost over.”
“It is,” I said.
“Women like confidence,” he said, “The same confidence that

a pitcher has when they face Albert Pujols for the first time.”
“I’m sure that’s how you met your wife,” I said.
“Exactly.”

At lunchtime, the kids, players, and camp assistants all had a
chance to munch on hamburgers in the Covington Pike Toyota
Picnic Pavillion in rightfield, which was the equivalent of the
Knothole Gang days of the 1930’s, 40’s, and 50’s when kids from
neighborhoods in St. Louis would receive instruction on baseball
from players like Enos Slaughter, Joe Medwick, Terry Moore, and
others at old Sportsman’s Park.

During the lunch break, Kelly, Michelle, Steve, pitcher Dennis
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Tankersly, catcher Brian Esposito, and I sat at a table discussing
our Zodiac signs.

The first person to go in the discussion was Dennis Tankersly,
who was sitting on the same bench as I was.

“I’m a Pisces,” he said, “My birthday’s Feb. 25th”
Next in line to give their Zodiac sign was Brian Esposito, who

was known more for his practical jokes than his bat during the
2006 season with Skip Schumacher as one of his main targets.

“Pisces,” he said, “My birthday’s also Feb. 25th.”
The next person to talk about their sign was Kelly, who was

sitting across the table from me.
“Scorpio,” she said, “November 2nd.”
“That’s my Zodiac sign,” I said, “My birthday’s October 25th,

the birthday of Bobby Thomson and Pedro Martinez.”
Further down the table was Michelle, who was next to share

her Zodiac sign with the rest of us.
“I’m a Libra,” she said.
For a guy that always claimed to be an expert on everything

under the sun, including Fantasy Baseball and girls, Steve was in
fact to many of us, the wise one of the bunch but as we ended the
discussion of Zodiac sign at our table, we would all be in for a
surprise.

“I don’t even know my Zodiac sign,” he said.
“When’s your birthday?” I asked him.
“Feb. 16th,” he replied.
“You’re an Aquarius,” I said to him, “You’re three days shy of

being a Pisces, which starts on Feb. 19th and end on March 20th.”

After lunch, we all returned to our stations to finish up the first day
of camp, which to everyone’s amazement didn’t include any rain.

“It’s holding up,” I said to Mr. Williams as I looked up at the
clouds, “It’ll probably rain after the game tonight.”
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“You might be right, Hancock,” he said to me as I went back
into the tunnel and back to the batting cages and continued to
help Skip and the campers.

As we put the wraps on the first day of camp with an
autograph session in the concourse area, I then ran into Skip as I
walked out into the Entry Plaza.

“I won’t be down here tomorrow,” he said to me.
“They’re calling you up to St. Louis?” I asked him.
“No,” he replied, “I’m just not going to be here tomorrow.”
As I left, Skip had one more thing to say to me regarding Miss

Candy, which was almost equivalent to what hitting guru Charlie
Lau would say to his pupils during the 70’s and 80’s.

“You have one more month to go or else she’ll slip away.”
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Something weird’s going on, sis,” I said to Kacey in an email at
the beginning of the last homestand of the season, “There

seems to be an influx of Mr. Goodbar candy wrappers around my
neighborhood.”

“Oooh,” she replied, “That’s a sign little brother.”
“A sign of what?” I asked.
“You’re going to see Miss Candy again,” she said to me, “Mark

my word, little brother, there’s a chance you’re going to see her
when you return to the ballpark next week.”

“You think so?”
“I know so.”

At the same time that Mr. Goodbar candy wrappers popped
up in and around my neighborhood, the Cardinals were in a
dogfight with the Reds in Cincinnati, games that could determine
whether or not they could remain in the division lead.

The Redbirds, on the other hand, were heading back to
Memphis to close out the home portion of the schedule, starting
with the same Iowa Cubs squad that faced them during a July road
trip to Des Moines for a five-game series at Autozone Park and
ending it with a series with the archrival Nashville Sounds.

It was during this same homestand that the Redbirds
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welcomed back Redbird legend John Rodriguez after struggling
in St. Louis and Skip Schumacher received an invitation to play on
Team USA during the upcoming World Games in Cuba,
therefore ending his season prematurely.

On August 11th, a few days after Schumacher got word of his
invitation to play for the United States in the World Games,
Cardinals lefthander Mark Mulder would make a stop here in
Memphis for a rehab assignment in hopes of returning to St.
Louis before the 2006 season was over.

Unlike the promise he showed when he faced the Milwaukee
Brewers on Opening Day in St. Louis, his start in Memphis was a
total downer as he threw 70 pitches and gave up a two-run homer
to Iowa shortstop Casey McGhaee in four innings of work as the
Redbirds took another one on the short end 5-4.

Every Sunday, the Redbirds and SportCuts held a promotion
in which fans like myself could get free haircuts with game
admission, something that was very popular with the fans on the
Boardwalk. You could get your haircut, watch the game, and not
spend a dime on the finished product, which was the good thing
for fans.

On this particular Sunday, I figured the best thing for me was
to get a free haircut on the Boardwalk prior to my appearance in
the Fan Radio booth.

Instead of the normal way into the ballpark, I decided to go a
different route, coming in from the Third and Monroe side of the
ballpark to block out what Kacey said to me a week ago when Mr.
Goodbar candy wrappers began to pop up in and around the
neighborhood I lived in.

There’s no way, I thought, that Miss Candy’s going to be here
today.

Prior to walking out in the Entry Plaza, I went into the
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Backstop Baseball Emporium to check on Steve’s Fantasy
Baseball team as well as Amber.

“Still in fifth,” Steve said, checking the scores on the computer
of games around the majors.

“No movement, huh?”
“None at all.”

On the day prior to the Redbirds leaving for California, I
dropped by the team’s offices and gave them a tape of the
broadcast I did on July 20th when the Redbirds faced the Round
Rock Express so that David Kelly could give me some pointers
on my broadcasting style.

A couple of days prior to dropping off the tape however, I sent
Mr. Kelly an email and brought up what happened prior to my
shift in the Fan Radio booth that same night when Sharika and
Miss Candy spooked me in the third inning when I went to tell
Michelle and Jamiliah the story of what happened on the Fourth
and what should I do to avoid making a fool of myself again.

“Break the ice,” he said in his response, “Who knows, she
might like you too!!!”

As game time neared, I went to the club level to catch the last
part of the pregame show to talk to Mr. Kelly.

“My name’s on the list,” I said to Mr. Kelly during the break,
referring to a list of home run calls on Wikipedia.

“That’s great, Doc,” he said to me as I looked out the window
at the Entry Plaza and the fans who were still coming in 15
minutes after the gates opened.

After arranging to meet with Mr. Kelly towards the end of the
homestand, I then spotted who I figured was Miss Candy and
Sharika from the second floor and said goodbye to Mr. Kelly and
headed back down to the Entry Plaza.
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Once I got down to the Plaza, where the Zone Patrol was
playing their usual game of volleyball with a huge baseball, off in
the distance were a couple of girls who were trying to remain cool
at the main gate and from where I was, I really didn’t know who
they were, maybe some new Redhots that were getting some
training.

Then as I saw a hand waving at me, I figured that the two
Redhots standing at the gate weren’t newbies after all, it was
Sharika and Miss Candy.

“Hey y’all,” I said to the two of them.
“Aren’t you going to talk to Candice?” Sharika asked me as I

looked at Miss Candy.
“Uh….”
“I missed you,” Miss Candy said to me, forgetting that the last

time I was down at the ballpark, the Redbirds had won a thrilling
16-inning game over Colorado Springs without her around the
confines of the park.

“I work as a counselor during the week,” I said to her, missed
you too.”

Earlier in the summer, a brand-new magazine in Memphis,
Memphis Sport Magazine, was at Autozone Park photographing
sights and sounds from the game on June 3rd when the Redbirds
faced New Orleans and as luck would have it, the two of them
were pictured in the magazine with a fan.

“I have something to show you,” I said as I pulled out a rolled-
up copy of the first issue of Memphis Sport Magazine out of my
pocket and turned to the page with pictures from the June 3rd

game.
“You didn’t know we were in this?” Sharika asked Miss Candy

as she showed her the issue.
“I picked up my copy a week ago when I was in the area for

lunch,” I said to the two, “I was surprised to see you two in there.”
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“I didn’t know they were going to publish it,” Miss Candy said
as I got the magazine back from Sharika.

“Well they did,” I said.
Realizing that the summer was winding down and I wanted to

end what had already been a memorable summer, I then brought
up the idea of bringing Miss Candy and Sharika up to the
broadcast booth again to close out the summer.

“This time,” I said to Sharika, “please don’t do anything to
scare the listening audience like you did on the Fourth when Miss
Candy and I shared the microphone.”

“I’m still coming up there,” Sharika said, “Both of us are.”
“I thought you were nice,” Miss Candy said to me.
“I am,” I said, “I admire you for helping the goofy.”
“Well, I hope so.”

With fifteen minutes to go before the first pitch, I made a
second trip down the Boardwalk when I ran into Jamiliah and
Michelle, who were patrolling the Third Street entrance.

“You ignored us,” Jamiliah said, “You sped by us as you came
into the ballpark and didn’t say anything to me or Michelle.”

“I’m trying to get a haircut,” I said to the two of them, taking
off my hat to prove my words were indeed true, “A free haircut.”

The game started with a leadoff homer by Felix Pie that landed
in centerfield to give the Iowa Cubs a 1-0 lead in the first inning,
prompting the fans in the stands to fear another loss for the
Redbirds at the corner of South Third and Union Avenue.

Midway through the third inning however, with the Redbirds
at bat, I felt the need to finally take advantage of the free haircuts
on the Boardwalk.

“What it’ll be?” the nice lady who was cutting my hair asked
me as I sat in the chair and looked out at the action on the field.
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“Bald fade,” I replied, “It’s too hot to have all this hair.”
“Okay,” she said to me as I reclined in the chair.
In the middle of all this, the guy who was there the night that

Miss Candy and Sharika came in the booth came by to say
something to me about my haircut.

“I see you’re getting your haircut,” he said to me.
“That’s your boss?” the lady asked me as Rico Washington

reached base on a walk.
“No,” I replied, “I’m a very popular character around the

ballpark. It’s a girl down here that I sort of like.”
“Have you ever talked to her?” she asked.
“Actually,” I said, “she came up in the booth with me on the

Fourth with a friend of mine. I plan to bring her up once again
towards the end of the season, maybe next weekend or the last
one.”

After finishing up in the chair and advising me to wash out my
hair because of the scorching heat, I thanked her for the job well
done and started on my way towards the concourse area.

“I’m pretty sure when she sees you with your new haircut,
she’s gonna think you’re Denzel Washington,” she said with a
chuckle.

Midway in the fifth inning with the Redbirds comfortably in
front, I ran into Michelle and Abbey after walking around the
ballpark to dry out my hair.

“You guys like my new haircut?” I asked the two of them, “It
was badly needed.”

“Looks great,” Michelle said to me, “Why you’re asking that
question?”

“No reason.”
“You’re not bald, Ryne,” Abbey said to me, “But it looks

great.”
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“Have you been seeing a bunch of Mr. Goodbar candy
wrappers floating around Downtown Memphis?” I asked Abbey
as we went upstairs to the Fan Radio booth.

“I didn’t know they made them anymore,” she replied, “I used
to love them as a child.”

“Well,” I said, “I’ve been seeing them around the Uptown area
as well as the neighborhood I live in over the last week. On Friday,
I saw like ten of them near my house.”

“It’s a great candy bar,” she said, “I just didn’t know they made
them anymore.”

In 2005, Redbird outfielder John Rodriguez, a one-time
Yankee and Cleveland Indians prospect, was signed by the
Cardinals as a free agent and sent to Memphis to gain some
seasoning before coming up to the big club and during his short
stay in the Bluff City, he did something that no minor-leaguer
ever did, hitting four grand slams in a four-week period,
prompting the Cardinals to promote him to St. Louis where he
became a mainstay towards the end of the 2005 season, hitting his
first home run in the major leagues not too long after.

But on this particular Sunday and a week after being sent down
to the Redbirds after struggling mightly in St. Louis, the fans in
Memphis were going to get a taste of what they remembered from
the summer of 2005.

While I was going over the defensive alignment of the Iowa
Cubs during the Redbirds’ sixth, Rodriguez would step in with
one out and nobody on and the Redbirds in front.

“Your outfield looks like this:Restovich, Pie, Fontenot,” I said
on the microphone.

After I said Fontenot, Rodriguez sent a 2-2 pitch towards
rightfield, sailing over everything and onto Fourth Street, the
street that ran behind rightfield for a shot that traveled 475 feet.
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On the call of Rodriguez’s blast, I strained my vocal cords,
making it hard for me to say the whole thing on the radio.

“I croaked my voice,” I said to Miss Melissa, who was doing
the engineering chores on this day, “It didn’t sound right at all.”

Two innings later with a runner on third and me in the middle
of one of my stories about my duty as an assistant to Skip
Schumacher during the Kids’ Camp, Rico Washington would hit
a line-drive into the rightfield bleachers to make the score 11-4.

“This time,” I said to Miss Melissa, “I got the call right. All I
needed to was not let my excitement get the best of me.”

“I told you,” Kacey said to me later that night in an email, “that
those Mr. Goodbar candy wrappers were a sign. You saw Miss
Candy.”

“I guess you’re right,” I said in my response, “It’s kinda weird
about the whole candy wrapper thing.”

“And the way she asked you about your whereabouts is
another good sign.”

“It is,” I said.

Five days after Kacey’s prediction came true, I decided to
sweeten the pot that was brewing as the Redbirds welcomed the
Round Rock Express to Autozone Park by buying a bag of
Hershey Minatures from the Walgreens located at the corner of
North Main and Madison Avenue 30 minutes prior to the
opening of the gates.

Remembering what had happened on July 20th when I tried to
sneak in a Coke through the main gates, I figured the next best
thing to avoid something like that to happen again was by putting
the bag of Hershey Minatures in my pocket so they could be
hidden from the blistering Memphis sun.

As the gates opened an hour before game time, I made sure
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that the chocolates were hidden away so the sun nor the main gate
attendants could get to them.

After fifteen minutes of being in the ballpark, I ran into
Sharika and Michelle after getting the scorecards as well as lineups
for that night’s game.

“I got some chocolates,” I said to the two of them, showing
chocolate offerings that had holy names like Krackel, Hershey
Dark Select, Hershey’s Milk Chocolate, and Mr. Goodbar.

“How did you sneak them in?” they both asked.
“I put the bag in my pocket.”

As I went back inside the concourse area, the chocolates that
seemed to be resistant to the sun over the ballpark were slowly but
surely starting to melt beyond the point of recognition.

“I snuck in some chocolates,” I said to Amber as she was
killing time, not mentioning the part about them being on the
verge of oblivion.

“Great,” she said as she plucked a couple of Mr. Goodbars out
of the bag.

“They’re melted,” I said.

In the third inning with the Redbirds at bat, I was sitting on the
first base side keeping score and eating peanuts as Mike Rose struck
out on three pitches, bringing up Junior Spivey, who was after his
three-game club suspension, still in Danny Sheaffer’s doghouse.

Midway through Spivey’s at-bat, I heard a couple of voices
from the platform where many ushers as well as some of the
Redhots sat prior to their routine on the field. It was Michelle and
Sharika.

“What are you two doing?” I asked the two of them as I
munched on some more peanuts as Spivey took the second pitch
for a strike.
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“Nothing,” they both said, “Pay attention to the game.”
After three minutes of being distracted and munching peanuts

during Spivey’s at-bat, I turned around again at the two as my
scorecard became stained with the Coke that I was drinking.

“Look at what you two did,” I said to them, raising my
scorecard in mock disgust, “My scorecard’s ruined.”

“It’s not our fault,” Sharika said to me as Spivey struck out on
three pitches, “You did that yourself.”

In the seventh inning with the Redbirds firmly in front of the
Round Rock Express, both John Nelson and John Rodriguez
would connect on homers to deep centerfield to give the
Redbirds a 6-4 lead.

Around this time in the game, I ran into a group of Boy Scouts
that were at the ballpark from Hernando, Mississippi in the
leftfield picnic area playing catch.

“I’m the Fan Radio announcer for the Redbirds, Doc
Hancock,” I said to the kids, “How would you kids like to come
up in the booth during the eighth inning?”

“We would like to,” they replied, “Can our parents come up as
well?”

“Sure,” I said, “It’s no problem at all.”

After talking to their parents as well as Miss Melissa in the
broadcast booth prior to my shift, I led the group of Boy Scouts
to the press level along with Abbey, explaining to them that these
were some kids that I met during a game of catch that was here
from Hernando, Mississippi.

“They’re a great bunch of kids,” I said to Abbey as we walked
down the hall.

After getting the entire troop into the booth and explaining to
them the rules of the booth, I then decided to do something else
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to make their experience in the booth a bit more enjoyable by
allowing them to do something that I would always do after every
Redbirds victory.

“I want you guys to yell ‘That’s a Redbirds winner!!!!’,” I said
as the game moved to the bottom of the eighth inning.

In the ninth inning, as Andy Cavazos came on the mound to
shut it down for the Redbirds, a sense of excitement came over
the Boy Scouts, something that would rival the joy that Miss
Candy had when she came in the booth on July 4th.

As Round Rock outfielder Charlton Jimerson hit a pop fly to
Brian Martin in left-center, the Boy Scouts in the booth were
ready to celebrate.

“High fly ball to left,” I said over the air, “Hit it, guys!!!”
“That’s a Redbirds winner!!!!” they yelled, making at one point

my ears ring with their yelling into the microphone.
After recapping the score and telling the listeners about the

next broadcast from me, I went into my normal signoff phrase,
which always ended with me saying goodnight to Miss Candy.

Of course as I was saying it, I had no idea the Boy Scouts that
was in the booth with me on this particular night were going to try
to repeat that same phrase after the game.

“Goodnight, Miss Candy, wherever you are,” they said.
“That’s my line,” I said, “It’s a little thing I always do for a

friend down here at the ballpark.”
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Over the last ten years, the Cardinals-Cubs rivalry produced
many memorable moments, ranging from Mark McGwire

and Sammy Sosa’s home run chase in 1998 to the grand slam hit
by Albert Pujols in 2005 for his 200th home run and also the Labor
Day weekend series at Wrigley Field in which the Cubs made a
statement by winning three of five against the Cardinals in 2003.

There’s also been heartbreak moments as well, such as Darryl
Kile’s death in 2002 and Nomar Garciaparra’s injury running
around the bases at Busch Stadium Ii in 2005, putting an end to
his Cub career.

But on August 27th, the magic that was always present in the
rivalry would make a trip south on Interstate 55 to the corner of
South Third and Union as the Redbirds closed out the 2006
season at Autozone Park against the Nashville Sounds.

The day before in St. Louis, journeyman catcher Gary Bennett
would hit a home run in the fourth inning and win it for the
Cardinals over the Cubs in the ninth inning with a clean hit into
right-center, therefore adding to what had already been a strong
offensive showing as the backup to regular catcher Yader Molina.

And in Memphis, Shawn Garrett, who was another late
addition to the Redbirds’ roster after Skip Schumacher left, would
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prove his worth by beating the Sounds on a single in the bottom
of the ninth inning and erasing the wounds of what happened a
few days earlier in the first game of the series when Nashville shut
out the Redbirds 5-0, giving them the dubious distinction of
having more shutout losses than any team in Memphis
professional baseball history with 16.

Around 11:30 on the morning of the 27th, the phone rang at
my house as I got ready for the final home game of the 2006
season.

A few days before this, I had remembered talking with David
Kelly about coming on the pregame show after meeting with him
about the tape from the game I did against Round Rock on July
20th in the Redbirds’ radio booth.

“I’ll see what I can do,” he said as I headed out the door to go
downstairs, “I can’t promise anything.”

But as I picked up the phone at home, I had no idea that three
days later I would indeed be a guest on the pregame show talking
about my summer in the Fan Radio booth.

“Doc,” Mr. Kelly said, “How you’re doing?”
“Fine,” I replied.
“Well,” he said to me, “you’re going to be on the pregame

show today.”
At first, I thought that the idea of an ordinary fan going on

radio and talking about a summer like no other was about as silly
as free baseballs given to fans once they entered the ballpark.

But after a split-second of thinking about the exposure that
could come with being on WHBQ Sports 56 doing a pregame
show with the Redbirds, I then caved in and jumped at the deal.

“I’ll do it,” I said to Mr. Kelly, “I’ll be at the ballpark in 15
minutes.”
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In 2006, Tony Gwynn, Jr. spent much of the season as a
member of the Nashville Sounds, the Triple-A affiliate of the
Milwaukee Brewers, batting well over .300 as well as a cup of
coffee in the bigs with the Brewers, where he collected his first hit
as a major leaguer against the San Francisco Giants on July 19th,
24 years after his father accomplished that same feat.

On this day as I sat along with another young and coming
announcer that was also coming on the pregame show, Gwynn,
Jr. was sitting with David Kelly and talking about life as a second-
generation major leaguer.

“It’s fun,” he said, “Because I was around the locker room
with my dad as a kid, I sort of had an idea of what life was like
around the locker room.”

“So you were prepared, right?” Mr. Kelly asked.
“Of course,” he replied, “I’ve learned a lot from my dad by

watching him during his playing days. I remembered when I first
came up to the big leagues, I called him for his advice on hitting
and it helped me out a lot.”

Five minutes later as Gwynn went back down to the Sounds’
clubhouse and the show returned from commercial, it was time
for myself and the other guy who was with me to go on the air
with Mr. Kelly.

“Well as you know,” Mr. Kelly said, “it’s always an honor to
talk to youngsters who someday want to go into the world of
baseball broadcasting and I’m sitting here with a couple of them,
including one who spent this summer behind the microphone
down the hall from where Steve Selby and I bring you the play-by-
play, Ryne “Doc” Hancock.”

“Thank you,” I said.
“What were some of your influences that you grew up

listening to?” he asked me.
“Mike Shannon, Jack Buck, Chris Berman, Steve Stone were
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my main influences,” I replied, “Most of my quotes come from
the book of Mike Shannon,except for the full moon over New
York City part.”

After talking to me and the other guy for a few more minutes,
Mr. Kelly gave me as well as the guy who was with me to do
something that I never thought I would ever have a chance to do,
recite our respected home run calls to 50,000 watts around the
Mid-South.

And remembering what happened when I was in the booth
when Bo Hart on July 31st hit a game-winning homer to beat the
Colorado Springs Sky Sox, I repeated the same exact call, word-
for-word, over the microphone.

“The 2-1 to Hart….” I said, “Swing a and high fly ball to
left….This may go….Goodnight, Miss Candy, it’s a goner and a
Redbirds winner!!!Bo Hart is heading home and they’re mobbing
him at the plate!!!!!”

“I just finished up on the pregame radio show,” I said to
Abbey as I ran into her in the concourse area.

“Oh yeah?” she said.
“Am I still on for the final episode of the ‘Doc Hancock

Show’?”
“You’re doing the final three innings.”

Meanwhile, on the Boardwalk where people were still filing in
through the gates at the corner of South Third and Monroe, I
along with Michelle and Sharika was killing time as we awaited the
first pitch.

As we approached the top of the hour, however, I made a
point of introducing myself to a security guard that was
patrolling the gates at Third and Monroe as the Fan Radio
announcer.
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“I’m Doc Hancock,” I said to the guy as Michelle and Sharika
looked on, “I do Fan Radio work for the Redbirds.”

“Are you serious?” he asked me.
“Yeah,” I said, “I’ve been doing it all summer long.”
Hoping that Michelle and Sharika in all their conventional

wisdom would back me up on this, I then did the next best thing,
repeat my home run call to give him some idea of what I did for
the Redbirds.

“Goodnight, Miss Candy, it’s a goner!!!” I said, which gave
him a greenlight of sorts to finally figure out who I was.

“Hey wait a minute,” he said, “You’re the guy that Candice
talks about all the time.”

“Excuse me, who’s Candice?” I asked.
“Miss Candy?” Michelle said to me.
“Wait a minute,” I said, “Are you serious that she said this

about me?”
“You two are the hottest near-couple of 2006,” she said to me,

“Everyone knows about it.”
“Where’s she at anyway?” I asked.
“At practice,” Michelle said, “She was here last night.”
“Are you saying,” I said, not realizing what was going on, “that

Miss Candy had a crush on me all this time?”
“Next year,” Michelle said, “you two will be the hottest

couple.”

In the fourth inning with no score and the Redbirds at bat, I
decided to go inside the Backstop Baseball Emporium to tell
Steve and Amber what had happened down on the Boardwalk
prior to the game.

“Someone we all know around these parts has a secret
admirer,” I said to them, “I just found out before the game on the
Boardwalk.”
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“You?” Steve said to me.
“Well,” I asked, “how did you know?”
“I’m just smart.”

As the game moved to the top of the sixth inning, I would be
in for another surprise as Abbey and Michelle accompained me to
the broadcast booth.

Out of the blue as we rode up to the press level, Abbey asked
me a question that I thought I would never hear.

“Are you going to miss me and Michelle?” she asked.
“You’re not going to be here next year?” I asked.
“No,” they replied.
As we waited to get off the elevator, I then brought up what

happened on the Boardwalk prior to the start of today’s game.
“You know,” I said offhandledly, “one of us have a secret

admirer of sorts. Somebody we all know.”
“Who?” Michelle asked me as we all got off the elevator.
“Me,” I replied, “It came as a surprise to me when I found out

from this guy who patrols the Monroe Avenue entrance. It turned
out that the person who had this crush on me was Miss Candy.”

“Oh yeah?” Abbey said.
“Yeah,” I said, “I just wish I could see her one more time and

say what I wanted to say.”
“Maybe you’ll have a chance at it one day,” she said.

In the top of the sixth inning, the Redbirds and the Sounds
were deadlocked in a scoreless tie as Michelle, Abbey, and I went
inside the Fan Radio booth.

“Hello again,” I said over the microphone, “I’m Doc Hancock
here for the final time in 2006 as the Memphis Redbirds take on
the Nashville Sounds. There’s no score here in the top of the sixth
and I’m here with a special guest, Michelle Southerland.”
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“It’s an honor to be on your show,” she said as Abbey sat in the
engineer’s chair and took pictures with her disposable camera.

“Tell me something,” I asked as Drew Anderson struck out
swinging, “what was your favorite memory of Doc Hancock
during the summer?”

“When we had that summer camp,” she replied, “I saw how
interactive you were with the kids at the camp. You have a great
heart for people and you’re very good with kids. Not only that,
you made all of us feel welcome in this city during the summer
and I thank you for that.”

The next subject that was brought up during the time that we
spent in the broadcast booth was Miss Candy.

“I don’t have any memories off the top of my head about you
and her,” she said to me, “All I can say is that you’re in love.”

As the game moved to the bottom of the seventh inning, the
Redbirds and Sounds were still deadlocked with no score.

At the same time, the guy who came with me on the pregame
show joined me in the broadcast booth to do some play-by-play
alongside me.

Unlike me, he came prepared with notes as well as tidbits
about each of the players, including one about outfielder John
Rodriguez’s journey in baseball.

“It says here,” he said, “that he earned a tryout with the New
York Yankees through a cousin who was a security guard at
Yankee Stadium back in 1996. I guess it pays to have friends in
high places.”

“Yeah,” I said, “Just ask George Bush.”

Throughout my time in the broadcast booth, I would always
make comments on the air about the slight breeze that would
always pass by the press area during the game, a breeze that
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sometime would scatter my scorecards and notes around the
booth and cause a delay of sorts in the broadcast.

In the eighth inning, with the Redbirds coming to bat and a
legitimate chance to get on the board, a huge gust of wind from
the northeast came to visit us in the Fan Radio booth, blowing
everything we had off the workspace and into a mini-cyclone of
scorecards and notes that my partner and I brought with us.

“That’s strange,” I said to him, “I don’t see anyone else with
stuff blown around their booth.

In the bottom of the eighth inning, Shawn Garrett, who
provided the Redbirds with some heroics the night before would
come to the plate with two men on and no outs to face Mitch
Stauffer.

“They’re drawing the infield in,” my partner said to me.
“Looks like they want him to hit it up the middle,” I said as

Garrett took a pitch outside for a ball.
“It’s gonna score at least two runs,” he said.
With the count at two balls and a strike, Garrett would rap a

pitch through the middle for a single, scoring two runs and
putting the Redbirds on the board.

“You predicted that play well,” I said.

As the final inning of the ninth inning approached, I tried to
remain professional and unmoved by the uncertainity of what
was going to happen in the offseason, even though deep down, I
knew for a fact that I was going to be headed into an uncertain
future, not knowing what would happen to myself or the
Cardinals as they tried to stave off the pesky Astros and Reds.

As Vinny Rottino came into the batter’s box, Semisonic’s
“Closing Time” began to play over the speakers around the
ballpark, finalizing what was without question, a summer to
remember.
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“It’s closing time,” I said as my voice began to crack over the
microphone, “It’s been a joy to share all these calls with you this
year as we close out this summer here from the happiest place on
Earth, Autozone Park.”

During the Sounds’ portion of the 9th inning, I was hoping for
a quick 1-2-3 inning as Andy Cavazos again came on the mound
to shut it down for the Redbirds and close out a chapter in
Memphis professional baseball history.

After the first out to Tony Gwynn, Jr., it began to dawn on me
as the outs dwindled down towards the offseason that for all
intents and purposes, the magical summer that I had down at the
corner of South Third and Union Avenue was coming to an end
and with that realization came a sense of emotion.

In the background, Miss Melissa was in the background
listening to me do the play-by-play.

“Do you want to come down here for this one?” I asked as I
stood erect in the booth holding the microphone as Beattie came
to the plate for the Sounds with two outs and the Redbirds leading
2-0.

“No,” she replied, “I’ll stay up here.”
As the fans came to their feet, I began to lose focus of who was

batting for the Sounds as tears began to form in my eyes.
“3-1 to Beattie,” I said over the microphone through the tears.
What was expected to be a routine grounder, fielded by Rico

Washington at third and fired over to first base, turned out to be
a continuation of not only the game, but the summer as well as
Beattie reached base on a single.

“I guess Miss Candy wanted to hear the good ol’ Doc’s voice
for one more time in 2006,” I said as the Sounds’ Drew Anderson
came to the plate.

Although on paper, Anderson wasn’t that much of a power
source on the team, I figured that with the right pitch to him, the
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game could take on a different perspective, resulting in the game
being tied.

Throughout the at-bat, I could sense a feeling of urgency as
Cavazos kept firing away with pitches to the plate, some of which
were fouled off.

With the count at 3-2 and one on, the close of one of the
greatest summers in the history of Memphis professional baseball
would come at 4:45 p.m.

“High pop to left,” I said over the microphone, “And there
you go, a Redbirds winner!!!”

On the final play of the summer of 2006, my voice for
whatever reason, cracked as I tried to get my voice right for the
moment.

“Thank you all for a wonderful summer,” I said as I went into
a list of people I wanted to thank, something that was deemed
difficult for me as I tried to control my emotions.

But after I finished with my tears as well as the list of thanks,
I wanted to save one more thanks for last, the main inspiration
behind this book.

“And wherever you are, Miss Candy,” I said, “Good day, good
evening, good night, and God bless.”


